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There is a continuing need in surface crystallographic studies using low-

energy electron diffraction (LEED) to record data quickly and reliably and to

accurately extract beam intensities from fluorescent display LEED systems. New

data collection and analysis programs based on image processing techniques

are presented. They make no assumptions about spot shape, background

distribution, do not use thresholding and can deal with any image deficiencies.

Weak spots that contain spikes or holes on non-linear backgrounds can be

extracted without any difficulty. We have analyzed data from the p(2x2)S

structure on Mo(110) at normal incidence with this method and used this data to

preform a Tensor LEED (TLEED) calculation of the structure. The Mo(110)-

p(2x2)-S surface is found to have the S atom adsorbed in a distorted four-

coordinate hollow site with bond lengths of Mo1-S= 2.78 A, Mo2,3-S =2.49 A and
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Mo4-S =2.72 A. The Mo(110) surface undergoes small rearrangements of the

atoms in the first three atomic layers. We have also applied the new data

collection and analysis method to the A1203 (0001) (sapphire) surface. This

material is difficult to work with for LEED studies because of charging, but sets

of data at an off-normal angle 0 = 8.84°, (1) = -148.97° were recorded and

analyzed. This data was used for a TLEED analysis. The results indicate that

the degree of fit (Pendry R-factor- 0.4) for the both aluminum- and oxygen-

termination are close, indicating that probably the true surface structure is a

mixture of terminations or a more complex structure. The high relaxations away

from the bulk reduce the surface energy, as predicted by theory. Supporting data

from other techniques are needed to limit the large number of possible surface

structures that could be used as a reference structure for the TLEED calculation.
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Development of New Data Collection and Analysis Techniques for Low
Energy Electron Diffraction and their Application to the Mo(110)-p(2x2)-S and

A1203 (0001) Systems.

CHAPTER 1

General introduction

A surface or interface of condensed matter, solid, or liquid, means a

region, in two physical dimensions and a variable depth, which has nonuniform

atomic potential. The depth of what we define as a surface is a function of the

surface itself and the sampling technique involved. Hence surfaces or interfaces

have different characteristics with respect to their bulk. These differences arise

from different locations of atoms and molecules in bulk and surface interfacial

regions [1.1]. The systematic study of the chemistry and physics of surfaces

measures and analyzes the factors and forces that act at the surface of solids,

and liquids, or at the interfaces between two phases. Surface chemistry, like any

new branch of science, has its own special tools and techniques. As usual in

science, research in this field includes the study of the subject (surfaces) and

developing the tools and techniques for experiments and observation. As a

further preliminary point, it should be noted that many articles and books have

been published about surface science. Therefore it is not my goal to repeat them

at length. On the other hand, it will be necessary to discuss some basic subjects

to clarify my research structure.

Improving our understanding of the differences between surface and bulk

is not the only reason for opening this new field of study. Surface science has
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become prominent in recent research because of its important role in life and

modern technology. The chemistry and physics of surfaces and interfaces

govern a wide variety of technological processes. For instance, in the oil

industry, the cracking and reforming of high-molecular weight hydrocarbons are

catalyzed by acidic oxide surfaces. Surface chemistry is also relevant to

adhesion, corrosion control, friction, microelectronics, space materials, and bio-

compatible materials. Since a basic understanding of the subject is necessary

in order to discuss more advanced concepts, this chapter will look at :

Structure of surfaces'

Tools and techniques

Research scheme

Structure of solid surfaces

Here we concentrate on surfaces that correspond to a face of a crystal.

A crystal is an array of atoms or ions or molecules in which a structural motif is

repeated periodically in three dimensions.

The geometry of the repeat of the motif can be fully described by a

periodic sequence of points. The collection of abstract points is called a Lattice.

Depending on the dimensionality present, we speak of line, plane, and space

lattices. If any lattice point is chosen as the origin of the lattice, the position of

any point is defined by the vector

' In what follows, the term surface will be used for solid-gas (or vacuum)interface.
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Q=ua+vbi-wc

where u, v and w are integers. The three non-coplanar primitive translations

vectors, a, b, and c define a parallelepiped, the 'unit cell' of the lattice.

The most obvious feature of a crystal is its regularity (symmetry). It is for

this reason that the classification of crystals is based on symmetry. We describe

the different types of external symmetry of crystals, in terms of 'symmetry

elements'. Any one symmetry element has associated with it a 'symmetry

operation'', the application of which leaves the external appearance of the crystal

unaltered.

In a well formed crystal, the various symmetry elements possessed by the

crystal intersect at a point. There are 32 possible ways in which the symmetry

elements can be combined so as to intersect at a point2. Therefore, there are 32

crystal classes [1.2]. The 32 crystal classes can be grouped together into seven

groups known as the seven crystal systems3. The grouping is in terms of axes

of symmetry.

In conjunction with the seven types of lattice which show the characteristic

symmetry of the systems, it is possible to produce new true lattices. The new

lattices have the same environment and the symmetry characteristic of a

For instance: the mirror plane is a symmetry element, and the reflection in the
plane is a symmetry operation.

2 Mathematicians refer to these as 'point groups'.

3Triclinic, Monoclinic, Orthorhombic, Tetragonal, Cubic, Trigonal, and
Hexagonal systems.
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particular crystal system, but they are new lattices. Consider the cubic system4;

this cube shows the characteristic four triad axes of symmetry, along the

diagonals of the cube. These four triad axes are not destroyed if an extra point

is placed at the body center of the cube. Similarly the triad axes are not

destroyed if extra points are placed at the centers of the six faces of the cube.

The result is a new lattice with the same symmetry elements. By applying

similar ideas to the lattices for all seven systems, we can produce a total of

fourteen arrangements, which are true space lattices, and have the

characteristic symmetry of one of the crystal systems. The possible lattices,

known as the Fourteen Bravais Lattices2, are listed as: Cubic (P), (I), (F);

Tetragonal (P), (I); Orthorhombic (P), (I), (C), (F); Monoclinic (P),(C); Triclinic (P);

Trigonal (P or R); Hexagonal (P or C)3. In a similar manner only five Bravais

lattices are possible in two dimensions. Surfaces are often said have unit

meshes or nets rather than lattices, which is usually reserved for three

dimensions. Types of arrangements of surface lattice points are shown in Figure

1.1.

The space lattice of cubic, has three equal orthogonal primitive translations,
which results in a unit cell which is cubic.

2 August Bravais, who worked on the fourteen possible kinds of space lattices,
in 1848, long before they could be used in interpreting X-ray diffraction.

3 The symbols are: Primitive= P; Body center- I (I, for body center is derived
from the German Innenzentrierte); Face center=F; C-face centered=C. The symbol R
for the trigonal lattice, comes from the Rhombohedral.
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Figure 1.1. The five types of Bravais lattice nets: (a) square; (b) primitive
rectangular; © centered rectangular; (d) hexagonal; (e) oblique.

The various combinations of the symmetry operations4 used in the two-

dimensional, crystallographic, point groups give rise to 10 different two-

dimensional point groups. the full symbols2 are as follows

Oblique Rectangular Square Hexagonal
1, 2 1m, 2mm 4, 4mm 3, 3m, 6, 6mm

Space groups are obtained by the application of point-group symmetry to

infinite lattices by translation symmetry being taken into account. In two-

dimensions, the only operator involving translation is the glide line of symmetry

denoted by g. This results in 17 two-dimensional space groups.

1 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 fold rotation about a point and mirror-reflection across a line.

2 The symbol of 6mm means: 6-fold rotation about the point. Mirrors lines normal
to the x, y, and u axes. Mirrors lines at 60° to the x, y, and u axes.
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In Table 1.1 are shown the relations between the lattices, point groups and

space groups numbers.

Table 1.1. Classification of lattices in three different dimensions.

Lattice Bravais Number Point Group Space Group
Line 1 2 2

Plane 5 10 17

Space 14 32 230

In the study of the external appearance of crystals, it is necessary to refer

to particular faces of a crystal and to specify the relative orientations of the

various faces. We shall later see that each face or surface of a crystal has its

own particular structure. In other words, different surfaces have different

chemical and physical characteristics. Crystal faces are usually specified by their

"Miller Indices". The planes parallel to the crystal face may intersect three

crystallographic axes.

Figure 1.2. (320) Miller symbol for the slope of a crystal face (the c-
axis is ± to the paper).
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Furthermore, a family of neighbor planes intersects the axes of a reference unit

cell into a set of segments. The number of segments along each unit cell axes

give rise to the h, k and I integers. An example of crystallographic planes is

illustrated in Figure 1.2. In the hexagonal lattice the equilateral nature of the nets

perpendicular to the unique axis is often emphasized by the use of indices

(h k i l), where the three indices h, k, and i refer to the directions x, y, and u, all

at 120° to each other. In this case the relationship holds that i = -(h + k); . The

Miller indices for three faces of a hexagonal crystal are shown in Figure 1.3.

z

y

Figure 1.3. Schematic characterization of the crystallographic planes
(h k i I), and directions (x, y, u, z) in the hexagonal structure.

The reciprocal lattice

To describe the relationship between crystal structure and diffraction pattern',

we need to construct a reciprocal lattice for every real lattice (the space lattice

'The concept of the reciprocal lattice was used by P. P. Ewald and extended by
M. von Laue (1913) to describe the relationship between crystal structure and diffraction
spectra.
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of a crystal in real space). To construct a reciprocal lattice, any point of the real

space is taken as an origin, from which lines are drawn perpendicular to all sets

of real lattice planes. Reciprocal lattice points arise on these lines at distances

inversely proportional to the spacings of the real planes (not the distance

between lattice points). The indices of a reciprocal lattice point, hkl, are the same

as the indices of the planes in the real lattice that the points represents. Part of

a real and reciprocal lattice nets are shown in Figure 1.4.

eo

0

0

a* 0

0

0

0
0

0

0
o

* o
0

0
0

o
0

0
0

Figure 1.4. Real and reciprocal nets with an arbitrary distance from the
origin (a* and b* are the reciprocal cell edges).

The relations between the lengths and the angles of the primitive direct and

reciprocal unit meshes for the two-dimensional systems are summarized in Table

1.2, where, a, b and y are the two lengths of the edges, and the interaxial angle,

respectively, of the direct-net unit mesh and a*, b* and y* are the corresponding



quantities for the reciprocal-net'.

Table 1.2. The relation between real unit nets and corresponding unit reciprocal
nets.

System a, a* relation b, b* relation y, y- relation

Oblique a*=2rr / (a siny) b*= 2rr I( b siny) y* = 180° y
Rectangular a*=2n / a b * =2rr / b y* = 90°

Square a* =b*= 2rr / a b*= a* = 2n/ b r= 90°

Hexagonal a* = b*= 4rr / a4-3 b* =a*=4rr / b4-3 y* = 60°

Nature of real surfaces:

" .. and I standing on the Table. This made me reflect upon the fair Skins

of our English Ladies, who appear so beautiful to us, only because they

are our own Size, and their Defects not to be seen but through a

magnifying Glass, where we find by Experiment that the smoothest and

whitest Skins look rough and coarse, and ill colored."2

Natural and manmade surfaces are not smooth on an atomic scale but rather are

rough, containing hills and valleys. The different sites and active regions on a

solid surface give it special physical and chemical characteristics (see Figure

1.5). Atoms at the surface have low coordination number in comparison to atom

1 The rules for constructing the two-dimensional reciprocal lattice from a
given real lattice are: a . a* = 1 and b . b* =1, a . a* = 1/ [cos (rr /2 - y)], y* = rr - y,
which means siny* = siny.

2 Jonathan Swift, " Gulliver's Travels ", The Second Voyage; The Heritage Press,
New York 1940.
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in the bulk. The energy associated with this difference is called the surface

energy. The surface energy causes reconstruction, bulk interaction', and

atom vacancy
ledge

edge site
step

protusion

Figure 1.5. Low coordination sites (surface defects) in the form of steps,
adatoms, vacancies, kinks are the preferred locations for surface processes.

interaction with species from the environment. In surface studies, the structure

of the clean substrate and overlayer are dependent on the surface environment.

The binding energy of the surface atoms is proportional to the number of nearest

and next-nearest neighbors. Therefore, for example, atoms at a ledge are bound

more strongly than are adatoms on a terrace [1.3]. In equilibrium there is a

certain concentration of all these surface species, with those species

predominating whose binding energies are greatest. Thus, the adatom

concentration on clean well-equilibrated surfaces should be very small indeed.

However, while these surfaces are ordered on an atomic scale their structure is

Surface atoms usually contract toward the bulk to minimize their bonding with
the remaining neighbors.
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not always one of simple termination of the bulk unit cell, relaxation or

reconstruction [1.4] being common 1 effects to change the surface structure.

Notation for surface structures

The five types of surface nets (Figure 1.1) describe all possible diperiodic

surface structures. The complete net can be generated by translating the surface

unit mesh and bulk unit mesh vectors. The relation between the translation

® 0 0 0 @ 0
O 0 af; -9
O *,

flats
3 0

O0 0 \r) 0 0

0 0 0200 O 0
0 0 0 0 CD

Overlayer

0-4Substrate

Figure 1.6. An example of mesh vectors for the matrix and Wood notations.

vectors of a surface net area, to the translation vectors of a second net area is

illustrated in Figure 1.6. In this example, we consider an ordered submonolayer

overlayer defined by the unit mesh (a10, a20) adsorbed on an ideal surface with

unit mesh (als, a2s). There are two notations for this relationship, the matrix

1 In forming a surface with minimized free energy, a relocation of the surface
atoms from their bulk position is quite likely.
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notation [1.5] and Wood's notation [1.6]. In the matrix notation, the relationship

between overlayer vector and substrate (bulk surface) can be represented by

a = M a0 s
Where

[ m11 m12M .
M21 M22

Using the vectors representation in Figure 1.6. we obtain

au m11 a1s + m12 a2s
ago m21 a1s + M22 a2s

a 10 = -1 ats + 1 au
a 2o = 2 a ts . 2 a 2s

and hence :

1 11
M .

[2 2

Wood's notation for this structure is showed symbolically as

a io( UM) (- x ago) R a- (OCS)
a is a

(1-2)

(1-3)

where, UM is the kind of unit mesh (primitive or centered). ai are the magnitudes

of the unit mesh vectors. a, is the angle of rotation between the overlayer and

substrate unit vectors (which it is omitted if it is zero), and OCS is the chemical

symbol of the overlayer.

Figure 1.6. represents an example of the deposit of a structure formed by the

adsorption of oxygen on platinum, Wood's notation for this structure would be



also N( 12 ' 12) = 1E

a20= Y(22 +22)=1 = 2 Vi
a 13 a 2s 1

The angle between a0 and a s is 45 °

Pt (100) ( 12- x 2 VI )R 45 ° 0
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(1-4)

Tools and techniques

In order to be able to discuss and understand the structure of surfaces it

is necessary to understand the techniques that are capable of viewing the

surface on an atomic scale. However, every technique has differing strengths

and weaknesses according to aspects of sensitivity.The aspects that should be

noticed are the following: how thick a surface slice contributes to the signal

(escape depth); how quickly can one detect a signal; the quantitative nature of

data; the degree of chemical information; the surface changes induced by the

measuring technique.

A great number of different types of surface analytic instruments are

available that operate at ultra high vacuum', UHV [1.7]. We will briefly discuss

only those techniques that were used in this research. In our system AES and

LEED2 instrumentation are mounted in the same vacuum system and their

beams can be directed at a single target, which is often a single crystal. This

1 P 10 -1° Pa

2 LEED: Low Energy Electron Diffraction. AES: Auger Electron Spectroscopy.
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forms the well-known multiport surface analytic system. In addition, the

goniometer, vacuum gauges, and pumps are necessary parts of the system.

Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES)1

Auger spectroscopy is capable of uniquely identifying almost all

elements2 and is essentially a surface probe3 as the data comes from a few

atomic layers or so, depending upon the material and the ionizing energy. Minute

amounts of surface contaminants, down to at least the (1012 atoms/cm2) range,

have been detected under ideal conditions; this would correspond to bulk

concentrations in the 1018/cm3range. The general mechanism of Auger ejection

is shown in Figure 1.7. The electronic energy levels ZXY are equivalent to the

X-ray levels K, L, M, ... 4, depending upon the material and the ionizing energy

[1.8]. In this drawing the Z level is shown ionized by a primary electron leaving

a hole into which an outer electron, from X level, can drop. The energy released

in this transition is either emitted as a photon or given to another electron. If the

energy is sufficient, this electron can be ejected from the surface as an Auger

electron, as shown in the deexcitation step for the electron at Y. By conservation

of energy, we know that the kinetic energy of the Auger electron, plus the

1 Auger electrons were first discovered in 1925 by Pierre Auger [P. Auger, J.
Phys. Radium 6 (1925) 205.]. Then in 1953, J. J. Lander [J. J. Lander, Phys. Rev. 91,
(1953) 1382] described the use of Auger Spectroscopy.

2 Hydrogen and helium do not produce any Auger electrons.

3 In general AES escape depths are very low, a few A. See Appendix B.

4 Also we use angular momenta such as L, S, and j to characterize the atomic
state of transitions.
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Auger electron

Y

41 I. X -41 I 1/--"=--- X

Z Z 1111-41--

1_ Electron-impact 2 Relaxation 3 Deexcitation

Figure 1.7. Auger process can be thought of as an internal photo-effect.

relaxation energy, plus the Auger level energy is equal to zero. The kinetic

energy of ejected electrons (secondary) can be estimated from Figure 1.7 to be

approximately'

(2)Kw = Ez Ex- E y (1-5)

The brief description of the mechanism of the AES technique and its processing

is given in Appendix A.

Low Electron Energy Diffraction (LEED)[1.9][1.10]

Low energy electrons (i.e., about 20 to 500 eV) are ideal probes for

surface studies, because they are very easily scattered, both elastically2 and

For carbon (KL, L2); = 283.8 - 18.0 - 6.4 = 259.4 eV, the observed value
is -4 270 eV.

2 If the energy of scattered electron is the same as the energy of the incident
(continued...)
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inelastically, by atoms. Hence, if electrons penetrate into a solid for more then

four to five atomic layers' they are absorbed and disappear into the electron sea.

If electrons survive absorption in the few atomic layers and are back-scattered

out of the crystal, they can provide information about the atomic arrangement in

the surface layer of the scattering material. In practice, a narrow beam of low

energy electrons is incident on a clean planar single- crystal surface, at a given

angle, see Figure 1.8.

Chamber window
... 4,----.2 Electron

i Gun
-a

Fluorescent screen ----

Figure 1.8. Schematic display-type LEED system.

The sample is installed in an ultra high vacuum (UHV) environment at pressure

about lab° Torr 2. The experiment is carried out with controlled elimination of

2(...continued)
electron, it is an elastic scattering .

1 The penetration of the primary electrons into the solid is limited primarily by
inelastic events, and it is estimated that at LEED energies it should be 3-10 A.

2 1 Torr = 1 mm Hg = 133.322 Pa = 1.3158 x 10 -3atm
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spurious magnetic and electric fields. The diffracted electrons emerge as beams

(see Chapter 2) that are viewed as bright spot on a fluorescent screen. The

experimental data consist in fact ofcurves displaying intensity plotted against

energy for a number of diffracted beams (so-called LEED spectra or IV profiles)

with a fixed incidence angle, see Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9. An I(V) curve for Mo(110) covered with 0.25 monolayer
sulfur.

The need for Ultra High Vacuum

The sensitivity of low energy electrons to matter is a source of

experimental problems, because the low energy electrons are easily scattered

by atoms. Hence, it becomes necessary to eliminate all unwanted impurities
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from the surface to be studied. A question now arises: how long can the sample

remain clean, under vacuum conditions, used during the experiment? The

answer should include an estimate of the concentration of atoms or molecules

at the surface of a solid from the bulk density. For a bulk density of nickel (8.9

g /cm3), the atomic density, d (atoms/cm3), is (8.9 / 58.7)(6.02 x 1023). The

surface concentration of atoms, a (atoms / cm2), is d2r3 for a cube-like packing,

resulting in 2.0x1015 atoms/cm2. We can use this estimated value to calculate the

time of stability, t, for a sample to remain clean, under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)

conditions. The flux of molecules incident on the initially clean' surface must

therefore be less than the value of a=2.0 x1015 atoms/(cm2 t).

From the kinetic theory of gases the impingement rate of molecules

striking the surface of unit area at a given ambient pressure P is

zA _

Where:

N P
i/2HMRT

Symbol Quantity SI Units Other units2
NA Avogadro no. mold

P Pressure Pa 10 g / cm . s2

M molar mass kg.mold 1000 g.mold

(1-6)

The definition of a 'clean' surface, depends on the time of a complete
monolayer coverage.

2 Using P = F / m2 ;1N = 1kg m / s2 and 1J = N . m



Symbol Quantity SI Units Other units'
R Gas constant J. mo11. K-1 107 g. cm2/ s2 mo1-1.K-1

T temperature K

ZA ( atoms / cm 2 . s ) = 2.6347 x 10 20 P (Pascal )

'/M (gram) ) T (Kelvin )
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(1-7)

Using M = 28 as the average molar weight of air in experimental chamber and

T = 300 K, we get

Pressure (Pa) ZA (atoms / cm2 . s) o / ZA (s)
1 5.0 x 10 4 1.4 x 10 15 1.4

2 5.0 x 10 -5 1.4 x 1014 1.4 x 101

3 5.0x10-5 1.4 x10 13 1.4 x 102

4 5.0 x 10 -7 1.4x1012 1.4 x 103

The last column of the above table shows the necessary time to cover the

surface completely with a monolayer of ambient gas, assuming a sticking

coefficient of unity2.

Scheme of our research

The research described in this thesis falls into three parts.

1 Development of a new LEED data collection and analysis system:

1 Using P = F / m2 ; 1N = 1kg . m / s2 and 1J = N . m

2 If each collision between a gas molecule and surface atom results in
adsorption.
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Because of the rapid contamination of surfaces by adsorbed gases, the

speed of data collection is an important and vital factor in a LEED

experiment. For this reason, we designed a computer interface system

to automate data collecting and to control the LEED system itself. This

approach reduced the data collecting time from one hour to about five

minutes. In addition we have described a new data analysis procedure

that produces more accurate and reliable data.

An observer looking at the fluorescent screen through a suitable vacuum

window, Figure 1.8, will see bright spots wherever the diffracted beams

hit the screen. The overall picture is called the LEED pattern, and the

different beams are often referred to as 'LEED spots.' The brightness of

the LEED spots are proportional to the intensities of the corresponding

diffracted beams which can therefore be monitored with a suitable

external detector, in our case a highly sensitive camera'. To prepare the

LEED spectra (IV curves), it is necessary to extract each spot from its

background. Previously, many different methods have been tried, but

because of the asymmetry of spots and a heterogeneous background

they were not completely successful, especially for the weakestspots. We

created a new image processing algorithm for this purpose that is

successful and fast.

1 There are other types of detectors. A double channel plate is used for very low
intensities. A Faraday cage is an internal device for measurement of absolute
intensities.
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2. Testing the new analysis and tensor LEED methods by determining the

structure of S / Mo (110):

As Mo(110) sample was already under study in our laboratory for another

research project, it was a natural choice to test our methods for data and

image processing. We used these new procedures to establish the

unknown surface crystallography of Mo(110) p(2 x 2)-S system.

3. LEED crystallography of an insulator; sapphire (A1203):

The final stage of this research was to apply the new data collection,

analysis procedure and tensor LEED theory to a class of surfaces that

have resisted analysis in the past. Oxide surfaces in general have been

difficult to study by LEED because of charging effects and heating and

cooling problems. A prototype insulator is alumina, readily available as

sapphire crystal with a basal plane (0001) orientation. Surprisingly the

surface structure of A1203 (0001) is unknown. Eventually we were able to

collect the first LEED 11/ data from this surface despite charging and other

problems. We describe preliminary results of a Tensor LEED analysis of

this surface.
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CHAPTER 2

LEED Theory

In the Low-Energy Electron Diffraction experiment, a primary beam of low

energy electrons (10 500 eV) impinges on the surface of a crystal. If the crystal

surface is well ordered, the elastic part of the back-scattering appears in discrete

diffracted beams. Each diffracted beam gives rise to a spot on a fluorescent

screen, and the resulting spot pattern may be viewed through a window in the

vacuum chamber. The inelastically-scattered electrons are prevented from

reaching the screen by a set of grids. The diffraction intensity in a given beam

may be determined by measuring the spot brightness.

Formation of a diffraction pattern

An almost universally adopted scheme for the incident beam direction in

Figure 2.1. Schematic illustration of LEED experiment showing the
polar (0) and azimuthal ($) angles upon a crystal surface.
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LEED is summarized in Figure 2.1. The surface basis vectors are defined such

that the projection of the incident beam (op, in Figure 2.1) direction in the surface

plane is a positively directed vector with respect to both basis vectors [2.1].

Defining a left-handed coordinate system' with x- and y-axes within the surface

plane and the z-axis into the surface, and choosing one of the basis vectors to

be along the x-axis, then the angle subtended by x-axis and the projection of the

incident beam direction within the surface plane is called the azimuthal angle.

A single crystal of desired orientation and chemical composition is

bombarded with a collimated, monoenergetic beam of electrons at the polar

angle 0 and azimuthal angle (P. The incident electron energy, EP, and momentum

K, are thus well-defined quantities. When considering scattering from a surface,

the quantities conserved are energy and momentum parallel to the surface within

a reciprocal lattice vector, g(h,k). Because of the strong damping of the incident

electron beam caused by inelastic collisions the mean free path is very short and

the observed elastically scattered electrons come from the outermost layers of

the surface. The conservation laws give rise to coherent scattering from the

surface, resulting in a fixed number of back-diffracted electron beams2. The

positions of the diffracted electron beams appearing on the fluorescent screen

represent the well-known "spot pattern" or intensity pattern. The spot pattern is

'The left hand in the directions of x(thumb), y(index finger), and z(middle
finger).

2 The number depending on the value of momentum and energy of
incident electrons.
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a measure of the space group or translational symmetry of the surface. The

surface lattice symmetry is obtained from the reciprocal lattice vectors g(h,k).

Information about the structure of the surface unit cell is contained in the

intensity profiles, i.e., the intensities of the various beams as a function of

energy, E.

The vector representation of electron diffraction

The momentum p of a free electron is related to the wavelength A ( see

Appendix C) of the electronic wave (de Broglie's equation) as

2 rrP- 12

A
(2-1)

where ti is Planck's constant divided by 2n. The ratio 2n A , taken as a vector in

the direction of the momentum, is called the wavenumber K. In vector notation

we have

P = 12 K (2-2)

An incident electron of wave-vector K° is diffracted from the array of two-

dimensional gratings stacked together to form the crystal. In Figure 2.2 for the

incident and scattered electrons we have

it.iti.k
k=ir_L.ki

where symbols .1_, q are used for perpendicular and parallel components of

vectors on the surface, respectively. Based on conservation of energy, the

vector relationship between incident and scattered electrons of the specular (00)

(2-3)



beam can be shown to be

K K=

kil = K11

Figure 2.2. Schematic illustration of an incident electron beam of wave-
vector K°, scattered elastically from a single crytal into a state
characterized by the wave-vector K' and K'1. The a* and b* denote the
reciprocal lattice vectors.
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(2-4)

For the other beams, it is necessary to define a reciprocal lattice vector g, of

the two- dimensional atomic diffraction gratings

g (h k) =h a + k b (2-5)

Where, a* and b* are reciprocal unit cell vectors' in the reciprocal net. the

altered vector for the (hk) beam will be

'Where the unit cell is defined by basis vectors a, b. Thus, a *± b , and b*__a.



= K°

= K g ( h k )

In Figure 2.2, g(01) = b* ; hence

= ICH g ( 01 )ko

Geometrical interpretation of LEED pattem
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(2-6)

(2-7)

In this part, we consider the geometry of the coherent reflection of low

energy electrons from a planar surface of a single crystal solid. Since any

triangle that is inscribed in a circle and has a diameter as its hypotenuse is a

right triangle, draw a circle (sphere in 3-dimension) whose diameter is 2/A and

inscribe in it a right triangle having 1/dhk as one of its legs', as shown in Figure

2.3. The sine of angle opposite to this leg, sin(e), according to Figure 2.3, shows

the Bragg law 2 as

1sin 8 /d A

2/A 2d (2-8)

Recalling 1/dhk = ghk, it is possible to give the construction in Figure 2.4a, a

physical meaning. Let the horizontal diameter io represent the direction of the

incident electron beam. Since the line ip forms the Bragg angle 8 with the

incident beam, it has the slope of a crystal plane that is in position to direction

1 d is spaced distance between parallel planes of a crystal.
2 nA = 2d Sill 0, where n is the order of the reflection.
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the electron beam, as drawn in Figure 2.4a at the center c of the circle. The line

of op is normal to the crystal plane and line ip, and has the length ghk, while

zocp = 2(zoip)=20, so that cp is the direction of the electron beam diffracted by

Figure 2.3. A circle with radius of 1/A, that
contains a right triangle ipo.

the plane at the glancing angle 0. Thus Figure 2.4a is a graphical interpretation

of the Bragg law in terms of the reciprocal-lattice vectors ghk. The point o where

the electron beam leaves the sphere after passing through the crystal is the

origin of the reciprocal lattice (see Figure 2.4b) of the crystal. Whenever a

reciprocal-lattice point at the end of a vector ghk, which is normal to the (hk)

plane, lies on the sphere, the Bragg law is satisfied, and a diffracted electron

beam passes through the reciprocal lattice point. Electron diffraction can occur

only when a reciprocal-lattice point lies on the sphere, and is called the Ewald

sphere [2.2]. A fluorescent screen in LEED device is nothing more than a display
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of the reciprocal lattice.

Figure 2.4a. A graphical representation of
Bragg's law for electron diffraction.

Origin of
reciprocal lattice

incident beam(

diffracted beam

Figure 2.4b. Origin of reciprocal lattice and diffracted point
p are located on the sphere of reflection.
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Displacement of spots as a function of energy

The relative position of spots on the fluorescent screen with respect to the

position of specular beam is dependent on the energy of the electron beam. By

increasing the energy of the incident beam, the spots move toward the specular

beam in the absence of electrical and magnetic fields, and in a regular, non

disturbed environment. The geometry of this functional movement is shown in Figure

2.5, where three circles of reflection drawn tangent to the origin of the reciprocal

lattice, which, of course, lies at the point of emergence of the incident beam. The

relationship between incident electron energy and the distance from hk beam, to

(00) beam, for the circle c, is

a= 180 - 20

L3
tan 6 =

ic

There are same relationships for the other circles (b and a). Thus

L3 L 2 L1
tan 0

is ib is

(2-9)

(2-10)

On the other hand, the inequality ic<ib<ia, can exist if L3 < L2 <L1. This means that,

when the energy of electron beams increases, the spots tend toward the origin of

the reciprocal net. The effects of optical parameters and variability of electrical field

on the screen alter the exact linearity of spot displacement. But in practice this

variance is insignificant and does not prevent our finding the trajectories of beams

as a function of energy (see Chapter 3).
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positions of (hk) spot in three
different energies t

Reciprocal lattice
origin

Lattice
..t.plane

Incident
beam

Figure 2.5. Cross section of Ewald spheres for LEED pattern.
Three spheres of a, b, and c show the reflection beams for
three different energies. Where X1>X2>X3. With increase of
energy, spots move toward the origin of reciprocal lattice.

Development of LEED theory

The object of any low-energy electron diffraction theory is to predict the two-

dimensional nature of the diffracting net. Early attempts were based on a Darwin

[2.3] kinematical model in which the predicted scattering intensity is not simply

related to a solution of the SchrOdinger equation describing the electronic motion.

The need for a thorough dynamic theory for LEED intensities was emphasized very

soon [2.4] after the publication of the experimental results of Davisson and Germer.

Early fundamental theoretical papers were published by Bethe [2.5] and Morse

[2.6]. McRae in 1964 [2.7] produced evidence that multiple scattering is a necessary

ingredient of such a theory. McRae then proceeded in 1966 to formulate an
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approach which generalized Darwin's dynamical x-ray theory to an N-beam theory

[2.8]. In 1968 he incorporated [2.9] the Bloch-wave concept introduced in 1928, in

the solid-vacuum interface. After a LEED theory was developed by Boudreaux and

Heine [2.10], and generalizing of Beeby's method by Duke [2.11], Pendry used the

t-matrix formalism, as well as inelastic effects. In 1971, Tong produced a

perturbation version of Beeby's theory, which include the mean-free-path effect. The

theoretical developments were aimed at reducing the computational effort needed

in structural determination. Van Hove [2.12] applied symmetries and other efficiency

features to overlayer systems with superlattices. The work of Zimmer and Holland

[2.13] on perturbation version of Beeby's formalism, combined by Tong and Van

Hove with some of Tong's and Pendry's methods into a combined-space theory

[2.14]. Several other theoretical methods were also proposed during this same

period.

Kinematic method in LEED

Since many concepts of kinematic diffraction are central to the dynamical

description of LEED, we shall discuss these in brief in this section.

LEED is a delocalized probe that relies on the long-range order of the surface

atoms to produce the constructive and destructive interference of the incident

electron wave that generates a diffraction pattern. Thus in order for LEED to give an

accurate picture of the arrangement of surface atoms, the surface studied must be

highly ordered over large areas (of the order of a few hundred A ). Even if a sample

were to have a perfectly ordered surface, there is another limitation to the accuracy
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of LEED surface structural determinations. In x-ray diffraction, the x-ray absorption

cross-section is so small that one can assume that x-rays scatter only once during

the diffraction process. It is then straight forward to interpret x-ray diffraction pattern

in terms of a single-scattering theory (the 'kinematical' model). In LEED, however,

the electron-atom scattering cross-section is extremely large over the range of

electron energies used (about 20 to 300 eV), and an electron wave will scatter

several times during its interaction with the crystal. Kinematical theories therefore

do not give a useful description of the scattering process.

Kinematic theory consists of calculating the scattered wave field at a large

distance from the scattering object in the Born approximation. The wave field for

large r is given exactly by the self-consistent relation [2.15]

D
qi kk [ exp (i k . r ) + f(k, k) ex. <

(2rr )3/2 r
il kjr >]

where exp (ik.r) is a plane wave incident on the crystal surface and

(2-1 1 )

f(IC,k) =
4rrm fexp(- i IC . t) V (f ) IN V) d31: (2-12)n2

The quantity f(k',k) is the scattering amplitude and V(e) is the potential energy of the

crystal. The Born approximation consists of replacing the exact wavefunction

LP le, k (r) by the incident plane wave exp (ik.r) A21-0 3/2. This yields for the scattering

amplitude

f(k, k) = - m f exp [ - i (k k). t j V(t) d 3?
2112

(2 -13)
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The potential energy V(r) can be written as a sum of terms each centered on an

atom site RR

V(r) =E v; (r Rj)
i

Substituting in Eq. 2 yields

/kJ(- I0,K)12 ' I E exP [- i (ii k) . Ri] vi(fi k) 12
i

(2-14)

(2-15)

We can use the two-dimensional translational symmetry of the system (substrate

plus surface plus vacuum) to split the sum over the atoms in the crystal Ri into a

sum over all atoms in the unit mesh si and a sum over the unit meshes Li. i.e.

Ri=si + Li where

Li= Lix 2- Liy y (2-16)

The sum on j is over all atoms in the crystal which can be projected into a unit mesh.

The other sum is over all unit meshes. In brief we have

Ik,k
1' I NT (- E vg (ii,k) exP [ I (ii k) . Pj ]) 6 ((ii k) K)I2 (2-17)N i

where NT is the number of atoms in the crystal and pi are the basis vectors for a

three-dimensional unit cell constructed such that its x and y dimensions are the

surface unit mesh. Since N is infinite, the sum over unit meshes became a delta

function. K is a three-dimensional reciprocal lattice vector of the bulk crystal and j

runs over the atoms in the unit cell. Inspection of the above equation predict delta

function peaks for (k' k) = K. This implies that LEED spectra should have sharp
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peaks at energies satisfying the "perpendicular" Bragg condition (k' k )z = K.

However, inspection of a typical I-V curve proves this not to be the case; peaks are

not sharply peaked but are rather broad. Also, in addition to peaks ('Bragg peaks')

found at energies within 10 V of satisfying the perpendicular Bragg condition, the

experimental curves exhibit structure not calculated by the kinematic theory. The

problem is that kinematic theory treats all planes parallel to the surface equally; the

nth plane experiences the same intensity of incident wave field as the first plane.

This is in disagreement with the experimental evidence that only the topmost layers

are probed by the low-energy electron beam. Thus, the wave field incident on any

atom is no longer equal to the incident wave field, but rather to the resultant of the

incident wave field and summation of all possible scattering from the other atoms.

In addition to multiple elastic scattering, the incident electrons interact inelastically

with the crystal conduction and valence electrons. This results in a rate of removal

of intensity from the elastic wave field which, to a first approximation, is proportional

to the total path length of the incident electron in solid. The resulting electron flux

removed from the elastic beam can be described by the addition of an imaginary

term independent of position but usually dependent on energy. The solution of

Schr6dinger equation for a constant complex potential V = V - iV, , Yields

k 2= E+ V.- i VI (2-18)
so that k is complex. Using this new condition we can replace the delta function by

the imaginary component of (k' - k), . Now, the peaks still lie at the energies

predicted by the perpendicular Bragg condition, however, they are no longer delta
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functions but have a characteristic width given by 2V1which is more in accord with

experiment. Finally, even thermal effects can be taken in to account, the

experimental I-V curves have discrepancies with the modified kinematical method.

Experimental I-V curves have much more structure than the kinematic theory would

predict. There are extra peaks, splitting of Bragg peaks, and intensity modulations

with the angle between the component of K parallel to the surface, and a specific

direction, (a*) in the plane of surface. The widths of the peaks are not given simply

by the kinematic result [2.16].

Surface potential

There is an electrostatic force between the diffracting electrons and all the

point charges present at the surface. This force attracts the diffracting electrons

toward the nuclei, producing a periodic potential near each nucleus. By using an

antisymmetrical product wave function for the system of all N electrons of the

surface, and a LEED electron, we can set up the Hartree-Fock equation' [2.17] as

v2 y` ZP 2 V ( r ) + i ir ril
V r e 2 1 Wi (r) d r,3 1 W(r)
i2m '7.' jr ril

e 2 gri (r;) (1)(1.1) d 3r ] w (r) = E cp(r)E [ f jr rili i i

(2-19)

1 (2-19) has the form of Schrodinger equation and neglecting the second term in
brackets on the left -hand side, it has the simple interpretation that the electron moves in the
electrostatic field of core electrons plus nucleus. The second term arises out of
considerations of antisymmetry under exchange of particles, because no two electrons can
be in the same place at the same time.
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1 term = The kinetic term.

e)
term2nd = The incident electron-nuclei attraction.4"

I
term

rd = The potential due to the charge that screens the LEED.s."

4th term = The incident-electron repulsion potential.

tPi = The surface electron wavefunction.

= The LEED electron wavefunction.

= The exchange term.5th term

E = The total energy.

Since Eq.2-19 is not suitable for numerical computation, we need some

additional approximations. Near the centers of atoms, the potential will always

be given by -VI- because of the nuclear charge. Further away from the nucleus,

the potential is less strong and the influence of neighboring atoms more

pronounced. We can draw spheres about the nuclei such that within the spheres

there is to good accuracy a spherically symmetric potential, but outside these

spheres, where the potential is weaker, non-sphericity is important. If we take the

largest possible non-overlapping spheres drawn about each nucleus, the

potential inside will be spherically symmetric, and the potential outside will be

constant [2.18].This procedure has become known by the curious name of the

"muffin tin approximation". The muffin-tin model is an approximation of electronic

state of atoms in a lattice [2.8]. In Figure 2.6, the negative potential of the sodium

atoms about their nuclei o is illustrated as a potential tail. The broad band of

valence electrons are showed as spherical head. The humps in potential curve

are due to the disturbing effect of the inner elections, the 2p and others [2.19].
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Figure 2.6. The potential energy diagram of an Na atom (a) in
the free state, and (b), bound in crystal lattice of 3 Na atoms.
(C) as a muffin tin model, with spherical part V; and constant
potential V0.

The constant potential between spheres is due mainly to the incident electron

pushing aside conduction or valence electrons to form a correlation hole. With

this assumption, we have a one dimension equation:

h 2
[ [ r 41 d d RI( r)

+

2/
12m r2 dr dr 2 m r 2

Z e2
r

RI( r)

VSO r) + Vex ( r)] ( r) = E RI ( r)
(2-20)

In Eq. 2-20 using spherical coordinates, the operator divides into a radial part

and an angular part'. The idea is to solve the Schrodinger equation within each

1 A scalar potential U, outside a charge distribution, satisfies the Laplacian
equation in spherical coordinates. We use a separation of variables procedure:

u(r,6,cp) R(r)Y(8 , (p) Thereby we obtain:
2

r2 Li R(r) . 2ra R(i) -1 (I . 1)R(r)
ar 2 ar

L 2 Y(8,(p) - 1 (/ 1)Y(0,(p)
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sphere separately. We need to know that in this well-known muffin-tin model,

surface space minus cross-section of muffin-tin spheres, equals interstitial

spaces, and also, the constant interstitial potential equals the muffin-tin constant.

When this happens, the muffin-tin constant must be referred to an external

reference energy, such as the zero-energy level in vacuum [2.20]. The surface

potential assumption is summarized in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1. The Muffin-Tin potential model.

Potential's name: Representation of: Symbol / Value
Inner
potential or
Muffin-Tin
constant

Real part Constant zone between
ion-cores to simplify the
theoretical model.

V0 - 5 - 15 eV

Imaginary
part'

The loss of electron flux
due to inelastic process.

Vo i - 1 - 5 eV

Ion -core potential Atomic charge density depends on atomic
structure

With the above potential model for a surface, there are two wave

functions which should be matched to the radial Schrodinger equation : spherical

waves and plane waves. The spherical wavefunction for the LEED electron is

used to describe scattering by the spherical symmetrical potential of ion-cores

and between atoms in individual layers. On the other hand, plane waves are the

more convenient choice to describe wavefunction between successive atomic

An estimation of the imaginary part of potential is Vo, AE (the experimental
peak widths).
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layers.

a. scattering of a spherical wave':

by assuming the constant potential outside of the muffin-tin sphere, a

solution of the Schradinger equation is the Bessel function ji for any

positive angular momentum component, I.

b. plane wave scattering:

To find how the ion-core scatters, the plane wave2 must be decomposed

into spherical waves centered on the ion-core.

exp (iK.r) = E E 4nilji (Kr) r'frn [ 0(K) Y [ 0(r) ]

1ji (Kr) =
2

[ h co ( Kr ) h(2), (Kr) ]

expexp r) f(0)
r

where f (3). 4 n E (2 1 .1)ti Pi (cos 0)

(2-21)

For the Eq. 2-21 we can see that the scattered wave from ion-core is composed

of the original incident plane wave and a scattered spherical wave.

Phase shift

The potential acting on electrons inside the muffin-tin is spherically

symmetric and therefore the radial component of each partial wave depends on

the total angular momentum I. In general for the radial and angular components

A spherical wave function ty let ' kl/r , where k = k rlr.

2 tp(r,t) = A exp[i(wt - K.r)]
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of the kinetic energy, we have:

1 1 d 2 &PIN 1(1+1)
_ AO2 r2 dr dr 2r4

VH(r) (pi( r) fVex(1)(r,r)q)/(r)r2 dr'. Ecpi(r)

where :

(2-22)
1p -(r.,$)12

VH(r)=V s(r)- E f rE Ir-r I

ri..,
V (1) ex(r,r)._E wi.(r)ty -b(r')c(1 -1

where (Pis a wavefunction inside one of the muffin-tin spheres for the incident

electron, VH and V the spherical and exchange potential, respectively. The

above equation' enables us to predict how incident electrons will move in the

region of the ion-core [2.21]. But in the region outside the muffin-tin sphere,

where V(H)=0 because the sphere is electrically neutral, and V(ex)=0 for r' lying

outside this sphere, then

d 2thP 1 (1
+21)

k r --) (pi = E (pi
2 r2 dr dr 2r2

(2-23)(pi= a/ /7(1)1(Kr) 13, h (2)1 (Kr)

k = ifiE
where a and p are constants, h1(1)and h1(2) are spherical Henkel functions of the

first and second kind, order 1 . For large values of r, as an incoming wave, we

In atomic units: h2=me=e2=1; energy=1 Hartrees (1H=27.2 eV); length =1 B
(1B=0.5292 A).
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171(4( kr) i (I . 1) exp (-/Kr)
Kr

Also, for an outgoing wave, r becomes

exp( + iKr )h1( 1 ) (Kr), = i" ( I '1 )
Kr
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(2-24)

(2-25)

Since the ion-core potential conserves current, an outgoing wave must

have the same amplitude as the incident wave, but may differ in phase.

Therefore outside the range of the potential the wave has the form

(p/ = 131 [ exp ( 2 i 5 i ) hi(1) + /71(2) ] (2-26)
151 is known as the phase shift for angular momentum I.

Temperature effects on phase shifts

The LEED intensity spectra are strongly influenced by temperature. The

effect is to reduce heights of peaks and is more marked at higher energies.

The temperature dependence can be explained by random displacement

of atoms. The thermal motion of atoms tends to cause the phases of wave

scattered by them to not quite add coherently, even at Bragg peaks, and

intensities are lowered [2.22]. At shorter wavelengths (higher energies) the

phase differences introduced by a given displacement are greater. Hence the

greater sensitivity at higher energy.
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Dynamical LEED (or multiple scattering) theory

A higher level of description of the LEED process must includes multiple

scattering [2.23]. Sources of multiple scattering' include:

a. multiple scattering of the diffracting electron occurs within the individual

atom.

b. Multiple scattering of the diffracting electrons occurs between the atoms

in the crystal surface.

In dynamical theory, the total electron wave function at a surface can be

represented by a:

(i) Spherical wave

(ii) Plane wave

(iii) Bloch wave2

In practice these three choices are often combined to give a good result.

Spherical waves are useful when we try to obtain the scattering properties of

single atoms. Plane waves are best used for scattering from a stack of layers

representing the surface. Bloch waves are often taken for a substantial part of

the subsurface region.

Single layer scattering

We will now describe scattering from planes of atoms using the following

1 Multiple scattering does not change the LEED pattern; it changes only the spot
intensities.

2q.1(k)
(x)=exp(iloc).4)k (x), where 4) has the periodicity of the potential net.
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definitions:

- The term " layer " refers to a convenient grouping of subplanes which

may or may not be coplanar.

- The term " subplane " is used to show a two dimensional plane of atoms

with one atom per unit cell.

- A 'plane' with more then one atom per unit cell can be taken as a

combination of several coplanar subplanes.

To get a simpler picture of the wave scattered from a single atom, we can

substitute the asymptotic form of " h of the first kind ", Eq. 2-25, into the total

scattered spherical waves

cps (r) = Eii -1 sin(50 ) exp (i 61) (2/. 1)
i

. P1 (cos ( 61(s) )) h1(1) ( k r )
(2-27)

(where, öl is known as the phase shift for angular momentum I, and 8 (s) is the

angle through which the electron is scattered), and get

Os) (6,_ = t (E, 8( s)) 1 exp WI')
2

where 13(4 is the angle between r and K (2-28)

-
:___2rt x.-..t (E,8 (s >) 2 ( 2/ + 1 ) sin ( 6/) exp ( i 61) P1 (cos 8( s))
K I

Where, t (E, 0) is called the 't matrix' [2.20], and the Legendre polynomials,

Pl(cos8(s)), are oscillatory functions.

The t-matrix expresses the amplitude of the scattering of a spherical wave
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by an atom. We can use a Green's function' in the region ofconstant potential

between the atoms as a bridge between two atoms for the scattering waves to

pass [2.24]. Therefore the product of the t-matrix and the Green's function

expresses the fact that a spherical wave incident on atom 1 scatters into the

wave departing from atom 1 which in turn induces an incident wave arriving at

the second atom.

Now in scattering by two atoms in a plane, where the sums of the

amplitudes of all scattering paths terminate at atom 1 and at atom 2,

respectively, we can denote these sums by T1 and T2 . Therefore, in multiple

scattering within the layers of atoms 1 and 2, we have

T1
=

t1 r.1 G 1212 2 t1 G-12 tG t2 -21 1

T2= t2, t2 G211.1 t2 G21 ti G12 t2

By correction amplitudes2 the definition of Gal is shown as

21
= 4ni21-7 < L1 )h(1) ( Kir2

1
h2

Y ( r2 )exp [ kin ( r2 - r1)]L1

( The same expression for G 12)

(2-29)

(2-30)

1 G(r,r ) = - [exp k I r - r I)] / 4rT Ir-r I is called the Green's function. It is a
solution of (V2+ K2) G(r,r ) = o(r-r ) equation.

2 1-1 is the sum of the amplitudes of all scattering paths (paths for atom 1 and 2)
that terminate at atom 1.The amplitudes of waves reach these two atoms from the
outside are not same, thus a correction is needed.
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These expressions', the t matrix and Green function, are closely

connected,[2.25] namely

T1 t1 t' 612 T2

T2 t2 t2 G21 T1 (2-31)

Eq. 2-31 shows the set of scattering paths terminating at atoms 1 and 2. Also

these equations constitute a self-consistent set of equations that can be solved

in closed form for T1 and T2. Using matrix notation we have

T1

T2

1-
- t G 12

221t G 1

-1

t1

t2
(2-32)

where 1 is a unit matrix and 11 and t2 are once-scattered events. The dimension

of the matrices I, G, t and T is determined by the maximum number of phase

shifts2 required to describe the atomic scattering [2.26].

A spherical wave L' incident on atom 1 scatters into the wave L' departing from
atom 1 which in turn induces an incident wave L arriving at the second atom. An
angular momentum Li=(limi) extends over all values of I, and m1 compatible with L
=(Im) and L'=(I'm1), namely 11 - 1'1 s 11 s 1+1' and m + m' = rn, The Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients :
a (L,L',1_,)=.1. ri (0) Yu(0)Y*L1(C2) dr2 , where f2 ranges over all values of solid angle.

2 If 1 s I then this dimension is (Imp +1)2. One way to estimate the value of Ima,
is to use the direct analogy of the scattering of a plane wave by a finite-sized object with
diffraction through an aperture in a screen. An aperture of diameter d produces
diffraction rings with rings of maximum intensity separated by an angle on the order of
X/d, where A is the wavelength. Thus the entire polar range from 9 = 0 to n will have
approximately rrd/X maxima, since a polynomial of order / has approximately / full
oscillations, !max nd /A. In practice, 6 or 7 phase shifts are sufficient for a "weak"
scatterer such as Al for incident energies up to 250 eV.
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Scattering from several layers

If we imagine the crystal as being separated into n layers, each parallel

to the surface and each of which is separated from the next layer by opening a

thin infinitesimal gap, then the wave function in the gap can be expanded in the

form of a set of plane wave with wave vector K, [2.27].

qJ1 = E [a 1 (K , exp (iKz(k) Z ) t a. (K , -) exp (- iKz(k) Z )1

(2-33)
. exp[ i(K Kpar).r

The (+) corresponds to waves moving in the +Z direction, and the (-) to waves

moving in the -Z direction. For real crystals, the a for each i will differ in absolute

magnitude. The geometry is given in Figure 2.7.

Positive
direction

a i(+) a
i-1 Layer

i Layer Infinitesimal gap
1+1 Layer

a i+1(+)a i+1(-)

Figure 2.7. Schematic representation of a semi-infinite crystal.

If we consider the scattering for the i th layer in terms of the coefficients a(K,-)1

from the bottom, the scattering process can be described in terms of a scattering

a(k,±) are amplitudes of pk and tpk.,as components of vector Li, that moving
toward positive and negative Z direction. where a (k, ±)=1/2[ 11-ik (z) ±
(1/Igipki(z)]exp(±ik, Z).



matrix, S, for the first layer

a( i (Kr; ,

ai (KI , -)

ai (Kn , )

ai (K1 , )

ai (Kn , )

(Ki , )

1) (KM )

Or Olout Si 01incident

It is convenient to write the Eq 2-34 in the form

a(
r 1 ) )

a. ( - )
P ; Ri

R
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(2-34)

(2-35)

Where, the as are column vectors in K space, and Si are be partitioned.

P; S11 , P ; E S22 , S 12 and R; = Szi (2-36)

Pendry has denoted P (+,-) as " the renormalized forward and backward

propagators ." R can be considered the reflection matrix from a given layer.

Another useful way to define the scattering process from a layer is by the

Q or transfer matrix which propagates the wave function from the i th +1 gap to
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the i th gap (towards the direction of the surface.)

The utility of Q is that it translates a wave function from one layer to

another. From Bloch's theorem, the eigenvectors of Q, are Bloch waves, and the

eigenvectors are exp (i K a), where a is the separation distance between the

layers.

Q

= Q

)-1

R ( P )-1

)( )

ao.i) ( )

Where : (2-37)

- ( P )- R+

P- R -( P* )-1 R'

Diagonalizing the Q matrix thus yields the appropriate Bloch waves inside

the semi-infinite crystal. Also, the wave function at the surface of a crystal

composed of several different surface layers, each with different values of the

transfer matrix Q (i), can be obtained by multiplying successively the Q matrices

for the different surface layers and applying the resulting matrix to the bulk wave

functions at the surface bulk interface. Unfortunately diagonalizing the Q matrix,

although exact, rapidly becomes a prohibitive computation.

Renormalized Forward Scattering

Once the layer S matrices have been calculated, there is one

approximation that in some cases can materially reduce the determination of the

interlayer scattering. The method is due to Pendry and called renormalized
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forward scattering, RFS. The physical significance of the components of Si (See

Eq. 2-34) can be appreciated by looking at the difference equations implied by

Eq. 2-35

) ( ) = P tai ( ) R. a (11) )

(2-38)ai ( ) = R- a; ( ) P- au,i) ( )

These equations are solved by iteration as follows:

In the first R+4:104.1) (-) is ignored relative to the P+ai (+), next the first

equation (Eq. 2-38) can be successively solved from the top layer downward. At

the Nth layer it is assumed that adsorption reduces the wave field to a negative

quantity. The iteration is terminated and aN (-) calculated from second equation

of Eq. 2-38, while the P- a (N+1) (-) term is ignored.

In short, RFS method is an iterative perturbation method. The first stage

of RFS is to define a new propagation vector in the forward direction that

includes all forward scattering events exactly. Between the i th and j th layers

(where the j th layer is the deeper of the two into the crystal) there are (j-i) layers

at which forward scattering could occur. Starting with incident electron beam

arriving at the surface layer, the incident wave field on each successive layer into

the crystal may be described, to a first approximation, by the application of the

renormalized forward scattering propagator. As transmission from one layer to

the next into the crystal is calculated using these new propagators, the reflected

component for each layer may be derived by applying the reflection matrix to

each impinging wave field. Once the forward-traveling wave field has become
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sufficiently small to satisfy some suitable criterion, attention is switched to the

outward-traveling flux, starting with reflected flux from the next layer in. If the

layer at which the forward-traveling flux has fallen below the minimum limit is the

n th layer, then the outward flux from this n th layer will comprise the reflected

component from this nth layer plus the transmitted flux which is reflected from

the (n+i)th layer. An outward is now conducted in which the outward-traveling

flux from each successive layer is given as the sum of the transmitted flux from

all deeper layers, using normalized forward scattering propagator, plus the

reflected contribution calculated during the previous 'inward pass'. On reaching

the surface layer again, the total flux will comprise the sum of all possible paths

which involve no more than one reflection. The flux reflected back into the crystal

from the surface layer provides the starting-point for a second 'inward pass'

which will involve the summation of forward-scattered components and reflected

components from the previous 'outward' sweep.

Each successive pass will increase the order of reflected contributions by

one. Iteration of this process continues until the total wave field leaving the

crystal differs negligibly from one iteration to the next. Under favorable

conditions' a converged result may be achieved after only two orders2 of

iteration. Commonly three orders are necessary, and in less favorable conditions

1 Large interlayer spacing, or energy above 50 eV.

2 The 'order' of perturbation usually refers not to the total number of
reflections, but to the series of reflection types which can yield observable results.
The first order of perturbation in RFS is given by the net result of the first two passes,
one 'inward' and one 'outward'.
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four or more orders will be required. The great advantage of this scheme is that

the addition of successive orders increases the computational time only linearly,

so the inclusion of higher orders is easily accomplished and not excessively

expensive.

R-factor (Reliability factor)

The determination of a surface structure is performed by comparison of

experimental and calculated I-V spectra. Initially, most surface structure analysis

using LEED were determined visually, relying on the judgement of the

experienced eye to weigh up the important features of experimental and

calculated I(E) curves.

Each curve has some characters; for instance height, position and width.

The peak position, is structure-dependent, the peak height is influenced by non-

structural parameters. Consequently, a systematic and objective means of

comparison is essential for detailed analysis. The main problem is to decide

which features of the data should be compared and what criteria should be used

to quantify the agreement. Usually the best fit is achieved by a single number,

the reliability or R-factor. Many suggestions have been made [2.28]. A variety of

R-factors that differ in their sensitivity to different features of intensity curves, are

proposed. We shall outline a few of them here.

The peak positions in I-V curves are most sensitive to atomic location.

The earliest R-factors were defined [2.29] as 1/N [ 1 i 1,6E; 1], where Ei are

the energy positions of peaks in I(V) carves. Here LS,E; measures the
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difference in positions of corresponding peaks in the theory and

experiment. A difficulty with this kind of R-factor is the need to match one

-to one peaks in the theoretical calculation with experiment and I(V)

carves that contain shoulders.

In analogy with x-ray crystallography, the following (relative peak heights)

R-factors are proposed [2.30] [2.31]:

R1 = A, f I le - cid dE ; R2 =A2 f (le - clt)2 dE, where c= (5 le dE ) / (5 It dE).

Here the subscripts e and t stand for experiment and theory intensities.

A prefactor' (Al, A2) is designed to render the integrations dimensionless

and normalization before to set up the integrations ratio [2.32]. Also, the

derivatives of the intensities with respect to energy are used to remove

the background contribution [2.33], because any unfiltered background

intensity present in the experiment2 can contribute to the R-factors.

Zanies and Jona [2.34] proposed a R-factors based on second

derivatives of intensities to minimized the emphasis on the tops of peaks

or on the minima of curves.

In higher energy parts of LEED spectra, thermal and atomic scattering

effects often make all intensities much smaller than at the low energies.

A small peak has limited data for the second derivative with respect to the

large peak. The complexity and spatial sensitivity of R-factors were

1 A1=1/ f dE and A2 =1 / fle2 dE

2 In Chapter 3, we discuss about our algorithm for image processing in spot-
intensity calculation, to maximize filtration of background intensity.
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reasons for new R-factors which suggested by Pendry [2.35]. He

mentioned, in a series of widely spaced peak, the criterion of intensity to

the amplitudes is met by the logarithmic derivative, L(E) = P 11. The final

equation of his attempt ended up to the new R-factors as

Y L-
( 1 . If:, L2 )

E f ( Yti
R

E f [ ( Y ti )2

1/el )2 dE

. ( )f )2 ] dE

(2-39)

where, V01 is imaginary part of the electron self energy, and in most

material it is approximately independent of energy.

Tensor LEED

Because of the large computing efforts associated with the treatment of

multiple scattering, and to reduce the costs of computation, several attempts

have been made to find suitable alternative approximation. A basic approach is

to approximate LEED diffraction amplitudes as being linear expansions from

those for a nearby surface geometry that was treated exactly. Thus, one

computes exactly the LEED amplitudes for a given simple structure. Then, the

amplitudes for a somewhat deviating structure can be computed, using a linear

expansion in terms of the structural parameters that have been slightly changed.

This approach is called tensor LEED [2.36] [2.37]. Therefore, by making use of

the first-order perturbation theory, we can come to grips with some complexity
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of the LEED theory. This means that, in many cases, a tensor LEED calculations

gives computational savings.

The origin of this technique lies in x-ray scattering theory. In the sense of

a perturbation, a displacement of the jth atom by oFt changes the potential in the

surface by

OVA = b R . (r R) (2-40)

Let IKp) be the exact LEED state of the undistorted system, produced by an

incident beam of energy E, and momentum Kp parallel to the surface. Then, in

the presence of a distortion, the amplitude of the diffracted wave, with energy E

and momentum K p, is increased by

5,4 E< K ' pio V iiKp> = E TijoRi;

Where the tensor T, is defined by

(2-41)

Txj = < K' 1,1 vxvir K, > (2-42)

We can use the same similarity statements for ; and Tzi.

The tensor T depends only upon the scattering properties of the reference

surface. Here we would point out that the T tensor only needs to be calculated

once by performing a full dynamical calculation for the reference. Once T is

known, new amplitudes 6A for a perturbed structure are easily found, using Eq.

2-41.
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The perturbation expansion used in tensor LEED will fail if the atomic

displacements are too large. From experience it has been found that changes

in atomic coordinates should be restricted to < 0.4 A to be safe. Hence, the

choice of reference structure dictates the volume of parameter space that can

be accessed. Most structure determinations use a different reference structure

in order to search a large enough volume of parameter space.

Automated structural search

A multitude of structural parameters is often needed to define a surface

structures. Even a simple surface structure needs at least 5 or 6 parameters if

adsorbate-induced relaxation is taken into account.

It is necessary therefore to develop automated search procedures that

efficiently home in on the best structure. Tensor LEED is well suited for an

automated structure search procedure [2.38], where The R-factors serve as a

convenient measure of the disagreement between theory and experiment, and

can be used as a guide for an automated search. We try to minimize the R-factor

in all unknown parameters [2.39]. It is apparent from the preceding introduction

to tensor LEED that the procedure divides logically into two parts, which can be

coded into two separate programs. One makes an initial guess at the structure

(reference structure), which requires a fully-dynamical calculation. The second

part uses a tensor LEED approximation for trial structure calculation. An

automated search procedure can be integrated with this second part of program.

The first program generates and stores to disk file one tensor T for each energy
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point, for each observed beam and for each atom to be displaced from its

reference position. The second program reads those tensors and calculates

LEED IV spectra for a sequence of trial structures using the tensor LEED

theory.. The IV spectra of each trial structure examined are immediately

compare to the experimental spectra by R-factor calculation'. A steepest descent

method is used to choose the next trial structure from the results of the previous

R-factor calculation [2.40] [2.41].

In addition to determining atomic positions one can also generalize the

optimization procedure to search for non-structural parameters. This is especially

important in the case of the inner potential. A limitation of any procedure

involving diffraction is the R-factor minimum found by automated search cannot

be guaranteed to be the global minimum. It may be necessary to repeat tensor

LEED calculation using several different reference structures. The general

flowchart for the automated structural determination by tensor LEED is shown

in Figure 2.8.

1 In general, if no nearby minimum is found within about 0.4 A, the method at
least points in the direction where one can be found, and the procedure can be
restarted with a better reference structure.
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Figure 2.8. A flowchart for R-factor optimization by Tensor LEED.
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"Everything should be made
as simple as possible, but not
simpler."

Albert Einstein

A New Image Processing Method for Extracting Integrated Intensities
from LEED Spots [3.1]

Introduction

In a LEED crystallography determination the crucial experimental

requirement is to be able to record the diffracted intensities reliably and quickly

in order to avoid contamination or decomposition on the surface. Different

methods that have been used to improve the speed and evaluation of spots

include a calibrated spot photometer [3.2], digitizing still photographs of the

screen [3.3] [3.4], and computer controlled television systems [3.5]. Each of

these methods has limits on the number of spots that can be conveniently

measured and their positions determined, and often employed crude and

inaccurate methods of background correction. The technique described in this

chapter shows how we improved on the limitations.

In the first part of this chapter we present our solution to fast data acquisition.

The common feature of all the approaches to LEED data collection that record

the whole screen image is the need to extract the integrated spot intensity while

accurately subtracting the background intensity from the fluorescent screen

underlying the spot. The second section of this chapter will cover this subject in

detail.
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Data acquisition

The system for LEED data acquisition is shown in Figure 3.1. It includes

controlling the voltage of the LEED electron gun, recording the beam voltage and

current, and digitally recording an image of the LEED screen. Data acquisition

boards are housed in an IBM-compatible computer, and the program that

controls data collection is written in and compiled with the C compiler.' The

general flowchart of this program is given in Figure 3.2. The LEED data itself is

recorded using a COHU silicon-intensified low-light level camera coupled to an

I Microsoft "Quick C".
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Figure 3.2. Flowchart for the LEED data collection.

image processing board' that produces a a 512 x 480 7-bit image array that is

stored directly on the computer hard disk. The voltage of the electron beam is

set via a A/D card2 that sends pulses to a home-built motor controller (Figure

3.3). The stepper motor is directly connected to beam voltage potentiometer of

the LEED gun controller (Varian 981-2145). The beam voltage and current after

passing through a home made dual differential amplifier3 from the rear monitor

jacks are read using the same ND card, averaged, and recorded in a file for

1 Coreco 0C200.

2 (Analog / Digital )MetaByte DASH-8 with Accessory Board STA-08 is an 8
channel A/D converter and timer/counter board for IBM PC.

3 6 Hz, low pass filter.
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future use; this data and frame number are also recorded in the top left corner

of the saved image. Each frame can be collected and stored in about 5 second'

The steps of the experiment are:

Set up all necessary electrical connections.

1 The speed of frame grabbing and saving, depends on response of the step
motor and speed of the computer in used.
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Run two special short programs2 to calibrate current and voltage.

Adjust the sample position and camera axis.

Clean the sample (with temperature controlling).

Readjust the sample position.

Run "LEEDscan" program.

LEEDscan takes N images of the LEED screen over a range of gun voltages that

are stored as N separate image files2 (..N.img), the experimental information and

a list of the beam voltage / current for each frame.

Data analysis

Regardless of the method of storing the image - on film, VCR tape or a

hard disk - the critical problem for intensity measurements of spots, is

background correction. There are various approaches to correct the background

for the intensity of a spot, the most common being:

Point sampling: a few points are chosen near each spot, averaged and

used as a background correction value.

Gaussian fitting: a Gaussian spot shape is assumed and a linear

background removed.

Thresholding: the spot area is separated from its background using a

threshold intensity value chosen by inspection or Gaussian fitting.

1 Two programs are written in C-code to prepare calibration data as input for the
main program, LEEDscan . However, if the LEED system is remained in good
condition, the calibration does not change with time.

2 The size of each file is about 245760 bytes.
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It is well known that calculations based on the above processes cannot be free

of errors, because of the variation of spot shape and non-linearity backgrounds,

that may also contain defects. A diagram of background corrections are shown

in Figure 3.4.

The "LEEDscan" program prepares a set of sequence images', that are

stored on the hard disk of a computer. A separate program that called

"AnaLEED" is used to automatically bring up each image and extract the

integrated, background-corrected intensities of the LEED spots. These intensities

are written to file for each beam energy (frame), resulting in a set of I-V data.

Since, there are a number of features of this sort of analysis that can cause

difficulties, a high degree of flexibility in the design of the code was necessary.

In particular, spots appear and disappear as a function of beam voltage. In order

to produce the complete I-V curves, we have to ensure that spots are not "lost"

or confused with others. In the interests of speedy analysis we also dynamically

adjusted the number of spots being analyzed in any particular run. The general

structure of the analysis is shown in Figure 3.5. The program design allows for

the following:

We select a set of initial spots by approximately locating a spot within a

box (or "frame") on the external monitor with the mouse; the box of (NxN)

pixels is re-centered over the spot automatically. Also, the program

'For about 70.0 eV as an initial energy and 180.0 eV as a stop energy with
2.0 eV steps, there is typically a sequence of 55 images (it depends on hard disk
space).
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We can interrupt the program to add new spots as they emerge onto the

screen at higher energies or to stop taking data on spots that are no

longer visible e.g. because they move behind the sample manipulator.

We keep track of the coordinates of a spot as a function of image number

(e)

(0)

(b)
Gray level

(d)

Figure 3.4. (a,c,d) The non-shaded area is an spot contains defects,
with four different areas of background. (a) An extracted spot (oval)
using an arbitrary threshold value. (b) shows the difficulty in choosing a
threshold value. When a distribution does not exhibit a sharp bimodal
histograms, the thresholds value should be interpolated from their
neighbors. (c) an extracted spot (rectangular) obtained when a Gaussian
distribution is assumed. The small rectangles represent a background
sampling. (d) spot area based on edge detection, where spot shape,
background variation, and defects do not effect the background
correction to the intensity.
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Figure 3.5. The general flowchart for the automation of spots data
analyzing in LEED.

(beam voltage). If a spot becomes very weak and indistinguishable

from the background, its trajectory across the screen is predicted by a

least squares fit to the previous coordinates. The spot is later relocated

when its intensity has increased to the point where it can be

distinguished from background.

We log the identity of spots that have saturated the response of the
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camera; in general we record several sets of data under different

conditions of camera gain in order that all spots of interest remain within

the dynamic range of the system.

The program has ability to be activated for auto- debugging of any

unusual and illogical cases.

The algorithms employed to ensure that these conditions are fulfilled, while

important, are straightforward and not our major focus of attention. The heart of

this program is a subroutine' that contains new image processing algorithms.

Image processing algorithms

Our procedures involve image processing operators that can operate on

one of two types of data array. One type is the original frame of (N x N)

grayscale2 pixel values (i,j = 1,N). The other type of data array is an (N x N)

array of binary pixel values Li =0 or 1 (i,j =1,N) that result from application of the

Laplacian operator, hence the use of L. These define whether or not a particular

pixel is part of a diffraction spot.

We also use the following definitions:

"ON" pixel: a pixel assigned a value = 1.

"OFF" pixel: a pixel assigned a value = 0.

"CELL": a (3 x 3) square arrangement of ON pixels. The sum of the L

I In Figure 3.5 is shown as "spot analyzer".

2 An image consisting of an array of pixels where each pixel has a value
representing the average light intensity on the area. Typically 16, 128 or 256 levels are
possible for each pixel, depending on the number of bits available to process and storedata.
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pixel values is 9 and defines the minimum size for recognition of the

presence of a SPOT.

"Defect CELL": a (3 x 3) square arrangement of pixels with a sum of L=8.

The operators we employ are used to make decisions about the nature of a test

pixel located at position (ij) in the original data array. They take the form of a

square mask of odd dimension (M x M) with elements M,,,, which are passed

over the frame starting in the top left corner. The operator masks have the

following characteristics.

Operator Characteristics:

Mask Elements: M,, where m = [i + r - (M + 1) / 2] and n = [i +s - (M + 1)

/ 2] for r and s = 1..M.

Test Element: the central element of the mask Mmn = M1 maps to the

location of the test pixel P, (or L4) in an (N x N) frame.

Counter Element: the mask elements Mmn =1 (m * i, n # j) surrounding

the Test Element that contribute to the testing process (not all possible

elements are necessarily used).

SIZE: the number of counter elements.

SHAPE: the arrangement of counter elements in the mask.

Switch Value: a number that is used conditionally to decide whether the

Test Pixel Value should be changed.

Our operator fall into three types:

a. a Laplacian Operator which defines the curvature in the neighborhood of
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the test pixel using original grayscale values Pii and after normalization

produces a set of binary pixel values L1 that initially define the diffraction

spot.

b. Conditional Binary Operators where the elements of the operator mask

multiply the Lij binary values that result from the Laplacian Operator. If the

result exceeds the Switch Value, then the logical value of the Test Pixel

is reversed; e.g. an ON, 1, pixel is turned OFF, 0.

c. Conditional Grayscale Operators where the elements of the operator

mask multiply grayscale pixel value Pii to produce a result. If the result

exceeds a Switch Value, then the grayscale value of the Test Pixel is

altered.

As an example, we show the structure of one of the operators used in defining

the true edge of a spot. This operator is a (3 x 3) mask with 4 counter elements

arranged in a cross shape; the Size value is shown at the lower right. The Switch

value of this operator, shown at the top right, can vary from 0 - 4, depending

upon the application.

Edge finder operator mask :

0

+1

0

.1

0

.1

0

+1

0

0 - 4

4

(3-1)

Normalized 2-dimensional Laplacian Operator

The 2-dimensional Laplacian Operator has a special shape that allows it

to perform a second-order spatial differentiation in the horizontal, vertical and
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diagonal directions'. The operator is used in the form of a mask with elements

Mm, that is passed over each location Pi within an operating window (3 ij 5 N-2)

inside the original (N x N) frame of data to produce a transformed binary value

Li.

.1 0 .1 0 .1

0 .1 .1 .1 0

Laplacian operator mask : .1 .1 -16 .1 .1 (3-2)
0 .1 .1 .1 0

1 0 .1 0 .1 16

For the Test Pixel Pu, we have

5 5
Lij = E E (Pm

r= 1 s = 1

(3-3)If Lu< 0 then Lll = 1

If Lif z 0 then Lu = 0

Such filters are normally used for edge enhancement of images [3.6] by

subtracting the Laplacian from the original image. We use the Laplacian to

record the approximate edge of the diffraction spot. The actual values of the

Laplacian are not in themselves very useful; what is important is where it

changes sign. Hence, we use this operator in a normalized form that produces

a binary image of the spot and background. A copy of the original data matrix is

made in which pixels, where the local value of the second derivative is negative,

are assigned a value of 1 (colloquially called "ON" pixels), and pixels, where the

n Mm n)

1 The Laplacian Operator in the digital processing is a high pass filter because
the sum of the coefficients is zero.
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local derivative is zero or positive, are assigned a value of 0 ("OFF" pixels),In

general, the resulting diffraction spot with 1.1 =1 is a island in a sea of background

with L4 =0. We define a spot as containing at a minimum a (3 x 3) contiguous cell

of 1 values in the matrix obtained after using the normalized Laplacian Operator.

The Laplacian Operator is very sensitive to the presence of "holes"1. Such

holes can disrupt the action of the Laplacian in defining the edge of a diffraction

spot, so before applying this operator we first find such defects and replace their

intensity values with an average of the surrounding pixels, using a Smoothing

Operator of the type described blow.

Conditional Operators

Smoothing Operator. In image processing the term smoothing often refers to

the removal of statistical noise in an image via a low-pass filter. The result of

using digital filters in an image illustrated in Figure 3.6a-b.

Aivt\\AAA

High pass
filter

Low pass
filter 1'-1----

Figure 3.6a. The effect of filters on a composite electrical analog signal
containing all frequency components.

1 A "hole" is a pixel with anomalously low intensity values compared to the other
pixels in its vicinity (as might occur due to a dead area of screen phosphor in LEED
system).
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(b)

Figure 3.6b. Noise smoothing. (a) Original image. (b) Corrupted
image filtered by Hill and Hole operators.

We define smoothing as replacing pixels that are anomalously high or low

compared to their neighbors by an average of these neighboring pixel values.

The conditional operator that we use for smoothing works on the original

grayscale values of the image rather than normalized values such as those

resulting from the Laplacian. The operator has 8 counter elements surrounding

the Test element in a (3 x 3) mask that is passed over each location P,1 within a

restricted operating window (2 N-1). The smoothing operator mask is

.1 .1 .1

M - .1 0 .1

.1 .1 .1

6

8

(3-4)

The smoothing operator functions in two ways, depending upon whether the

region contains an anomalously low point (hole) or a high point (hill). If the Test

Pixel ID,J gray scale value differs in the same direction from the values of more

than six of the counter pixels, then the Test Pixel is said to be relatively low (or

high) in intensity and should be adjusted. We apply the following conditional logic

with a Switch Value of 6 :



Smoothing a hole: if (13, - PO. M < 0, then N, =NG +1

Smoothing a hill: if (Pm n_ Pii ). M , n > 0, then N, = N, +1

Where, the final condition is

8
xl V3 (Pmn M nv)if E N. > 6 then Pi = ./.., z..,

c . 1 r.1 s.1 8
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(3-5)

This operation is an ad hoc neighborhood smoothing filter' like those used in

synthetic aperture radar image processing [3.7] and is similar to the median filter

thought to be one of the best overall methods of smoothing with minimal edge

degradation [3.8].

Noise-Removal (Sweep) Operator. The noise removal operator sweeps

through the data array Po , removing noise and small high-intensity areas in the

background that are not part of the spot. This operator is made to have a

consistent structure with shape of CELL. The Sweep Operator works on the

normalized Laplacian matrix, searching for single, or small groups of ON pixels

that are not part of a spot These non-spot-pixels are interpreted as noise in the

image and such pixels are converted to OFF pixels with a value of Li; = 0. This

process is a type of morphological operation, one of binary erosion [3.9], that

removes ON pixels that should not be present. Inevitably erosion operators tend

to turn OFF some extraneous ON pixels that should not be treated. We use

dilation (Edge-Recover) operators [3.9] later to rectify errors in the edge of the

1 Each pixel can undergo a different transformation because each pixel has a
unique local neighborhood. Therefore, the effect of the speckles can be reduced by
using a simple averaging filter.
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spot. The Sweep Operator for an ON Test Pixel of interest at position (ij) in the

binary L array counts the ON pixels in the 24 pixels that surround it in a binary

(5 x 5)array. If this SI is less than 8, the value for a cell, then the ON pixel in

question is deemed to not be part of a spot and is turned OFF (Li =0). The

Sweep Operator Mask is

M =

Where the condition for operation is

8

24

(3-6)

if Li = 1 (ON) then

5 5
if Sii=E E ( Lmn M mn) < 8 (3-7)

s.1

then Lii= 0 (OFF)

Because of the nature of the operator, pixels that lie within 2 pixels of the

edge of the (N x N) box cannot be swept. Such pixels are temporarily assumed

to be OFF pixels and are fixed with Lii = 0. They are in fact reconsidered at a

later stage in the analysis. As the box was initially centered on the center of

gravity of the local intensity, there should be no intensity in this outer border of

the box that belongs to the spot, if the dimensions of the box are chosen to be

sufficiently large. The Switch Value for this operator can range from 0 to 24, with
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the stipulation that if there are less than 8 ON pixels in this (5 x 5) region, then

the ON pixel at (ij) is not part of a spot CELL but is in fact noise and should be

turned OFF. The logic by which the Sweep Operator reassigns pixels as OFF is

involved and is best illustrated by examples. Figures 3.7-9 show artificial

examples of just a part of the matrix resulting from operation of the normalized

Laplacian operator. In these examples we have placed just one (initially) ON test

pixel with an L value of 1 in various locations close to a spot cell. When the test

pixel is not connected to the spot cell (Figure 3.7) - that is, it is separated from

the cell by at least one OFF pixel - the S value resulting from using the sweep

operator varies from 1 to 3, depending upon the particular relationship of the testF-DD7Ot-1-DEDF7DF10IDEFIEIO DO LEmg ODEDDE 70

I I

I (MOD =DODDCEnaTO 7 DID,O_nDO D1-1D1 InE=70
Figure 3.7. The sweep operator with S
values from 1 to 3, on an artificial spot cell.
Here the bold square shows the ON test
pixel.
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pixel to the spot cell.

If the test pixel is close to the corner of a spot cell, we run into a difficulty.

We find that if ON pixels in this location are retained as ON, then in later

processing with a dilation (edge-recovery) operator, "tails' of ON pixels grow from

the corners of the spots. This growth can badly interfere with the accurate

determination of the spot intensity. Using a switch value of 8 prevents such

difficulties with normal spot cells, for those that are at least (5 X 5) pixels in size.

n
11
11

n

2

1 1 n
4

FT1F6-1
1 I 4 8n1

6 181

1 1

n
1 1

n

10

:43

7

n

11

n
n
n

Figure 3.8a. S value (the number of ON
pixels is covered by the mask) that result
from the sweep operator for one pixel
adjacent to the corner of a large spot cell:
blank box = OFF pixel, filled box = spot cell,
ON pixel. Numbers at pixel locations show
the S value of an initially ON pixel at that
position. The position of the mask
corresponding to location where S = 8 is
shown. (a) For a cell with a square corner.

Figure 3.8a shows the S values of test pixels in locations along the edge of a
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(5 X 5) cell. A switch value of 8 allows ON pixels in the center of the side of the

cell to remain ON, but those close to the corner are turned OFF. This action

helps to generate a circular aspect to the spots and prevents the growth of tails.

If the spot does not have sharp corners, this operator still preserves the shape

while preventing the growth of tails (Figure 3.8b).
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Figure 3.8b. See caption of Figure 3.8a. (b)
For a cell with a rounded corner.

Unfortunately, using a switch value of 8 does result in very small spot cells

being trimmed. An ON pixel adjacent to a minimum size (3 X 3) spot cell is

turned OFF by the sweep operator, even though we would expect it to be

retained as part of the spot. However, the loss of these pixels only occurs for

very small spots, and they can be retrieved by the later use of the edge-recovery

operator.

The above simple examples only used a single ON pixel near a spot cell, and the
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sweep operator allowed us to determine its location relative to the spot cell. It is

also possible that we may have several ON pixels within the (5 X 5) sweep array,

but none that are adjacent to the spot cell. Fortunately, the operator successfully

deals with this situation. Figure 3.9 illustrates the process. We start with a spot

cell (13 pixels) in the top right of the array, two clusters of ON (5 and 3) pixels

in the top left and below the spot, and three unconnected ON pixels in the

bottom left. As the sweep operator moves across this array, the cluster of 5 ON

pixels is first removed. Later the isolated ON pixels and the 3-pixel cluster in the

lower right corner are eliminated. Note that the ON pixel that is adjacent to the

top side of the spot cell is correctly left in place after these operations.
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Figure 3.9. Noise removal by the sweep operator: blank box=OFF, filled box=
initial ON pixel, dash box= ON pixel converted to OFF pixel.
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Edge recovery operators. We assume that the edge of the spot should be a

smooth feature within the resolution of the pixels used to define the image. The

application of the Laplacian and Sweep Operators can result in the edge of the

spot being eroded, that is it introduces defects and holes in the edge that make

it unsmooth. We therefore use an edge recovery operators that is basically the

opposite of an erosion operator - it is a dilation operator [3.9] of the form

M1

> 1

4

and M2

4

(3-8)

The conditional test for the edge-finder operator' masks of M1 and M2 is showed

in Eq. 3-9. These operators search in the vicinity of the current edge of the spot,

i.e. along the outer set of ON pixels, for adjacent OFF pixels. The two operators

test if such an OFF pixel is logically located in what is a defect or hole in the true

edge of the spot.

For Lii = 0 ( OFF)

if C =
3 3

E
Al

E ( L Mmn ) > Switch value
s.1

and

if P ii l'." P edge

then Lit = 1 ( ON )

(3-9)

This criterion alone is not enough to decide whether or not a particular OFF pixel

1 These operators work in two sequence steps, first they should find a edge-
pixel, and next use the conditional parameters to recover it.
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should be included in the edge of the spot. We further require that its gray scale

value exceeds a value pedge that represents a reasonable estimate of the local

background level. If both of these conditions are passed, the pixel is considered

to actually belong to the spot and are reassigned as ON (L, =1). The shape of

these operators makes them sensitive to holes along the edges of the spot, the

places where erosion most frequently occurs. Figure 3.10 illustrates the effect

of the first M, type of operator for a situation where we have two OFF pixel A and

B that are assumed to have intensities greater than Pedge. Pixel A (initially OFF)

has a C value of 3; we regard it as being part of the spot edge and it is

reassigned to ON. Effectively, we have filled in a hole in the edge of the spot. On

the other hand, pixel B has C=0 and is regarded as not belonging to the edge of

the spot and is therefore kept OFF, thus correctly preventing the growth of tails

from the corner of the spot.

These operators move through the entire data array reclaiming OFF pixels that

fulfill the criteria to belong to the edge of the spot. This process reshapes the

edge of the spot; hence, the relative number of OFF and ON pixels will have

changed if the edge recovery operators have found pixels to work on. These

operators are repeatedly applied until the edge-recovery operators find no pixels

to convert into spot edge pixels and there is no change in the number of OFF

and ON pixels.

Defect Cell Detector Operator

We earlier defined a spot as containing at a minimum a (3 X 3) contiguous
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cell of ON values in the matrix obtained after using the normalized Laplacian

.11

1-1

0
LJ LI

Figure 3.10. Edge recovery by two edge-
recovery operators: blank box = OFF
pixel, filled box = initial ON pixel, A = B =
OFF as test pixels.

operator. This definition allows us to reliably find the edge of diffraction spots in

the vast majority of cases. However, we do occasionally run across very weak

diffraction features, consisting of only 7 or 8 pixels, that we still wish to recognize

as a spot cell. Such "defect Cells" are detected by an operator with the same

mask as the smoothing operator. This mask is passed over each location Lij and

returns the result 7 or 8 if a defect cell is present. If only one such cell is present

in the whole frame, then we keep this defect cell as a true spot cell.
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6

3 3
if E E (Lmn. Mmn)> 6 There is a defect cell

r =1 s = 1
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(3-10)

If more than one defect cell is present in the data array, or we have defect cell(s)

in addition to a true spot cell, we eliminate the defect cells by turning all their

pixels OFF.

Spot Intensity Analysis Scheme

The analysis proceeds by repeatedly calling a sequence of the above

image-processing routine to each diffraction spot of interest in a particular

frame. Here we present the flow of operation in Figure 3.11. The process is

fairly complex because many of these operations change the logical or gray

scale values of the pixels (although the latter is restricted intentionally to

smoothing operations), and we need to constantly check that the use of one

operator has not changed the situation for other operators that, for example,

introduce new noise into the background. We deal with a odd (N X N) array of

pixels with gray scale values (1 ij < N) that covers the general area

containing a spot. This processing "box" is first centered on the center of gravity

of this region. The size of this box is initially chosen by the operator, but is

dynamically varied by the program to best fit the data. If the diffraction spot that

we eventually recover from the data extends within 2 pixels beyond the box
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border, the box is deemed to be too small and we increment the box dimensions

and loop back to the beginning of analysis. The analysis is repeated until the

spot fits inside an (N-2 X N-2) area inside the box. For most situations we find

that the box dimensions do not need to exceed (19 X 19).

Center (N X N) box

,;

Increment N

Intensity Calculation i
OK( in box) Smooth-hole Oper.

i
Laplacian Oper.

4,
Sweep Oper.

Too Large

(background) Smooth-hill Oper.

Edge-recover Oper.

+
Sweep Oper.

Remove defect cells

t
Sweep Oper.

t
Adjust spot boundary

t
(in spot & frame) Smooth-hole Oper.

Figure 3.11. Scheme of spot intensity analysis.

The process by which we define the outline of a spot is best followed

using an example. Figure 3.12a. shows a (19 X 19) array of real intensity data

(actually from a study of the Mo(110) p(2 X 2)-S system [3.10] that provides a
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good test of the analysis). The frame contains a low to medium intensity

diffraction feature, with a maximum gray scale value 85, that is decidedly non-

circular, being somewhat elongated along a diagonal from bottom left to top

right. There is a dead-pixel inside (pixel value 0), and both a single noise spike

(pixel value 99) and an island of relative high intensity (pixel values 43-47) in the

background to the lower right of the main spot intensity. The background varies

from left to right across the frame, being about 36 to the left of the spot and rising

37 35 37 37 37 34 36 37 37 34 39 36 38 37 40 37 41 38 41
37 37 37 37 37 37 36 36 37 35 41 39 39 36 39 36 40 38 40
36 36 m 39 35 38 38 36 35 37 41 39 43 39 39 40 38 37 40
37 35 35 36 38 35 37 36 38 39 41 43 41 40 40 39 38 38 36

49J37 33 37 37 38 37 38 38 38 m 47 48 44 41 38
34 34 35 36 37 35 38 37 48 57 62 56 461 44 40
33 37 36 39 36 35 38 35 45 58 70 80 64 57 47 43
38 35 37 37 36 45 57 72 74 79 66 55 45 42
37 37 38 37 36 35 40 45 64 85 85 79 65 56 47 43
37 36 38 36 38 36 43 53 76 83 77 65 56 47 44 40
37 36 34 36 38 37 46 54 0 80 74 64 52 42 42 42
37 36 38 36 36 39 41 55 70 67 64 53 45 41 44 40
38 36 36 37 36 37 42 48 57 59 52 49 36
36 36 37 34 35 34 41 45 48 46 42 42 39 39 39 35
38 35 36 37 36 35 38 36 el 37
35 35 35 36 34 33 38 36 38 39 s 37 39 36
36 35 35 37 34 37 36 35 38 38 37 35 39 38
34 33 34 34 36 35 38 36 34 36 40 36 35 37 43 37
34 34 37 35 39 33 38 37 37 38 37 38 36 38 38 39

41 40 38

37 34 41

41 36 41

43 39 43
41 38 41

41 M 39

41 38 41

42 37

37 38
40 36 37

39 37 39

36 38 39

36 37 39
35 36 41
39 35 38

Figure 3.12a. The heavy solid line shows area of >=40; the thin line shows
area of pij >=45; and double-line boxes represent noise/dead pixels.
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to about 41 to the right side of the spot. This quite typical situation of a non-

uniform background intensity is one that creates a major problem for analyses

that use a single threshold method for determining the background under the

spot. We can see that different schemes could estimate threshold values that

lead to substantially different results. For instance, a threshold of 40 leads to a

spot defined by the heavy solid line shown in Figure 3.12a. This spot clearly

extends unreasonably close to the top and right edges of the frame and will

overestimate the intensity in the spot. If the threshold were dropped to 39, the

high intensity island in the lower right area of the frame would become attached

to the spot. Increasing the threshold value to 45 results in a better defined spot,

shown by the thin line in Figure 3.12a, but obviously misses some intensity on

the left of the spot. It is the difficulty of setting such threshold values in a

consistent way that led us to search for a automated method of setting a local

background value.

Initial Estimation Of The Spot Edge

The crucial operation is to sort these pixels into those that belong to the

LEED diffraction spot -- a spot-pixel PS and those that belong to the area

outside the spot a background-pixel Pb. We start by finding an approximate

edge of the spot. After smoothing out the hole in the spot, we apply the

Laplacian edge-detection operator to produce a first approximation of the spot

edge. Figure 3.12b shows the binary output from normalized Laplacian in which

a central spot of ON pixels is clearly visible (outline by the heavy line). The initial
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spot boundary appears to have exaggerated the spot shape, being too extended

along the diagonal, but fortunately we can recover the true edge of the spot edge

later. The background contains noise pixels generally found as single or strings

Figure 3.12b. Boxes out of the spot island; contain 1 show ON pixels inside
the background.

of ON pixels, but we notice that the high intensity island in the lower right is

clearly present in this binary array. The sweep operator pick up all of these noise

pixels without any difficulty (Figure 3.12c). In addition, they turn off three pixels

that the Laplacian initially included in the spot, thereby reducing the elongation
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of the spot.

0000000000 00000000000000 0 0 000 00000000000
000000000000090

00 0

0

00000000000000 0 00000000
0 00

00
0, 0

0ra000 0000 0 000000111000 0 0000 0 0000001111100 0 000000000011111100 0 000000000011111100 0 000000000011100000 0 0000 0 0000011110000 0 000000000111100000 0 0000 0 0000011000000 0 000000000110000000 0 00000000
memo

n,lr 00000 0 0 00000000000000000 0 0 00000000000000000 0 0 00000000000000000 0000000000000000000 000000
Figure 3.12c. Boxes show noise pixel turned OFF, where heavy boxes show
initial ON spot-pixel turned OFF.

Defining The Spot Edge

The result of the action of the Laplacian and the first pass of the Sweep

operators produces a good approximation to the dimensions of the diffraction

spot, but these operations frequently leave defects in the edge of spot. Some

pixels in, or adjacent to, the present edge of the spot that are assigned to

background, may properly belong to the spot. For instance, in Figure 3.12c we

can see a row of OFF pixels that protrude from the right into the center of the
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value derived from all the pixel values in the whole background. The question still

remains as to what the local value of this quantity should be. We denote the local

value of the edge criterion in quadrant q as Pedge (q). Using the average

background value Pbg (q) results in many pixels being added to the spot edge,

and the spot dimensions grow unreasonably large. On the other hand, using the

largest pixel value in the background Pb max (q) results in too weak of an

edge recovery action. If the background values obeyed a Gaussian distribution',

then we could use a statistical measure for the background values (e.g. 2a to set

Pedge) Unfortunately, the background values are closely grouped within a few

pixel values and this approach is not feasible. The compromise value that we

have found to be the most stable and useful is

Pedge ( q )
2

P
bmax ( pba ( )

(3-11)

We have found that we need to exercise particular care when dealing with

values like averages and quantities such as Pedge that employ a divisor. When we

divide the integer pixel values we have to take care over whether we round up

or down in order to preserve the correct relationship between quantities. For

instance, incorrect rounding could result in expression for Fledge wrongly being set

to the background maximum rather than somewhat below it.

1 The class of symmetrical bell-shaped curves ( here: frequency vs. gray scale
value) called "normal" or "Gaussian" distributions.
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Figure 3.12e. shows edge pixel, with 0: swept, with 1: recovered.

A possible result of these edge recovery operations is that local minima may

have been introduced into the spot. We therefore fill such holes using the

Smoothing operator and readjust the spot boundary. After all these

manipulations it is possible that we may have introduced noise into the

background. therefore we check to see if these previous operations have in fact

changed the logical state of any pixels. If this is indeed the case, we recycle

through the noise-removal and edge recovery processes until there is no further

change in the logical values of the pixels in the box. Figure 3.12e shows the

recycling of data through the noise removal process. If we compare this data

with the results from the first cycle (Figure 3.12d), we see that 3 more edge
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pixels are recovered and one swept.
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Figure 3.12f. D final boundary of spot.

We now check for and remove any defective cells. If the limits of the spot are

within 2 pixels of the edge of the frame we deem the spot to be too large and

after incrementing N, repeat the analysis in the larger frame. If the size of the

spot is reasonable we retrieve the array of intensity values, and pass the final

result to the intensity calculation routine. The final boundary of the spot shown

in Figure 3.12f is smooth and, if we compare with Figure 3.12a, we can see that

the spot edge nicely reproduces the non-circular spot shape and deal well with

difficulty of a non-uniform background. We also note that the noise spike in the
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top left of the frame, the high intensity island in the lower right and the hole in the

spot have all been successfully located and smoothed out.

Intensity Calculation

We now have defined which pixels belong to the spot ( Ps) and those that

belong to the background outside the spot ( Pb ). All that remains is to integrate

the intensity of the spot within the edge we have now defined while accurately

subtracting the local background intensity under the spot. Unfortunately, we only

know the values of the background pixels outside the spot, not the background

that underlies the spot. At present we are using a simple procedure that appears

to give excellent results. We realize that in principle we could perform a two-

dimensional fit of the Pb pixels and then interpolate the background under the

spot. We have not at this time pursed this idea because of impact on the speed

of analysis and the programming overhead involved.

Our simple solution to local background subtraction uses the argument

that if we have correctly identified the spot edge, then the hidden background

under any quadrant of the spot must be very similar to the average background

value in that quadrant. We have already calculated this quantity Pb (q) to

define the spot edge in quadrant q and so we further use this quantity as the

value of the local background under the spot pixels in that quadrant. We

therefore subtract this local background from each spot pixel and calculate the

integrated background-subtracted intensity in each quadrant. The sum over the

four quadrants is then normalized to unit beam current by division by the electron



beam current ib to give the final spot intensity for spot k at voltage V, lk (V).

1 4
N N

ik (V) 7-E [E E (Psii(q)-Pbavg(q))]lb q .1 ir 1 j . 1
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(3-12)

Example Of Use

Our examples thus far have used a real spot of medium intensity as a test

case. In order to better demonstrate the utility of our method of analysis, we

Figure 3.13. LEED image of Mo/S, showing three different
types of spot: strong (1), medium (2), and very weak (3).

present the results of applying this processing to data [3.10] for a strong spot

and an extremely weak spot, Figure 3.13. The strong spot shown in Figure 3.14

is quite asymmetric with the maximum values clustered close to the left side of

the spot and tails somewhat to the top right (this is clear in the gray scale image
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seen on the monitor). Such an intensity distribution would create a major

problem for methods that rely on a specified spot shape. As our image

processing routines make no assumptions about spot shape, they have no

difficulty in defining a reasonable edge.

Table 3.1 shows some statistics from the analysis. The spot occupies

about one quarter of the frame area. The penultimate column contains the

percentage by which the total value of all the gray scale pixels values has

changed during the analysis. This fraction is very small, which means that the

various smoothing operations have not made major changes to the original gray

scale distribution. This is an important point as it shows that we are not

overmanipulating the data.

Table 3.1. Statistical summary of the operation of the image processing scheme
on a strong and a weak diffraction spot. Shown are the number of pixels in the
spot and the difference between the average gray scale values of spot and
background pixels (Ag), the percentage change in the total of the gray scale
values before and after processing, and the final integrated spot intensity.

Type No. of No. of pixels in Ag (avg. spot - %Ag a final Integrated
of pixels in background avg. backg) - 1 original ) spot
Spot spot intensity
Strong 76 285 26.6 -0.27 2050.0
Weak 14 347 2.8 -0.7 46.0

Figure 3.15 shows the analysis of an extremely weak spot that is hardly

visible to the eye. Nevertheless our routines have picked out a region of elevated

intensity that less than, on the average, 3 gray scale units above background.
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Figure 3.14. A strong spot.

The ability to locate and analyze such weak features has two important

consequences. The first is that we are less likely to lose track of spots when they

fade to intensities close to background and so we are less prone to misidentify

them. The second consequence is that the final I-V curves that we generate from

this data will be improved because they well be smooth, having small but finite

intensity values rather than areas of zero intensity, perhaps punctuated by the

occasional non-zero value, in the valleys.
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Figure 3.15. A weak spot.
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CHAPTER 4

Adsorption Site and the Role of Substrate Reconstruction for the
Mo(110) p(2 X 2)-S System [3.10]

INTRODUCTION

In petroleum industrial processing, the catalyst used in

hydrodesulfurization1 consists of sulfided molybdenum supported on an inert

material [4.1]. Where, the presence of sulfur in raw petroleum does not lead to

poisoning of these catalysts and the sites on a MoS2 catalyst remain active

Figure 4.1. An example for a primitive
(2 x 2) overlayer structure. It can be
equivalent of three (2 x 1) domains. An
intensity analysis is necessary to find
the right one.

1 Hydrodesulfurization refers to a process in which a transition metal based
material catalyzes the removal of covalently bound sulfur from petroleum feedstocks.
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during processing. The phase diagram for S on Mo(110) has been thoroughly

investigated [4.2] and shows that a highly ordered p(2X2) structure (see Figure

4.1) forms at a coverage of 0.25 monolayer (ML). Structural effects of sulfur as

an adsorbate on single-crystal molybdenum substrates have been studied

because of the possibility of using such surfaces as models for MoS2-based

petroleum processing catalysts. For most metals sulfur adsorption involves a

change in layer spacings near the metal surface, tending to cancel clean-surface

contractions away from the ideal bulk-like layer spacings. More drastic effects

include reconstructions' that are adsorbate-induced and reconstructions that are

cancelled by adsorbates [4.3]. A low energy electron diffraction (LEED) study of

the clean Mo(110) surface indicated that the spacing between the first two Mo

layers was contacted by less than 2% of bulk interlayer spacing of 2.227 A, [4.4].

However, the detailed surface crystallography of p(2X2) -S system has not been

investigated. Here, we have pursued this structural problem in the context of its

catalytic importance and as a test of the data processing methods described in

Chapter 3.

We collected a large amount of normal incidence /(V) data for this system

and compared it with calculations based on the automated directed search

tensor LEED (TLEED) method2 [4.5]. This new perturbative approach to LEED

calculations shows for the efficient investigation of many hundreds of possible

1 By reconstruction we mean the change of the two-dimensional unit cell,
specifically the creation of a superlattice.

2 See Chapter 2 for the brief discussion of Tensor LEED theory .
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surface structures involving different adsorption sites and substrate relaxations.

In our case we have used the coordinates of the top two Mo layers and the S

adatom ( plus the inner potential) as independent parameters that are iteratively

minimized to produce the best fit between calculations and experiment.

Experiment

The Mo(110) slice' after preparation2 was mounted on a specially-

holder screw Thermocouple

incandescent
filament

sample

1 mm gap

electrical
connector

Figure 4.2a. Schematic description of the
sample holder for the LEED study of Mo / S.

constructed, liquid nitrogen cooled, sample holder (see Figure 4.2a) that allows

1 The Mo(110) single crystal was donated by Dr. S. D. Kevan (University ofOregon).

2 Briefly, the crystal sample was soaked in acetone in an ultra sonic oscillator
and then rinsed with methanol before mounting on a cold finger.
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heating by direct DC heating or by electron bombardment. The sample holder

is held on a manipulator in an ion pumped UHV chamber with conventional four-

grid LEED/Auger optics and a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The mass

spectrometer was used for background gas analysis and temperature

programmed desorption (TPD) spectrometry. The UHV chamber was pumped

initially by a turbo-pump, which yielded a base pressure of 5.0 x10 'Torr. After

using a titanium sublimation pump and switching back to the ion-pump the

pressure dropped to 7.0 x10-9 Torr. The Mo(110) sample was cleaned by many

cycles of heating by one min at 1200 K in 5X10-8 Torr oxygen' followed by a

flash2 to 1900 K in vacuo until the Auger spectrum showed negligible quantities

of carbon and oxygen on the surface. Sulfur was then deposited from an in situ

electro chemical source [4.6] sufficient to provide more than a monolayer on the

Glass tube
Ag sheet

Glass piston I
Glass capillary

steel spring

Resistance
heating

metal tube

Pt ring

Ag2S pellet

AgI pellet

Pt lead

Figure 4.2b. Schematic drawing of the electrochemical sulfur source.

1 About 9.0 Langmuir, (unit of exposure, 1L = 1.0 x 10-6 Torr x sec).
2 incandescentncandescent filament of a 12 Volt auto headlight ( Sylvania # 6014) was

used for electron beam flashing (see Figure 4.2a).
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surface (Figure 4.2.b). The sample was then carefully annealed at 550 K to

reduce the sulfur coverage. This procedure resulted in a sharp p(2X2) LEED

pattern at a coverage close to 0.25 ML as determined from previous experiments

in this and other laboratories [4.7].

Images of the fluorescent LEED screen were recorded at 208 K using a

computer-controlled video camera/image captured board (Oculus 200) over an

energy range of 60-220 eV at 4 eV intervals for normal incidence of the electron

beam (determined visually by the appearance of LEED beams). These images

were stored directly on the hard disk of the computer. The recording time was

less than 15 min per data-set. Data were also taken at off-normal incidence, but

have not been used in this study as the TLEED computer codes at present do

not allow off-normal incidence. IV curves were then produced by off-line analysis

of the stored images using in house software incorporating novel image

Ky

(0,1)
(-1/2,1/2)

(-1,0) (1,1)

(0,0)

(0,-1)

(1,0)

Figure 4.3. Beam labeling (Kx, Ky) for the LEED
pattern from Mo(110) p(2 x 2)-S.
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processing transform and object recognition techniques that allow reliable

identification, sizing, and background subtraction of LEED spot intensities

without any operator intervention or assumptions about the spot shape [3.1].

The final experiment data set consist of non-equivalent beams (equivalent beam

were averaged). The labeling of these beams is shown in Figure 4.3. The beam

measured were (0,1), (1,1), (-1,1), (2,0), (2,2), (-0.5,0.5), (-1,0.5), (-1,-0.5),

(-1.5,0.5), (1.5,1), (1.5, 1.5), and (2,0.5).

CALCULATION

We used the TLEED package of Van Hove et al. [4.8] on a VAX 9000

computer. These routines automatically adjust the coordinates of surface atoms

(and the real part of the inner potential Vo)1 away from those of a reference

structure to find the best fit of calculated 1(V) curves with experiment via. In our

case, the R Pendry factor (see Chapter 2) and the Powell direction set. We used

phased shifts up to 1 =7 taken from the listings found in the conventional Van

Hove LEED package while other parameter values were:

OD (M0) =470 K, eD (S)=335 K, Vo =10 eV (input value), Vo; = - 4.25 eV 2.

The Mo(110) surface has an oblique unit cell with the symmetry of two mirror

planes. The unit cell vectors are separated by an angle of 70.5° (Figure 4.4) with

the second Mo layer 2.227 A distant along the surface normal. The unit cell

vectors and the interlayer vector are

See Table 2.1.

2 The sign of the imaginary part of the inner potential depends on the program.
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X (A) Y (A)

a = 2.6876 a = 0.4618

b = 0.4618 b = 2.6876

The interlayer vector :

x (A) y (A) z (A)

1.5746 1.5746 2.2270

Figure 4.4. Structure of the ideal Mo(110) surface. The surface has an
oblique unit cell with the symmetry of two mirror planes. The location of the
3-folds coordinate and center hollow (CH) sites are shown. The atoms
1,2,3 and 4 represent first-layer Mo atoms.

Ignoring on-top adsorption, which experience indicates is unlikely for an

adsorbate such as sulfur, there are several obvious high-symmetry adsorption
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sites on this surface: in the twofold coordinate bridge sites, in the center hollow

(CH) site, which has two atoms in close coordination and two further away, and

in the threefold coordinate site (3F). Given the known tendency for relatively

large atoms like S to bond in high-symmetry sites, we used the latter two

adsorption sites with the S atom 1.5 A above the first Mo atom layer as reference

structures for the TLEED optimization (these coordinates are listed in Table 4.1).

For an undistorted CH site, only one domain is possible, but in the lower

symmetry 3F site, and for positions along the mirror plane that link the two sites

(m2, in Figure 4.4), averaging of the intensities from the two possible domains

is necessary.

We allowed the TLEED program to adjust the coordinates of the S

Table 4.1. Coordinates of atoms comprising 3F and CH adsorption site
reference structures.

Layers Position Z (A) x (A) y (A)
S adatom 3F site 0.0000 1.0500 1.0500

CH site 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Mo Layer 1 Mo 1 1.5000 -1.5746 -1.5746

Mo 2 1.5000 1.1129 -1.1129
Mo 3 1.5000 -1.1129 1.1129
Mo 4 1.5000 1.5746 1.5746

Mo Layer 2 Mo 5 3.7270 0.0000 0.0000
Mo 6 3.7270 0.4618 2.6876
Mo 7 3.7270 2.6876 0.4618
Mo 8 3.7270 3.1492 3.1492
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adatom and the eight Mo atoms that define the first two layers of the substrate.

This was accomplished by making one composite layer' of the S adatom plus the

first layer of Mo atoms and second layer of just the second - layer of Mo atoms.

In this study we restricted the movements of the S and Mo atoms to preserve the

symmetry of the mirror plane that links two high symmetry adsorption sites.

The TLEED routines proceed via iterations in which all the parameters

involved (here 16 independent structural parameters and inner potential2) are

varied systematically one by one to minimize the R factor. After all the

parameters have been optimized in the iteration, if the R factor has changed by

more than 0.005 since the last iteration, then a new iteration begins.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The IV curves produced from the CH reference structure calculation were

in some cases in better visual agreement with experiment than those from the

3F calculation. For some IV curves it proved difficult to judge with any degree of

confidence that one calculation was in substantially better agreement than the

other. However, running the second part of the TLEED programs quickly showed

that the structure derived by starting from the CH adsorption site produced

generally better agreement than that derived from the 3F site (see Figure 4.5).

I The LEED programs assume all atoms to be arranged either in "simple layers"
(Bravais-lattice layers), which contain 1 atom per 2D unit cell, or in "composite layers",
which contain more than 1 atom per 2D unit cell (these may be coplanar or not).

2 The composite layer includes five atoms (1 S + 4 Mo), thus 5 x 3 = 15 spatial
coordinates. These 15 parameters plus one for the inner potential give 16 parameters.
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Figure 4.5. Geometry of the 3F and CH sites in a rhombus unit mesh.
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Figure 4.6. Changes in the Pendry R factor starting from the 3F
(the top one)and CH reference structures with successive
iterations of the TLEED optimization. The iterations cease when
the value of the R factor changes by less than 0.005 and hence
the two curves have different extent.
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Figure 4.6 shows the change in the Pendry R factor in successive iterations of

TLEED calculation starting from either the 3F or CH reference structure. The 3F

site quickly optimized after 11 iterations to a minimum R factor of 0.370. The CH

site finally optimized after 20 iterations to a lower Pendry R factor of 0.298.

Figure 4.7 shows the variation in the parallel components of the best-fit S atom

location as the position of this atom is optimized in successive iterations of the

TLEED calculation ( the atom is constrained to move along the line between the

0 5 10
Iteration number

15 20

Figure 4.7. Changes in the in-plane (x, y) coordinates of the best-fit
location of the S atom starting from the 3F and CH reference structures
with successive iterations of the TLEED optimization. Delta R(3F-CH)
expresses the amount of movement of the S atom away from the
reference structure, location along the line that links these two sites. The
iterations cease when the value of the R factor changes by less than
0.005 and hence the two curves have different extends. The value of the
Pendry R factor for the converged optimized structures are given next
to each curve.
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3F and CH sites, see Figure 4.5). Starting from the 3F site reference structure

the atom always moved in the direction of the CH sites; the final converged

position of the S atom has it moved over 0.3 A towards the CH sites.

Calculations starting from the CH reference structure always resulted in an

optimized structure with in-plane coordinates for the S atom that were within

0.025 A of the S atom location in the reference structure. Allowing the

optimization to start from different S adatom starting positions along the line

linking the CH and 3F sites produced the same result, indicating that this

optimized structure derived from the CH site probably represents a global rather

than a local minimum. The representative I-V curves for two integral beams and

one half order beam shown in Figures 4.8-10 lead us to conclude that the

optimized structure is close to the true one. The remaining discrepancies may

be due to some problem in the experiment, such as the angle of incidence being

1500
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Figure 4.8. IV curves for the (-1,1) beam from Mo(110)
p(2X2)-S. The solid line is the result of the TLEED calculation
and the points represent the experimental data.
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set incorrectly, or may indicate that the present structure needs refinement.

2500

60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Energy ( eV )
220

Figure 4.9. IV curves from the (0,1) beam from
Mo(110)p(2X2)-S. The solid line shows the TLEED
calculation result and the points are the experimental data.

The coordinates of the nine atoms that make up this optimized Mo(110) p(2X2)-

S structure are collected in Table 4.2 and the structure is displayed in Figures

4.11 and 4.12. The S atom lies close to the CH location set in the reference

structure, shifted slightly (by 0.03 A) along the cell diagonal. However, the Mo2

and Mo3 atoms that were closest to the S atom in the reference CH structure

move outward (in the x and y directions, respectively) by about 0.3 A, while Mo4

moves along the cell diagonal in the equivalent amount to the movement of S

atom(see Figure 4.11). Also, the first Mo layer is rumpled with Mo2 and Mo3

depressed by 0.08-0.14 A relative to Mo1 and Mo4, while the second Mo layer

shows less vertical rumpling (see Figure 4-12). The most significant lateral
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movement in the second Mo layer is that of Mo5, which moves along the unit cell

diagonal by close to 0.2 A. The end result of these substrate shifts is that the S

adatom is located in a distorted central hollow. This distortion is such that the

final coordination of the S atom is rather closer to threefold coordination rather

than the 2 + 2 coordination characteristic of the undistorted CH site. There are

now three slightly different Mo-S bond lengths:

Mo1-S: 2.78 A; Mo2,3-S: 2.49 A; Mo4-S: 2.72 A

Table 4.2. Coordinates of atoms and the shifts from the coordinates of the CH
reference structure of Table 4.1 for the optimized Mo(110) P(2X2)-S structure.
These values vary by as much as ± 0.05 A if the calculations start from different
initial positions along the line joining the CH and 3F sites. We did not investigate
the effect of changing the nonstructural parameters such as inelastic damping
and Debye-Waller effect. The optimized inner-potential value is 8.03 eV.

Atom I z (A) A z (A) x(A) A x (A) I Y (A) A y(A)
S -0.00 -0.00 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03

Mo1 1.626 0.13 -1.57 0.01 -1.57 0.01

Mo2 1.705 0.21 1.42 0.31 -1.14 -0.03
Mo3 1.705 0.21 -1.14 -0.03 1.42 0.31

Mo4 1.571 0.07 1.60 0.03 1.60 0.03
Mo5 3.770 0.04 0.15 0.15 -.15 0.15
Mo6 3.780 0.05 0.56 0.10 2.66 -0.03
Mo7 3.780 0.05 2.66 -0.03 0.56 0.10
Mo8 3.814 0.09 3.11 -0.04 3.11 -0.04

The shortest bond length between Mo2,3 and S atom is less than the sum of

atomic (hard-sphere) radii of 2.65 A. Mo1 lies slightly deeper than Mo4 and
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Figure 4.10. IV curves for one half-order (-1,-1/2) beam from Mo(110)
p(2x2)-S. The solid line is the result of the TLEED calculation and the
points are experimental data.

therefore has the longest bond length.

Shih et al . [4.9] have studied the structure of the analogous Fe(110)

P(2X2) -S system by a conventional LEED method. Their results placed the S

adatom in the middle center hollow site surrounded by four Fe atoms that are

laterally shifted on a different manner to that which we have found for Mo. In

their structure the Fe atoms remain in the same relative locations to one another

as in the bulk, but the unit cell of the top layer is contracted symmetrically with

respect to the bulk unit cell. The overall effect is that the Fe atoms are attracted

to the adatom, leaving more open areas between the S-Fe4 units. We note Shih

et a/ to some extent selected for this structure by only examining structures that
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Figure 4.11. The TLEED optimized Mo(110) p(2x2)-S structure.
The large circles represent first- and second-layer Mo atoms. The
S atoms are shown as dark small circles (radii of circles do not
show the atomic radii). Arrows show the direction of movement of
substrate atoms relative to their locations in the bulk structure.
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0.13

-0.04

Figure 4.12. A cross section through the TLEED optimized Mo(110)
p(2x2)-S structure of Figure 4.11 along the direction linking Mo1 and Mo4.
The distance numbers indicate vertical shifts of atoms in angstroms from
their bulk locations; e.g. Mo4 has moved down from its bulk location by
0.07 A.
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preserved the rectangular symmetry of the surface unit cell. In addition, they did

not allow for surface rumpling of the sort we find for the Mo system.

Summary

The Mo(110) p(2X2) -S system shows evidence of adsorption-induced

substrate reconstruction. The S adatom is located in a distorted central hollow

(CH) site on which two of the top layer Mo atoms have moved significantly

outward. The top substrate layer is also rumpled on the order of 0.1 - 0.2 A. The

distortion is such that the final coordination of the S atom is atom is somewhat

closer to threefold coordination rather that the 2 + 2 coordination characteristic

of the undistorted CH site.
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CHAPTER 5

Surface Structure of a-A1203 (0001) [5.1]

Introduction

Sapphire is the mineralogical name for a certain crystalline form of one

of the three well-known modifications' of aluminum oxide (a-A1203). Sapphire

has become of interest for use in maser2 devices, optical windows and

microelectronics applications [5.2].

The a-modification3 of alumina consists of a rhombohedral unit cell

containing two formula units of A1203. It is also frequently described by a

hexagonal cell with six formula units. The axes, interaxial angles, point positions,

and structure parameters are listed in Table 5.1 [5.3]. The space group is Ric

(No.167)4. Crystals of rhombohedral symmetry can be described with the use of

either a rhombohedral or a hexagonal unit cell. A geometric picture is present in

Figure 5.1. The rhombohedral cell is made up of three axes of equal length a,.

which include three equal angles a. Using vectors to define the axes, we have

1 The three modifications are a- , 13- with hexagonal cell, and y-A1203 with cubic
structure.

2 Maser is an acronym formed from 'microwave amplification by stimulated
emission of radiation'.

3 a-A1203 or Corundum (from Kauruntaka, the Indian name; in Sanskrit, for the
mineral).

4 R: for the rhombohedral lattice; 3 : rotation through (2rr / 3) degrees combined
with inversion about a symmetry point; c: axial glide plane (along [001] on hexagonal
axes).
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2 2 2 2al =a2 =a3 = a,
(5-1)

ai . a2 = a2 . a3 = a3 . a 1 = a 2 . cos a

One now forms the vectorial sum of the three rhombohedral axes, namely,

al +a2 + a3 = C (5-2)

this vector (C) is the body diagonal of the rhombohedral unit cell, as shown in

Figure 5.1b. Furthermore, the following difference vectors can be made

a 2 -- a3 = b1

a3 - al = b2 (5-3)

a - a2 = /33

These three b vectors are coplanar and perpendicular to C vector [5.4]. Also, it

can be proved that the b 's are of equal magnitude a. The angles between two

subsequent b's are all equal to 120°.

These facts establish the possibility of making up a cell out of the vector

c and two of the three b's shown in Figure 5.1b. This cell is one third of a regular

hexagonal prism. Therefore, it is called the hexagonal cell'. For interionic

distance calculation, use is made of a different unit cell which is rectangular

rather than rhombohedral or hexagonal. Such a cell is classified [5.3] as

orthohexagonal2.

'The hexagonal cell is three times the volume of the rhombohedral. Therefore,
the number of point positions in the hexagonal unit cell is three times the numbers of
point positions in the rhombohedral cell, see Table 5.1.

2 A rectangular coordinate is used In LEED calculation.
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Table 5.1. Lattice, point positions, and structure parameters of a-A1203 .

Unit cell Rhombohedral Hexagonal Ref.

molecules in
unit cell

2 6

Lattice
dimensions

ar A a Vr (A)3 a (A) c (A) c/a V, (A)3

5.12 55°17' 38.87 4.75 12.97 2.73 116.6 [5.4]

53°47' 2 4-2 Ideal

point
positions

In fractions of a, In fraction of a (1st and 2d) and
c (3d)

Aluminum [±(u, u, u)]; [0,0,±u]; [2/3, 1/3, 1/3±u];
[±(1/2+u,1/2 +u,1/2 +u)] [1/3,213,2/3±u]; [0,0,1/2+u];

[2/3,113,5/6±u]; [113,2/3,1/6±u]

Oxygen [v,-v,0];[ 0,v,-v];[ -v,0,v]; [v,0,0];[2/3+v,1/3,1/3];
[1/2 -v,1/2 +v,1/21; [1/3+v,2/3,2/3];
[1/2, 1/2 -v,1/2 +v]; [0,v,0];[2/3,1/3+v,1/3];
[1/2+v,1/2,1 /2-v] [113,2/3+v,2/3];[ -v,-v,0];

[ 2/3-v,1/3-v,1/3];
[1/3-v,2/3-v,2/3];
1-v,0,1/2];12/3-v,1/3,5/6];
[113-v,2/3,1/6];[0,-v,1/2];
[2/3,113-v,516];[113,2/3-v,1/6];
[v,v,1/2];[ 2/3+v,1/3+v,5/6];
[1/3+v,2/3+v,1/6]

Structure
parameters

u = 0.105, v=303 [5.4]

u = 1/12, v = 1/3 Ideal

The locations of the ions in the unit cell of a-A1203 are determined by the point

position given in Table 5.1. The numbers are coordinates expressed as fractions

of the unit cell dimensions. Figure 5.2 shows the aluminum and oxygen ions

contained in the hexagonal unit cell. It is seen that the aluminum ions are

assembled along the c-axis, while the oxygen ions are found in layers

perpendicular to it. These layers are equidistant and spaced 1/6 of the length c

1
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apart from each other.

Listed in Table 5.1 are also the structure parameters u and v for which

two sets of figures are represented as one based on measurements and the

(a) (b) Y

Figure 5.1. (a) Definition of a rhombohedral unit cell; (b) definition of the
vectors used to make up the hexagonal unit cell.

other on idealization. The idealized structure (see Figure 5.2), has u = 1/2 if the

aluminum ions to be situated halfway between two oxygen layers. In reality, this

is not the case, since the two neighboring layers are located at different

distances from the aluminum ion. On the other hand, with an idealized v=1/3, the

oxygen ions have equal distances between each other, forming an exactly

hexagonal arrangement, where as Figure 5.3 shows this regularity is not present.
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As shown in Figure 5.4, the oxygen layers actually consist of triples of closely

spaced ions, each being separated from its adjacent triple by a certain wider

spacing. The Al-ions, which are closest to one and the same oxygen layer, are

also shown.

0

c (z)

Figure 5.2. Idealized arrangement (u=1/2 , V=1/3) of the
aluminum and oxygen ions in the hexagonal cell.

The nearest neighbors of an aluminum ion are six oxygen ions which form an

octahedron with the aluminum ion in the center. In the ideal case, the latter is

found exactly in the center and the octahedron is regular (has equal distances

between the oxygen ions) if the condition is fulfilled that the ratio c/a = 2 /2. The

reality is slightly different, as shown in Figure 5.5, where the emphasis is on the
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differences between the ideal and real. Therefore, the differences between the

real structure with respect to the idealized representation can be summarized as:

aluminum ion is not in the center between two oxygen layers but

displaced along the threefold symmetry axis (c-axis).

this displacement divides the six nearest-neighbor oxygen ions into two

groups of three equivalent ions located in two adjacent layer apart.

the group which is closer to aluminum ion has its oxygen ions spaced

farther apart.

the orientation of the oxygen ions in the two groups is slightly "twisted",

i.e., the group which is closer to the aluminum ion is rotated a few

degrees (about the c-axis) away from its position in the "ideal case.

0

PP

PI

Figure 5.3. Elevation of the idealized 111 and the real 0 arrangement of
aluminum ions in the hexagonal unit cell. The value of c =2a[2 is used for
the idealized structure.
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Figure 5.4. Plan of the center oxygen layer in the hexagonal unit
cell.

Figure 5.5. Plane (left) and cross section (right) of the octahedron
of nearest neighbors (idealized * and real 0 case) to an aluminum
ion ( idealized * and real case).

These deviations from a regular octahedron cause the crystalline field which the

aluminum ion experiences to be asymmetric about the plane perpendicular to the

c-axis.
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Studies on sapphire surface

The structure of the (0001) surface of a-A1203 has been studied by

several workers with the LEED technique. Charig [5.5] showed a reversible

structural transformation as a function of the temperature of alumina. Chang [5.6]

has extended the previous study of a-A1203 using thin-films. He found several

complex LEED patterns from alumina surfaces after thermal treatments and

concluded that they may be related to clean surface reconstructions. Single

crystal a-alumina (0001) undergoes a change of surface structure (1x1,/3 x 4.3,

/31 x /31 rotated ± 9°) upon heat treatment [5.7][5.8]. Also, attempts to

perform ab intio surface calculations were performed recently [5.9-12].

Theoretical studies of the (1x1) corundum (0001) surface show a displacement

of surface atoms from bulk positions with an Al layer termination [5.10]. It should

be noted that, there are no /V - LEED studies reported for sapphire.

Charging-up phenomena on sapphire surface

The accumulation of charge at the surface of insulating samples is a

result of the production of secondary electrons by the incident electron beam (i.e.

In LEED and AES studies) and the inability of the specimen to conduct this

charge away. The dependence of the secondary electron yield 6 (6 is defined as

the number of secondary electrons produced per incident electron)on the

primary (incident) electron beam for a typical insulating material is shown

schematically in Figure 5.6. The yield goes through a maximum with increasing

primary electron energy, and is lower than 1 below a given threshold Ep1
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6

1

A

Ep1 Epm Ep2
,..

Ep

Figure 5.6. Schematic of secondary electron yield
( 6) as a function of incident electron energy (Ep).
Epm shows energy for the maximum 6.

(usually below 100 eV) and above a second Ep2 (typically above 2000 eV).

Between these two thresholds 6 is higher than 1. Ep1 and Ep2 depend on the

material. Therefore, in the range of incident electron energy, there are four

distinguishable regions as:

Ep < Ep1; 6 <1, so that less electrons leave the surface than arrive. This

leads to a local negative charge which decelerate the electrons leaving

the sample.

Ep = Ep1 = Ep2; 6 = 1, since there is an equal number of impinging and

departing electrons, it is obvious that no charge buildup occurs.

Ep1 < Ep < Ep2; 6 >1; it means that more electrons leave the surface

than arrive. This results to a local positive charge which accelerates the

electrons leaving the sample [5.13], Figure 5.7. The positive charge

cannot grow too large since most secondary electrons have very low

energies (1-10 eV) and the macroscopic potential difference retards the
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electrons back onto the sample surface so that a point is reached where

the net escaping secondary current balances out the incident current. The

surface thus reaches a stable potential which is usually a few volts

positive relative to the gun cathode [5.14].

Ep > Ep2; 6 < 1; there is a buildup of negative charge on the surface.

O

5 >1

O G e e
e O O O e D.P.E.

Figure 5.7. Quantitative analysis can be affected by the electromigration
of mobile ions in a surface potential gradient induced by electron charging.
The depth of penetration of electron beam (D.P.E.) depends on beam energy
and specimen.

The secondary electron emission yield, 6, for sapphire are summarized to Table

5.2 [5.15]. The Table 5.2 shows that in the energy range of the LEED study (50 -

500 eV) of sapphire, we shall be concerned with a positive charging problem on

the specimen surface.

Table 5.2. Summary of yield measurements for sapphire.

Sample Epl (V) Epo0 (V) 5(max) 5(Ep=3000 V)

Sapphire 30 650 6.4 2.6
Sapphire (highly polished) 20 650 7.8 3.2
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How to limit charging-up problems

A number of methods have been used to reduce these charging effects.

In many cases, is observed that charging will develop over a period of time. Also,

the changing the beam current will change the rate of charge buildup on the

specimen at the point being analyzed. Charging can be limited by:

using single-pulse methods [5.16], and re-establishing the surface

potential by flooding with very low-energy electrons between pulses. In

this method the electron beam is turned on by a pulsing circuit with

variable amplitude (microamperes), duration (microseconds), and

repetition rate (4 pulses per second ). The current in the target circuit to

ground through the input resistance of an amplifier which has a frequency

band-with of about 10 megacycles and drives the beam of a C.R.O.

operated at 10 kv. Using a large preamplifier input resistor can increased

the sensitivity of the single-pulse method' [5.17].

Studying areas which are in the neighborhood of the conductive earthed

specimen holder.

Heating the sample up to 500° C. The electrical conductivity increases

greatly with temperature [5.18].

Masking off a small hole over the area to be analyzed, with a grounded

metal sheet.

1 Since the energy distribution of the secondaries is very sensitive to charges in
surface potential, the retarding-potential curves (6 verses collector potential, V) provide
a sensitive indicator of differences in charge stabilization.
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Experimental Section

Preparation of sample. A single crystal of A1203 (0001)1 with dimension of

10x10x0.5 mm, polished one side was purchased from Johnson Matthey Alfa

Aesar. After pre-cleaning with acetone and methanol, a back-reflection Laue

camera was used to determine any misorientation with the aid of a Greninger

net. The sample misaligned by as much as 1.8°. It is commonly found that

commercial sapphire crystals are miscut to some degree. The sapphire was

cleaned ultrasonically in acetone and rinsed with pure methanol and dried with

flowing nitrogen.

About 4000 A of 6-tantalum was sputtered2 (in a 90% Ar and 10% N2

atmosphere) onto the unpolished face to increase the thermal conductivity for

resistive heating [5.19]. Also, the polished face of the crystal was sputtered

where it was masked (by a very clean and polished piece of tantalum) to keep

a clear window with a diameter of 6.0 mm at the center of crystal3. The surface

Ta film is used for resistive heating plus to reduce surface charging.

After using a lot of different trial and error ways for sample installation and

heating finally we decided on the following successful method. The sapphire

crystal was clamped in a wing shape piece of tantalum metal (0.025 mm thick)

1 C plane.

2 Sputtering is a vacuum deposition process which physically removes portions
of a coating material called target and deposits a thin, firmly bonded film onto an
adjacent surface called the substrate. (Thanks are due to Dr. A. Sleight and Dr. M. Hall
specially, for their helping in set up of sputtering machines for our substrate).

3 A deposition of tantalum nitride ((3-Ta2N) is recommended because of similarity
in crystal structure [5.6][5.20].
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and the sides of the wing fixed between grooves in hanging Ta-bars of holder

(see Figure 5.8). A tungsten / Rhenium (OMEGA T5R-005-12) thermocouple

(with ceramic sleeving, MARKEL CO.) was attached to the surface , at the top

of the clear window, with Ceramabond 596 (Aremco Products, Inc.) high-

temperature ceramic adhesive [5.21]. After using the ceramic adhesive, the

holder and specimen was kept under a nitrogen tent for a half of an hour. The

whole ceramic insulators of goniometer were cleaned chemically and kept in an

Tantalum joint

-4-- Thermocouple

Electrical connection

Ceramic';

Ta coating

Resistive heating plate

14 mm

Sapphire crystal

Figure 5.8. The sample holder used for sapphire LEED study. The
maximum heat is produced in the center of the resistive heating tantalum
plate ( the dashed line square shows the position of the sample), where it
contacts the area of the back of the clear window on the sample.
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oven for an one hour. During the final installation and closing of the UHV

chamber a continuous nitrogen gas purge was provided from the bottom valve

of the chamber. A schematic of the UHV chamber (Varian 981) used for these

experiments is shown in Figure 5.9. The system is located inside a cubic

Helmholtz coil' [5.22-23] and equipped with turbo, sorption, titanium sublimation

and ion pumps.

Mass spectrometer

LEED / Auger detector

Sputter ion gun
Viewport

High voltage electrical
feedthrough

Figure 5.9. Schematic of the experimental apparatus for surface
crystallography of single crystal in ultrahigh vacuum.

1 An electron beam is easily deflected by magnetic field, so it is important that
stray magnetic fields be cancelled out by the introduction of a compensating field. It is
only necessary to apply magnetic fields in directions perpendicular to the original
electron trajectory. The field at the center of the pair of square Helmholtz coil is Bz
(0,0,0) = (1.629) NI'S gauss, where N = the number of turns on each coil, I = the current
in amperes and S = length of one side of a coil in centimeters.
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Chamber degassing and sample cleaning inside the UHV. The chamber was

baked (to 120° C) at a rate of 10 degree. per 30 min, for 48 hours with the turbo

pump running. The pressure dropped to 5 x10-5 Torr after the temperature of the

chamber had returned to 60° C, and we turned on the ion-pump in parallel with

short busts of Ti - sublimation pump . At room temperature, one day after

baking, the pressure dropped to the stable 2.0x10-5 Torr range. The sample

initially was heated resistively by help of a temperature programmer to 500°. We

injected oxygen into the chamber for two minutes (p=10-4Torr) and switched

on a Tesla coil connected to the head of the high voltage electrical feedthrough

(see Figure 5.9) for 3 min to oxidize carbon contamination on the surface by

producing oxygen plasma [5.24].The process of cleaning was repeated after

taking an AES spectrum (see Figure 5.10) and measuring the size of the carbon-

peak [5.25]. At the final stages of the cleaning we found that there is a trace of

carbon on the spectrum that cannot be removed under our conditions, Figure

5.11.

Data acquisition. After a last cleaning of the sample by exposing it to an oxygen

plasma (2.5 x10-6 Torr X 1.0 min)' and resistive heating (850 °C; 3.0 min), the

area of clear window on the spacemen close to its circumference was faced to

the gun to minimize the charging of the alumina during AES/LEED processing.

The impact of the electrons In the energy range 15 - 60 eV on surface builds up

1 The spacemen was faced with 1.0 cm apart to the head of high voltage
feedthrough (see Figure 5.9).
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Electron Energy, eV

Figure 5.10. An Auger electron spectrum of the sapphire after two
times resistive - heating (800°C) cleaning. Where carbon, and oxygen
are observed in 270 and 506 eV respectively. [ Gun: 1800 V, i = 19.6
pA; RAF = +700 V; Pressure = 9.8x10-9 Torr

a

Energy (eV)

Figure 5.11. Auger spectrum of a-A1203 after oxygen plasma
cleaning. Where a: Aluminum, (56 eV, due to LVV); b Carbon (270
eV); c Oxygen (506 eV, due to KVV); and d Aluminum (1366 eV,
due to KLL transitions). The trace of carbon decrease during heating
cleaning but did not removed completely. The positions of peaks are
function of the surface charge.
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a surface charge such as to repel the incident electron flux which appears as an

auroral phenomena on the LEED screen. If we changed the energy in LEED

inversely (from high to low energy), the lowest attainable energy at which

diffraction could be observed due to charging was about 58 eV, starting from a

low energy we were restricted to a minimum of 78 eV under our conditions. We

checked the calibration of voltage and current, set up the camera (gain and HN)

and started scanning( see Chapter 3).

Three important surface structure were found:

the (1x1) hexagonal lattice at 650 °C, Figure 5.12a.

a weak (i3 x i3)R±30° below 1000°C, Figure 5.12b .

(a) (b)
Figure 5.12. Representation of two diffraction patterns which are due to the
different surface structures on the (0001) aluminum oxide crystal. (a): (1 x 1), and
(b): (i3 x i3)R± 30°.

1 Luminous bands or streamers of light that are sometimes visible in the night
skies of the northern regions. it is caused by the ejection of charged particles into the
magnetic field of the earth.
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(131 x131) ± tan(13/11)1 above 1100°C, Figure 5.13-14.

These observations are consistent with those described in the literature

[5.8][5.26]. Subsequent heat treatment, again for only 2 minutes, about 750°C

restores the (1 x 1) pattern but with much improved intensity and resolution.

Several sets of the simple pattern in the energy range of 60 to 250 eV with

different sample positions and camera gain adjustments are collected and stored

in a interfaced computer (see Chapter 3).

Discussions of LEED patterns. The changes of the (0001) surface structure

of a-alumina are accompanied by changes in the chemical composition of the

surface under a variety of the temperature range. The ordered sapphire surface

4.5° se s
00" 0

Figure 5.13. Exploded view of a coincide point of superstructure pattern
of (0001) crystal due to the (131 x 131) rotated ± 9° upon heating to
above 1200° C.

1 First report by C. Chang, in proceedings of Fourth International Materials,
Berkeley, California, June 1968.
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Figure 5.14. Schematic diagram of the (4-31 Xi31)R ± tan-WM 1) pattern,
constructed from two hexagonal reciprocal lattices rotated by almost ± 9°. The
two reciprocal lattices coincide at the integer-order spot positions (i.e., vertices
of the rhombus unit cell).
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during heat treatment, transforms into a new surface structure, with

simultaneous evolution of oxygen. These thermal treatments also lead to

changes in the LEED pattern. The transformations which have been found to

occur under the various conditions are shown in Figure 5.15.

25°C H 750°C

(1 x 1)
A1203 (0001)

H
> 1200°C

C (131 x 131)
+ oxygen A1203 (0001)

C

Figure 5.15. Transformation of the surface
structures of a-alumina by heating (H) and
cooling (C).

The bulk-like (1x1) LEED structure is reversible and can be produced by heating

to -750°C or by cooling the (131 x /31) structure in oxygen. The complex (i31

x (31) ordered surface structure that appears at high temperature is oxygen

deficient' with respect to the bulk structure of alumina. Additional evidence that

the (131 x 4-31) pattern is due to a reduced aluminum oxide overlayer comes

from use of Auger spectroscopy to measure the change of the Auger peak height

for oxygen and aluminum [5.28].

The vapor pressure over a-alumina has been measured as a function of
temperature. The vapor of aluminum oxides contains both A10 and A120 molecules in
addition to aluminum and oxygen species [5.27].
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Surface structure determination of (1x1) sapphire (0001)

Preparing experimental data for the calculation. A set of stored data

was analyzed by help of the new image processing program [3.1] to extract iv

LEED data for the LEED calculation. The spots position are shown in Figure

5.16.

310

260

c 210

>-
160

110

60

0
S

10 I ill+ i +14 i

10 60 110 160 210 260
X-screen

310 360 410

Figure 5.16. Real experimental positions of 20 spots in (1x1) pattern from the
(0001) surface of a-A1203. The three axes ( x y,z) are chosen to labels
beams, i.e., (10) as (yz).

During data collection, the beam energy are read in fractional format (i.e.,

98.763 eV). It was necessary to use a linear interpolation to get a tabulated
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intensity values on an equally spaced grid. We wrote a program in FORTRAN

code based on the cubic spline Interpolation [5.29] to fill this need.

Determining the incident beam angles. The off normal LEED data depends

on two angles. The angle of the incident beam with respect to the surface

normal, 0. and the angle between the crystal X, axis and the projection of the

incident beam on the crystal surface, cl), Figure 5.17. At normal incidence, the

Figure 5.17. Schematic diagram of the LEED experiment. The relation between
the laboratory coordinate system (xi, y,, z1) and the crystal coordinate system (xe,
ye, ze). The line p is parallel to XI; P' is not in the plane a (surface crystal); 14i is
angle between X and line p; and 8 is angle between ; and ze. The two
coordinate system are related by the angle 6 and cl) = rr/2, where cl) is the
angle between the crystal xe axis and the projection of the incident beam, J, on
the crystal surface.

crystal xe axis is rotated by an angle ip with respect to the laboratory xi axis, and
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the z axis in the two reference systems' are collinear. We used Weinberg's

method [5.30] to determine the two angles of incidence. This method assumes

that the electron beam and camera are collinear with the axis of the

hemispherical screen (F, in Figure 5.17). fortunately, our new "anaLEED"

analysis program gives the exact positions of the electron gun and spots. We

used this coordinates to measure the angles between the (00) beam and other

spots, Figure 5.18.

c0
I'0

X-screen

Figure 5.18. View of the fluorescent screen to define the laboratory coordinate
axis and the angle e(hk) (the angle between lines from gun position to (00)
beam and to (hk) spot). The small arrows show the direction of angles.

.1 The both system are in right-hand coordinate.
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A transparent copy of circular graph paper is used to measure the angle

between line from the (00) spot to the electron gun position and the line from the

gun position to the (hk) spot. These angle values and the vectors defining the

unit cell were used as input for the Cunningham-Weinberg program (in

FORTRAN code). The final result came out as: 6 =8.66° and 4)= -31.53°.

Phase shift calculation. LEED calculations need atomic phase shifts as a

function of angular momentum (Chapter 2). Although values are tabulated for

elements phase shifts do vary with oxidation state and the structure of the solid.

Here we have recalculated Al and 0 phase shifts for the A1203 structure for both

neutral and ionic atoms. The brief summary of the procedure as following:

Calculation of the total charge densities for aluminum and oxygen.

Calculation of the muffin tin potential [5.31]. The value of the alpha

constant (the exchange parameter in SCF-Xa method) is obtained from

[5.32].

Calculation of the phase shifts from the muffin-tin potentials. The phase

shifts as a function of energy show discontinuities by pi, i.e. jumps by pi

at some energies. Since the LEED programs can not accepts such

discontinuities, we produced a program in FORTRAN code to remove

these discontinuities in the phase shifts. The atomic and ionic radii are

taken from CRC (1988), hand book of Chemistry and Physics'.

1 (0.51 A) for Al+3 and (1.32 A) for 02-. Where (radius (A)] / 0.52917 = radius
(a.u.)
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The final step is to reformat the sequence of the phase shifts of the

elements under consideration, in correct order

Some basic information about the shell structure of the atoms or ions under

consideration are needed to perform a free atom self- consistent calculation of

the total radial change densities associated to each element. The input

information contains occupation number' for each level corresponds to the total

number of electrons filling that level, Tables 5.3-6.

Table 5.3. Occupation numbers for aluminum atom {[Ne]3s23p}.

n I s j =I + s OCC: 2j + 1
1 0 -0.5 -0.5 0.0

+0.5 +0.5 2.0

2 0 -0.5 -0.5 0.0

+0.5 +0.5 2.0

1 -0.5 +0.5 2.0

+0.5 +1.5 4.0
3 0 -0.5 -0.5 0.0

+0.5 +0.5 2.0

1 -0.5 OR +0.5 ? x/y =2/4
x + y =1 ; x = 0.333, y =0.666

(2)

1 The occupation number for each level corresponds to the total number of
electrons filling that level. The occupancy of the filled level is OCC = 2j +1. The sum of
all occupancies for a neutral atom should of course equal Z (atomic number).

2 In the case of partially filled orbital, it is customary to assign the occupancy so
that the ratio for the partially filled orbital equals the ratio of the occupancies if those
orbital were completely filled. See the equations in the box.
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Table 5.4. Occupation numbers for aluminum ion (A13+), {[Ne] }.

n I s j =1 + s OCC: 2j + 1
1 0 -0.5 -0.5 0.0

+0.5 +0.5 2.0
2 0 -0.5 -0.5 0.0

+0.5 +0.5 2.0

1 -0.5 +0.5 2.0

+0.5 +1.5 4.0

Table 5.5. Occupation numbers for oxygen atom, {[He]2s22p4 }.

n I s j =I + s OCC: 2j + 1
1 0 -0.5 -0.5 0.0

+0.5 +0.5 2.0

2 0 -0.5 -0.5 0.0

+0.5 +0.5 2.0

1 -0.5 OR +0.5 ? x/y= 2 /4;x+y= 4
x = 1.333; y = 2.666+0.5 OR -0.5 ?
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Table 5.6. Occupation numbers for oxygen ion (02- ), {[Hej2s22p6}.

n I s j =I + s OCC: 2j +1
1 0 -0.5 -0.5 0.0

+0.5 +0.5 2.0

2 0 -0.5 -0.5 0.0

+0.5 +0.5 2.0

1 -0.5 +0.5 2.0

+0.5 +1.5 4.0

1.5

1

0.5
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.3. 0
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e
0 -0.5 -r.
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L = 1

L.,= 0
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I

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Energy ( hartree )

Figure 5.19. Phase shifts (I = 0 - 4) for aluminum as a function of energy.
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Figure 5.20. Phase shifts = 0 - 4) for oxygen as a function of energy.

Preparation of a reference structure

For the A1203substrate with 3-fold rotational symmetry, the angle between

two-dimension bulk lattice vectors which describe the two-dimensional structure

of a simple bulk layer can be 120° or 60°. These vectors must be consistent with

the beam (10), (01), etc. Figure 5.21 shows these lattice vectors.

Figure 5.21. Two-dimension structure ofa bulk layer to define the (1x1) lattice.
Where Al = A2 = 4.4590 A and a = 30°.
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We used the x-ray crystallography structural parameters [5.33] to calculate the

magnitude of unit cell vectors and atomic positions. The hexagonal unit cell in

aluminum oxide has a(A) = 4.7590, b = a, c(A) =12.990, thus

Al: Y = 4.7590 A; Z = 0.0000

A2: Y = -4.7590 sin(30) = -2.3795 A; Z = 4.7590 cos(30) = 4.1214 A

We need to specify the equivalent atomic positions in Cartesian coordinates for

overlayers and substrate layers. The oxygen and aluminum atoms are organized

in terms of composite layers ( which contain more than 1 atom per two-

dimensional unit cell). There are three obvious simple model reference

structures to investigate that differ with respect to termination of the sapphire

model that have been pursued by theoreticians [5.12]. These are shown in

Figure 5.22.

,a0.....
270

............ -......
..,

'''....:=0 ...... :Zs... :.*...

0...111111111111111P114. i'VIIIIIIIMIVIIIIIII'-l'0
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--------- .00.. ------- - - - -°-
...:......

,........ 4,""V....
... -------------0 *:. .r..7..... 0 :Z.

-----
2zo-------.15 :""

------------

A

----
-.
Aluminum atom

B C

Oxygen atom

Figure 5.22. Bulk structure of corundum. Three possible terminations which
lead to crystallographically distinct surfaces.
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Termination A is Al-terminated, B is oxygen terminated and C is an Al-bilayer

termination. Of these, theoretical studies uniformly predict that termination A is

preferred, although chemical intuition might suggest that the 0-terminated

surface is most likely. The parameters of the main program, and the related input

values depend on the type of termination. The values of these atomic

coordinates are collected in Appendix D.

Referring to the directions in Figure 5.16, there is a special symmetry

among the experimental beams with respect to the line S. A pair of the
experimental symmetrical IV beams are shown in Figure 5.23-27. The

presence of this extra symmetry means that symmetrically equivalent pairs of

theoretical beams must be averaged before comparison with experimental

to

d)
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Figure 5.23. Two experimental symmetrical beams of (1,0) and (0,T).
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beams in the second part of the TLEED calculation. Now, we have experimental

data, polar and azimuthal angles values, phase shifts and atomic coordinates.

For each of our surface reference structures we ran the first part TLEED1

program' to compute accurate theoretical LEED intensities corresponding to the

beams which were measured experimentally and to compute the tensor

elements related to possible atomic displacements from the positions assumed

in the reference structure. The DEC Fortran V6.3-141 compiler on a Digital

UNIX V.4 system was used for all the calculations. Unfortunately, the TLEED

programs contained a number of bugs. It was necessary to spend considerable

time correcting the codes and adding statements for storing theoretical IV data

for graphing. The result of the first calculation were used in a second TLEED2

program to optimize the atomic positions.

0c0
c

4000

3000

2000

1000

0

80 100 120 140 160 180

E (eV)

200

Figure 5.24. Two experimental symmetrical beams of (1,2) and (2,T).

1 We used "Off-normal Automated Tensor LEED" Programs. M.A. Van Hove,
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, California 94720, USA.
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Figure 5.25. Two experimental symmetrical beams of (2,0) and (0,2).
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Figure 5.26. Two experimental symmetrical beams of (1,1) and (T,T).
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Figure 5.27. Two experimental symmetrical beams of (T,2) and (2,0).
The locations of these spots are on the edge of the image pattern.

The second part of the program varies atomic positions, computes new

intensities at these modified positions, compares these intensities with

experiment, updates atomic positions based on the result of the comparison, and

iterates until convergence of the coordinates; the comparison between theory

and experiment is made through an R-factor (see Chapter 2), which quantifies

the misfit between calculation and experiment'. We started the TLEED2 step

with different starting structures near the reference structure, to make sure that

the resulting structure was in a global minimum of the parameter space. In cases

where the TLEED2 optimized structure produced atomic displacements in

I The best structure may be further refined with improved phase shifts (increasednumber of phase shifts), and with different values of the other non-structural
parameters, such as the damping (imaginary part of the potential, see Appendix B) and
the atomic vibration properties.
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excess of 0.4A the TLEEDI calculation was repeated with the updated optimized

atomic coordinates' and a new TLEED2 optimization performed to reduce the

possibility of being trapped in a local minimum.

Results

The R-factors for the TLEED optimized structures for three reference structures

are shown in Table 5.7. The result of the TLEED calculations for the Al-bilayer

(C) structure showed very poor agreement (R >0.7) for any reasonable

displacements from the original reference structure Pendry R-factors of less

then 0.5 are normal for moderate or better agreement of theory and experiment.

Table 5.7. Pendry reliability factor for TLEED optimized structures.

Termination A Termination B Termination C

R-factor 0.42 0.42 0.70

On the other hand, the Al-terminated (A) and 0-terminated (B) structures gave

identical R-factor. Theoretical investigation of the A1203 surface predict an AI(A)

terminated surface, this is attributed to charge compensation. Such a surface

autocompensated termination for the A1203 has the following characteristics. In

the bulk there are:

1 If two models differ in any atomic coordinate by 0.4 A or more, then separate
LEED1 calculation will be required for the two reference structures. This is because the
automated search algorithm can not be guaranteed to locate the correct structure.
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Atom Valence
electrons

No. of bonds Electron / Bond

Al 3 6 3/6 =1/2
0 6 4 6/4=3/2

It means there is a total of 1/2 +3/2 =2 electrons per bond from both Al and 0

neighbors. On the other hand, in the surface, per unit cell we have:

Atoms No. of
atoms
(Unit Cell)

Dangling
bonds

Contributive
electrons

Nonbonding Lone
Pair

Al 1 1 X 3 =3 3 X 1/2 =3/2 3/2+9/2 = 6
electrons. Or
2 electrons per unit
cell.0 3 3 X 1 =3 3 X 3/2 =9/2

Each pair of (3/2+1/2) electrons that creates one nonbonding lone pair per unit

cell, remove a cation dangling bond. In other words, the Al-termination is both

1/2
1/2 1/2

3/2 \ )Illy

Al 0 0 Bulk

Figure 5.28. Side view illustration of the corundum (0001) truncated
bulk surface atomic positions. Dashed lines show cation and anion
dangling bonds with the fractional electron contribution.
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chemically stable and charge neutral and it is said to be autocompensated. See

the Figure 5.28.

Our calculation shows that Al- and 0-termination have the same degree of

agreement with experiment and are probably of similar energies. This may

indicate that the surface is in fact a mixture of these two terminations. The good

agreement of either termination is more readily apparent if we observe visually

the matching of theoretical curves with experimental ones. Representative IV

curves for different averaged beams' are shown for two terminations in Figure

5.29a,b-31a,b. The optimized inner energy as a result of the best structural fitting

is given in Table 5.8.

Table 5.8. Final optimizing data for (0001) A1203.

Termination Inner potential
(eV)

Number of
iteration

Convergence
Tolerance
achieved

A 20.62 2 0.00035
B 20.00 2 0.00028

1 With hcp(0001) and other 3-fold symmetrical substrate, experimentally, one
usually does not know the orientation of the substrate within a 180 degrees azimuthal
rotation, i.e. rotating the crystal azimuthally by 180 degrees fit the observed pattern
equally well. (This orientation could be obtained by bulk x-ray diffraction.) In LEED,
calculations for both orientations are necessary. For off-normal incidence directions, this
can be done by changing the incident azimuth by 180 degrees and changing the
correspondence between theoretical and experimental beams. Therefore, we calculated
and labeled the beams for the both 4) and 4)+180° (see Figure 5.16).The best fit to
experiment then decided which was the correct orientation.
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Figure 5.29a. /V curves for (0,0) beam from (0001) aluminum oxide crystal.
The solid line is result of the TLEED calculation (Al-terminated) and the
points are experimental data.
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Figure 5.29b. IV curves for (0,0) beam from (0001) aluminum oxide crystal.
The solid line is result of the TLEED calculation (0-terminated) and the points
are experimental data.
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Figure 5.30a. IV curves for [average of (T,0),(0,1)] beams from (0001)
aluminum oxide crystal. The solid line is result of the TLEED calculation (Al-
terminated) and the points are experimental data.
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Figure 5.30b. IV curves for [average of (T,0),(0,1)] beams from (0001)
aluminum oxide crystal. The solid line is result of the TLEED calculation (0-
terminated) and the points are experimental data.
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Figure 5.31a. /V curves for (17) beam from (0001) aluminum oxide crystal.
The solid line is result of the TLEED calculation (Al-terminated) and the
points are experimental data.
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Figure 5.31b. IV curves for (1 ,) beam from (0001) aluminum oxide crystal.
The solid line is result of the TLEED calculation (0-terminated) and the points
are experimental data.
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The atomic displacements for the A-reference structure are gathered in Table

5.9.

Table 5.9. Atomic displacements from the A-reference structure in the TLEED
optimized structure. Here positive Az values are displacements into the bulk.

Atom Ax (A) Ay (A) Az (A)

All 0.000 0.000 -0.139

01 -0.230 -0.002 -0.054

02 0.116 -0.198 -0.054

03 0.113 0.200 -0.054

Al2 0.000 0.000 0.049

Al3 0.000 0.000 -0.199

Here the top Al layer has moved about 0.14 A in outward the triplet of 0 atoms

below it, reducing the spacing between these two layers to about 0.1 A, in broad

agreement with theoretical predictions. Atoms Al2 and N3 have become almost

non-planar, while 01 and 02 have twisted laterally. The atomic displacements

for the B-reference structure are gathered in Table 5.10. Here the top set of 0

layers have moved out about 0.06 A and twisted laterally. The first Al bilayer has

become uncompressed. While it is interesting to speculate on the source of such

atom shifts, these two sets of results should be taken with appropriate caution.

The R-factors for both the A and B structures are relatively close and probably

indistinguishable. The possible reasons for this are energy equality of two

termination models or errors in assigning the angle of incidence, possibly due to

residual charging that could distort the LEED pattern, or, more likely, that the
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surface is actually more complex then these simple model reference structures.

Given the many possible reconstructions that can occur, it is a daunting task to

pursue this surface structure without further information. Other experimental

techniques such as atomic force microscopy or ion scattering should be

employed to rule in or out various types of reconstruction that can be then tested

in detail by LEED.

Table 5.10. Atomic displacements from the B-reference structure in the TLEED
optimized structure. Here positive Az values are displacements into the bulk.

Atom Ax (A) Ay (A) Az (A)
01 -0.142 0.030 -0.061

02 0.045 -0.138 -0.061

03 0.097 0.108 -0.061

All 0.000 0.000 0.010
Al2 0.000 0.000 -0.110
04 0.067 -0.028 0.004
05 -0.009 0.072 0.004
06 -0.058 -0.044 0.004
Al3 0.000 0.000 0.020
Al4 0.000 0.000 0.001

Summary

The nature of the atomic termination layers on sapphire surface is

important to the understanding of the effects of substrate on the epitaxial

relationship and the overlayer lattice structure of thin film deposition.
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Furthermore the surface energy and physical model of insulators are related to

well known knowledge about this basic insulator surface.

In the present chapter, we have used the LEED method to study surface

structure of sapphire (0001) with all possible termination layers obtained from

cleaning a sapphire single crystal.

Our studies showed the (0001) surface of a-A1203 can be terminated with

either 0-rich or Al-rich top-surface monolayers. The likely termination plane for

the low-energy face can be determined from the criterion that no dipole moments

can be left across the block. This usually gives the same result as the commonly

used criterion of breaking the minimum number of anion-cation bonds. The high

relaxations away from the bulk terminated structure leading to a major reduction

in the surface energy.
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Appendix A

Auger Electron Spectroscopy
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Auger Electron Spectroscopy is a good surface probe. Calculations show

that as little as101° atoms /cm2can be detected under ideal conditions, which is

sufficient sensitivity for most purposes.

A schematic diagram for the Auger retarding grid analyzer is shown in

Figure A.1. This analyzer is simply a series of four concentric spherical grids

followed by a spherical collector; the latter also serves as the fluorescent screen

in LEED experiments. The innermost grid establishes the electric field between

the analyzer and sample, placed at the center of curvature. The second and third

grids are tied together electrically and used as the retarding grids for energy

analysis. The use of two grids instead of one improves the resolution of the

voltage applied to the grids. The fourth grid shields the collector against the AC

perturbation applied to the analyzing grids, and is usually held close to ground.

The AC perturbation then creates a large, capacitively coupled, displacement

current at the collector, which must be nulled out by proper external electronics,

to prevent saturation of the amplifiers. The Auger peaks are sitting on an intense

and steeply sloping background', making them difficult to observe. The

sensitivity of technique can be enhanced by electronic differentiation of the

energy distribution function. consider the total collector current I(V) for a given

i The signal of an Auger peaks is about 10-12 A, where background signal is
about 10-7 A.
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voltage, V applied to the intermediate grid. The function I(V) may be expanded

in a Taylor series about the point V=Vo.

Ci

. -. .- GI' .''G-2 .-...-. .../ , / ,
/ / / // / / /

/ / 7 /
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0 -1600 V
de Voltage supply

Sample
Gun \ I 1
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\ \ \ \\ N..\ N. N.. 0
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N '.
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Look-In amplifier

210 V

( Vo + K sin wt)

Figure A.1. Scheme diagram for the Auger device.

Where:

V = DC voltage supply (Retarding Grid Voltage).

Vm = AC superimposing voltage (typical: 0.1 - 2 V)

V = Vm + Vo = Total voltage

ITV = Total current E f(V)
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I (V) = I (Vo) . jd I (V)]
V d 2 / (V)

] Vm2. 1/2! [ . (A-1)d V v = v d V 2 v = vo

I (V) = I (Vo) . [dI(V)] (Ksin a) t)
dV v . v.

d 2 / (V)+ 1/2 ! [ ] (Ksin a) t )2 + ...
dV 2 V. V0

(A-2)

If we use sine wt = 1/2 (1/2) cos (2cut) and d/(v)/dV = Nv, in Equation A-2, we

have

K2 d Nv( V ) = I (Vo) . Nv ( K sin c o t ) +

4
(

d V
)( 1 - cos 2 co t ) + .(A-3)

Measurement of the derivative of the energy distribution function requires only

that the frequency applied to the reference channel of the lock-in amplifier be

double that applied to the retarding grid. As shown in Figure A.1, this is easily

accomplished by inserting a diode between the signal generator and reference

channel of the phase-sensitive detector.

If we tune the Lock-in amplifier to different frequencies and phase angles,

we have the following possibilities

Lock-in frequency Retarding Grid Modulated Retarding Grid & Electron
Beam Modulated

sin wt Nv , Auger & loss peaks Auger peaks
cos 2wt dNv/dV, Auger & loss peaks Auger peaks
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The idealized first derivative of the secondary electron' distribution is shown in

Figure A.2. In this illustration the reflected primary beam (elastic electrons) is

used in LEED studies. The extraction of the Auger data from the background

0

01- 0
O.

o 0 co
cT.
O 0

N I

aft
Ce

T5.

0
E

= CO0 0

Auger-energy

Retarding_voltage
Vi primary

Loss
energy

V (eV)

Figure A.2. Gross structure in the secondary energy distribution,
N(V) versus V, showing the large, true secondary peak near V=0.

used in LEED studies. The extraction of the Auger data from the background by

the electronic differentiation technique in order to obtain dN(E)/dE can be seen

in spectrum of Figure A.3.

1 Where N(E) is the number of electrons emitted with energy grater than E.
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N/dE

Electron Energy, eV

Figure A.3. Auger spectra from a Sapphire (0001) crystal
before cleaning.



Appendix B

Mean Free Path (A e)
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Inelastic scattering reduces kinetic energy spectrum of electrons in the

bulk of a material. Only those electrons are ejected which do not lose all their

kinetic energy by inelastic scattering on their passage to the surface. When

assessing escape depths, the mean free path length A e is used.

According to quantum mechanics, an electron traveling in a crystal can

be described as a wave that is modulated by the electrostatic influence of the

fixed atoms that it encounters.

The Schrodinger wave equation can be applied to this problem by

considering an electron moving through the periodic potential distribution of a

row of equally spaced atoms. The solution indicates that if the potential wave

perfectly periodic the electron would have an infinitely long mean free path; that

is, it would never be scattered. In practice real solids have imperfections

(chemical impurities, physical defects and lattice vibrations) which distort the

periodicity of the potential distribution. It is these distortions which act as electron

scattering centers and determine the electron mean free path.

Wavefronts

For a periodic wave, ifwe draw a surfaces through all points undergoing

a similar disturbance at a given instant, we construct " wavefronts". A line

normal to the wavefronts, indicating the direction of motion of the waves, is
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called a ray.

Plane waves

In plane waves the wavefronts are planes and the rays are parallel

straight lines (Figure B.1).

"111--------)101
A

1...410.-

Figure B.1. A plane wave. The planes represent wavefronts spaced a
wavelength apart and the arrow indicates ray.

Waves

The general expression for a sinusoidal wave traveling in the (+) X-

direction is :

tp = ip sin ( FoX - cut cp )

If q) = 90 ° then : (B-1)

41 = 41m COS ( 05 X CO t )

Because co, the angular frequency number is equal to the K ( the wave number),

we have Using the de Broglie equation A P = h, we get



Cr, 1 r, 1.-sV= - = ..., - = .... v
A A

u) = 2 n v

(7) = 2 rr V = k

1 P
A h

K = 2 n P
h

P = K h

K h = P

In vector notation :

P = 12 K

169

(B-2)

(B-3)

(B-4)

To relate the mean free path and inelastic effects, we choose a plane wave as

following for fixed t

Li x, t ) A exp ( i K X )

Where :

2 nK -
A

(B-5)

Now we can use this wave equation for a 1-dimensional model, therefore

a) In vacuum, before interaction with surface:



K = and A -
A my

2 n my my
h h

K -

K2 ( in V ) 2
p2

2 h2

2Ek -1 m V

1Ek -
2 m

( M V )2
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(B-6)

(B-7)

(B-8)

2 In Ek = P2 (B-9)

Substituting from equation B-9 into equation B-7, we have

K2 2 m E k
b2

K2 = 2 Ek (in a .u.)

Where, Ek is the kinetic energy of electron.

b) After penetrating the surface (see Figure B-2):

d2y 2m
dx2 h2 (E V) tp = 0

V. = Vo I Vol

(B-10)

(B-11)

V = Muffin-tin constant.

Voi = The imaginary part of potential.

Note: The muffin-tin constant also is called the inner potential, and the imaginary

part represents all inelastic effects.
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muffin-tin constant spherical potential

ion cores

Figure B.2. Sketch of muffin-tin potential at a surface.

Now for this case we have :

k 2 = 2 Ek (B-12)

2 ( Etot- V.) = 2 Etot- 2 Vor- 2 i Vo (B-13)

k 2= ( i ki)2 as a complex number . (B-14)

k 2 K? k 1K, K1 (B-15)

By comparison between equations of B-13 and B-15, we find that:

K,2= 2 E k

(B-16)
2 V

2 i Kr K1 a 2 i V.i (B-17)
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Using the equation B-17, we obtain

If gi « kR
(B-18)

:. V « V0 I Vor

k Kr
(B-19)

V. . Vo

grki = Vo

Vo i Vo I (B-20)

2 (Etat- Vor)Kr sl

kr2 2 ( E tot- Vor)

Kr V 2( E t o t Vo r )

2 n
eke

2n II 2 ( E t ot Vol.)
e vol

eke

1
,x

Voi

(B-21)

(B-22)

The mean free path is proportional to inverse of the inelastic part of the inner

potential.



Appendix C

Electrons As Waves

The de Broglie wavelength A of electrons accelerated through a

potential difference V can be obtained as follows'

E.P.t
where E, energy in J; P, power in Watt=J/s and t, is the time in s. If

substitute for P =V.I (V, volt=J/ C and I, amp = C / s), we have

E=P.t=V. (I. t)
In Eq. C-2, (/.t) is charge (q) in coulomb, thus

E.V.q
E, is the kinetic energy of electron with a mass of m. and momentum p.
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(C-1)

2

2 m

We can use the de Broglie relationship in Eq.C-4, to obtain

A=
h2Ek -

2 m 12

(C-2)

(C-3)

(C-4)

(C-5)

Where, A is wavelength of electron and h is the Planck's constant. Using the

Eq. C-3, we can show

h2

2 m A2
-V.q=V.e

1 Where: J = Joule, s = second, C = Coulomb.

(C-6)
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where, e is charge of an electron in Coulomb. We solve the Eq. C-6 for V.

V
h 2

2 m e A2

A2 h2
2 me V

Now we can apply the physical constant in SI units in Eq. C-7, as

(6.625 x 10- 34)2 Js )2
[A (M)12

2 x 9.109 x 10-31 ( Kg ) x 1.602x10 -19 ( C) .V

(fr)i2 1.504 x 1018 ( J2s2 /kg.C)
V (volt )

Using the equivalence unit, we get

S 2 M- - ; N = m J ;J IC = volt
Kg N

(m)2 m J J 1

N C ( volt )
Thus, the Eq. C-8 becomes

A ( m) _

A (nm) -

\I 1.504 x 1018
V

\I 1.504
V(volt)

; 1 m = 109 nm

(C-7)

(C-8)

(C-9)

(C-10)

This is the wavelength associated with an electron of mass m (Kg), travelling

with a velocity of v m/sec. A relativity correction is needed for actual

conditions involving the voltages used, so that the actual formula is slightly

more complicated than Eq. C-10.
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Phase Shifts and Atomic Coordinates for A1203 (1x1):

2.5754 :E (Hartree)
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-1.2791-0.2230 0.6855 0.2743 0.2355 0.2107 0.1248 0.0462 Phase Shifts (0)
0.4911-1.3905 0.2017 0.0164 0.0011 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 Phase Shifts (Al)
2.7226
-1.3119-0.2418 0.7155 0.2786 0.2275 0.2124 0.1391 0.0570
0.4569-1.4025 0.2242 0.0193 0.0014 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
2.8698

-1.3408-0.2574 0.7457 0.2840 0.2210 0.2112 0.1514 0.0684
0.4243-1.4141 0.2472 0.0225 0.0017 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
3.0169

-1.3662-0.2698 0.7772 0.2894 0.2163 0.2078 0.1614 0.0802
0.3933-1.4252 0.2703 0.0260 0.0021 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
3.1641

-1.3890-0.2789 0.8105 0.2940 0.2138 0.2030 0.1690 0.0920
0.3636-1.4359 0.2936 0.0298 0.0025 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000
3.3113

-1.4098-0.2853 0.8455 0.2974 0.2132 0.1976 0.1740 0.1035
0.3353-1.4461 0.3166 0.0338 0.0030 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000
3.4584
-1.4296-0.2896 0.8816 0.2994 0.2142 0.1921 0.1768 0.1142
0.3082-1.4558 0.3395 0.0381 0.0035 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000
3.6056

-1.4491-0.2928 0.9174 0.3001 0.2163 0.1871 0.1775 0.1239
0.2822-1.4650 0.3619 0.0428 0.0041 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000
3.7528

-1.4691-0.2958 0.9518 0.3000 0.2189 0.1831 0.1765 0.1323
0.2573-1.4737 0.3837 0.0477 0.0048 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000
3.8999
-1.4900-0.2994 0.9832 0.2996 0.2215 0.1802 0.1742 0.1392
0.2334-1.4819 0.4050 0.0528 0.0055 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000
4.0471

-1.5121-0.3044 1.0108 0.2994 0.2236 0.1786 0.1710 0.1447
0.2104-1.4896 0.4255 0.0583 0.0063 0.0005 0.0000 0.0000
4.1943
-1.5356-0.3111 1.0337 0.3003 0.2247 0.1783 0.1673 0.1485
0.1882-1.4970 0.4452 0.0639 0.0072 0.0006 0.0000 0.0000
4.3414
-1.5604-0.3200 1.0520 0.3026 0.2246 0.1792 0.1634 0.1509
0.1669-1.5038 0.4641 0.0699 0.0082 0.0007 0.0001 0.0000
4.4886
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-1.5863-0.3309 1.0656 0.3068 0.2231 0.1811 0.1598 0.1519
0.1464-1.5103 0.4821 0.0760 0.0092 0.0009 0.0001 0.0000
4.6358
-1.6131-0.3438 1.0753 0.3135 0.2204 0.1837 0.1566 0.1517
0.1266-1.5164 0.4992 0.0824 0.0104 0.0010 0.0001 0.0000
4.7829

-1.6405-0.3583 1.0814 0.3226 0.2165 0.1866 0.1540 0.1506
0.1075-1.5222 0.5154 0.0890 0.0116 0.0012 0.0001 0.0000
4.9301
-1.6682-0.3742 1.0849 0.3342 0.2117 0.1894 0.1524 0.1486
0.0890-1.5276 0.5307 0.0957 0.0129 0.0013 0.0001 0.0000
5.0773
-1.6959-0.3910 1.0865 0.3483 0.2064 0.1919 0.1516 0.1461
0.0711-1.5327 0.5451 0.1026 0.0142 0.0015 0.0001 0.0000
5.2244

-1.7231-0.4083 1.0869 0.3642 0.2007 0.1937 0.1518 0.1432
0.0539-1.5375 0.5586 0.1097 0.0157 0.0017 0.0001 0.0000
5.3716
-1.7497-0.4258 1.0868 0.3817 0.1952 0.1947 0.1529 0.1403
0.0372-1.5420 0.5712 0.1169 0.0173 0.0019 0.0002 0.0000
5.5188
-1.7755-0.4430 1.0867 0.4000 0.1901 0.1946 0.1548 0.1374
0.0210-1.5463 0.5831 0.1243 0.0189 0.0022 0.0002 0.0000
5.6659

-1.8001-0.4597 1.0872 0.4184 0.1857 0.1934 0.1573 0.1349
0.0052-1.5503 0.5941 0.1318 0.0207 0.0025 0.0002 0.0000
5.8131
-1.8234-0.4755 1.0885 0.4364 0.1825 0.1911 0.1603 0.1327
-0.0100-1.5542 0.6044 0.1393 0.0225 0.0028 0.0003 0.0000
5.9603

-1.8453-0.4903 1.0911 0.4534 0.1805 0.1878 0.1635 0.1311
-0.0248-1.5579 0.6140 0.1469 0.0244 0.0031 0.0003 0.0000
6.1074

-1.8659-0.5038 1.0948 0.4689 0.1800 0.1835 0.1667 0.1302
-0.0392-1.5614 0.6230 0.1545 0.0265 0.0034 0.0003 0.0000
6.2546
-1.8849-0.5161 1.0999 0.4826 0.1812 0.1784 0.1697 0.1300
-0.0532-1.5647 0.6312 0.1622 0.0286 0.0038 0.0004 0.0000
6.4018
-1.9026-0.5270 1.1061 0.4945 0.1840 0.1728 0.1723 0.1305
-0.0668-1.5680 0.6390 0.1699 0.0308 0.0042 0.0004 0.0000
6.5489

-1.9190-0.5365 1.1134 0.5044 0.1884 0.1668 0.1742 0.1317
-0.0800-1.5711 0.6461 0.1777 0.0331 0.0046 0.0005 0.0000
6.6961
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-1.9342-0.5449 1.1214 0.5126 0.1943 0.1607 0.1754 0.1335
-0.0929-1.5741 0.6527 0.1853 0.0355 0.0051 0.0006 0.0001
6.8433
-1.9484-0.5523 1.1298 0.5191 0.2015 0.1546 0.1758 0.1359
-0.1055-1.5770 0.6589 0.1930 0.0379 0.0056 0.0006 0.0001
6.9904

-1.9618-0.5587 1.1384 0.5242 0.2099 0.1488 0.1753 0.1388
-0.1178-1.5799 0.6646 0.2006 0.0405 0.0061 0.0007 0.0001
7.1376

-1.9745-0.5646 1.1467 0.5282 0.2190 0.1435 0.1739 0.1419
-0.1298-1.5826 0.6699 0.2082 0.0431 0.0066 0.0008 0.0001
7.2848
-1.9869-0.5699 1.1546 0.5314 0.2287 0.1388 0.1716 0.1452
-0.1415-1.5854 0.6748 0.2156 0.0459 0.0072 0.0009 0.0001
7.4319
-1.9991-0.5751 1.1618 0.5342 0.2385 0.1350 0.1685 0.1486
-0.1530-1.5881 0.6794 0.2230 0.0487 0.0078 0.0010 0.0001
4.7590 0.0000 (Substrate Lattice Vectors)

-2.3800 4.1211
4.7590 0.0000 (Over layer Lattice Vectors)

-2.3800 4.1211

Atomic coordinates ( x, y, z, where x 1 yz plane ):
0.0000 -1.4685 0.0000 01 Top layer
0.0000 0.7343 -1.2718 02
0.0000 0.7343 1.2717 03
0.8426 2.3793 -1.3737 All
1.3224 0.0000 0.0000 Al2
2.1650 1.6450 -0.1019 04
2.1650 1.6450 -2.6455 05
2.1650 3.8478 -1.3737 06
3.0076 0.0000 -2.7474 A13
3.4873 2.3793 -1.3737 A14

0.0000 0.9105 1.3737 01 Substrate 1
0.0000 3.1133 0.1019 02
0.0000 3.1133 2.6454 03
0.8426 4.7583 0.0000 All
1.3224 2.3790 1.3737 Al2
2.1650 4.0240 1.2718 04
2.1650 4.0240 -1.2718 05
2.1650 6.2268 0.0000 06
3.0076 2.3790 -1.3737 A13
3.4873 4.7583 0.0000 A14
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0.0000 3.2894 2.7474 01 Substrate 2
0.0000 5.4922 1.4756 02
0.0000 5.4922 4.0191 03
0.8426 7.1372 1.3737 All
1.3224 4.7579 2.7474 Al2
2.1650 6.4029 2.6455 04
2.1650 6.4029 0.1019 05
2.1650 8.6057 1.3737 06
3.0076 4.7579 0.0000 A13
3.4873 7.1372 1.3737 A14

0.0000 5.6684 4.1211 01 Substrate 3
0.0000 7.8712 2.8493 02
0.0000 7.8712 5.3928 03
0.8426 9.5162 2.7474 All
1.3224 7.1369 4.1211 Al2
2.1650 8.7819 4.0192 04
2.1650 8.7819 1.4756 05
2.165010.9847 2.7474 06
3.0076 7.1369 1.3737 A13
3.4873 9.5162 2.7474 A14
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Appendix E

Update: Fall 1995 Author: Jahansooz Toofan
' Name: LEEDvoIt.BAS
' Type: Original module
Language: Quick Basic ( Microsoft; version 4.5)
Video Color or monochrome test mode

' Program list:
' Interfacing boards: Dash8 boards.
' Description: To calibrate voltage of gun (LEED)

REM: LEEDVoIt.BAS
CLS
PRINT
PRINT " This program is used to checks the beam voltage monitor of LEED's gun."
REM by DASH-8 board.
REM: Latest revision 629192
DEFINT A-Z
REM: First initialize Dash-8
OP = 0
BASADR = &H300
FLAG = 0
Counter = 0
FOR i = 0 TO 7
OUT BASADR + i, 0

NEXT i
DO
PRINT
PRINT " Your OutPut File Is : LEEDvolt.out"
PRINT " And.. An Example For the Path: B:X ? \ ? \ "
PRINT
INPUT " Enter The path for the output File -> ", path$
INPUT " Is this the path you wanted? Y or N ", Ans$
LOOP WHILE UCASE$(Ans$) <> "Y"
Name$ = path$ + "LEEDvolt.OUT"
PRINT
INPUT "Test description : ", Descrip$
INPUT "Enter Display current: ", ExptCurrent$
Up = 16 ' Up sends motor clockwise, voltage up
Down = 48 ' Down sends anticlockwise, voltage down
OPEN Name$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1

NI = 0
LOOP1:
INPUT "(Type END to Exit).. Display Voltage "; ShowVolt$
IF UCASE$(ShowVolt$) = "END" THEN

CLOSE #1
GOTO STOPEND

ELSE
END IF

Chan = 0 Voltage
GOSUB GETLEED
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VoltO! = Volt!
Chan = 1 'Current
GOSUB GETLEED
CurrentO! = Current!

PRINT " Ave. Monitor Cum.: "; Current0I; " Ave. Monitor Vol.: "; VoltO!
IF NI = 0 THEN
REM: 34 is ASCII value for double-quote character.
Q$ = CHR$(34)

PRINT #1, Q$; "Test :"; Descrip$; Q$
PRINT #1, Q$; "DATE : "; DATE$; Q$
PRINT #1, Q$; "Display Current:"; ExptCurrent$; " micro amp"; Q$
PRINT #1, Q$; "Display Voltage: Average MonitorV: Average Monitor I: "; Q$

ELSE
ShowVolt! = VAL(ShowVolt$)
PRINT #1, USING " ##### , ##.### , Itit.#41# , "; ShowVolt!; Volt!; Current!

END IF
NI = 1

GOTO LOOP1
STOPEND:
PRINT ***** **********************.
PRINT " The OutPut File Is: "; Name$
END
REM ***.** ****** *********** ********** ***** ********46 ************
GETLEED:
TotalV! = 0
FOR j = 1 TO 25 To collect a sequence of voltage signal.
REM: Set multiplexer to Channel
OUT BASADR + 2, Chan
REM: Do ND conversion
REM: First start converter
OUT BASADR + 1, 0
REM: Then wait until conversion done
REM: if Bit 7 of status register = 1, then A/D is done
DONE = 0
DO WHILE DONE = 0

Test = INP(BASADR + 2)
IF Test < 128 THEN DONE = 1

LOOP
REM: Now read A/D data
XL = INP(BASADR)
XH = INP(BASADR + 1)
X=XH*16 +XL/16
V! =X* 10 /4096
VI = V! - 5
TotalV! = TotalV! + V! To take average
NEXT j

V! = TotalV! / 25 'Averaging
IF Chan = 0 THEN
Volt! = V!

' IF ABS(Volt!) < ABS(Volt0!) THEN GOSUB Shield To Keep safe voltage range.ELSE
Current! = V!
END IF
RETURN
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REM *****************
Turn:
REM: First send OP1 high

OUT BASADR + 2, MotorDir
REM: Wait

GOSUB Pulse Wait
REM: Now send low

OUT BASADR + 2, MotorDir -16
RETURN
Pulse Wait:
dt! = 0
tO! = TIMER
DO WHILE dt! < 2
t1! = TIMER
dt! = t1! - tO!

LOOP
RETURN
Shield:
PRINT "Warning: Voltage is out of range! ..Please use MANUAL set"
PRINT "Voltage= ", Volt!
END
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Update: Fall 1995 Author: Jahansooz Toofan

' Name: LEEDcurr.BAS
' Type: Original module
' Language: Quick Basic (Microsoft; version 4.5)
' Video Color or monochrome test mode
' Program list:
' Interfacing boards: Dash8 boards.
' Description: To calibrate current of gun (LEED)

REM: LEEDCurr.BAS
CLS
PRINT
PRINT " This program is used to checks the beam current monitor of LEED's gun."
' Latest revision 6/17/92
DEFINT A-Z
' First initialize Dash-8
OP = 0
BASADR = &H300
FLAG = 0
Counter = 0

FOR i = 0 TO 7
OUT BASADR + i, 0

NEXT i
CLS

DO
PRINT
PRINT " Your OutPut File Is : LEEDcurr.out"
PRINT " And.. An Example For the Path: B:\ ? \ ? \ "
PRINT
INPUT " Enter The path for the output File -> ", path$
INPUT " Is this the path you wanted? Y or N ", Ans$
LOOP WHILE UCASE$(Ans$) <> "Y"
Name$ = path$ + "LEEDcurr.OUT"
PRINT
INPUT " Test description : ", Descrip$
INPUT " Enter Display voltage: ", showvoltage$
Up = 16 ' Up sends motor clockwise, voltage up
Down = 48 ' Down sends anticlockwise, voltage down
OPEN Name$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
NI = 0
LOOP1:
INPUT " Enter the Gun Current: ", GunCurrent$
INPUT " (Type END to Exit).. DVM Current: ", meterCurrent$
IF UCASE$(meterCurrent$) = "END" THEN

CLOSE #1
GOTO STOPEND

ELSE
END IF

Chan = 0 'To read beam voltage monitor.
GOSUB GETLEED
VoltO! = Volt!
Chan = 1 'To read beam current monitor.
GOSUB GETLEED
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CurrentO! = Current!

IF NI = 0 THEN
REM: 34 is ASCII value for double-quote character.

Q$ = CHR$(34)
PRINT #1, Q$;
PRINT #1, "Test : "; Descrip$; Q$
PRINT #1, Q$; "DATE : "; DATE$; Q$
PRINT #1, Q$; "Display Voltage: "; showvoltage$; Q$
PRINT #1, Q$; "Gun Current: "; Q$; Q$; " DVM current"; Q$; Q$; " A.M.Voltage:"; Q$; 0$;A.M.Current:"; Q$
PRINT , USING "digital Volt: ##.11###, digital Curr.: ##.#### "; Volt!; Current!

ELSE
meterCurrent! = VAL(meterCurrent$)
GunCurrent! = VAL(GunCurrent$)
PRINT #1, USING "####, #114t.##, ##.####, ##.#### "; GunCurrent ; meterCurrent ; Volt!;

Current!
PRINT , USING "digital Volt: ######, digital Curr.: ###### "; Volt!; Current!

END IF
NI = 1

GOTO LOOP1
STOPEND:
PRINT
PRINT " The OutPut File Is: "; Name$
END

GETLEED:
TotalV! = 0
FOR j = 1 TO 50 'To collect a sequence of voltage signal.
' Set multiplexer to Channel
OUT BASADR + 2, Chan
' Do A/D conversion
' First start converter
OUT BASADR + 1, 0
' Then wait until conversion done
' if Bit 7 of status register = 1, then A/D is done
DONE = 0
DO WHILE DONE = 0

Test = INP(BASADR + 2)
IF Test < 128 THEN DONE = 1

LOOP
' Now read A/D data
XL = INP(BASADR)
XH = INP(BASADR + 1)
X=XH*16 +XL/16
V! =X* 10 /4096
V! = V! - 5
TotalV! = TotalV! + V! 'To take average
NEXT j

V! = TotalV! / 50 'Averaging
IF Chan = 0 THEN
Volt! = V!

' IF ABS(Volt!) < ABS(Volt0!) THEN GOSUB Shield To Keep safe voltage range.
ELSE
Current! = V!
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END IF
RETURN
4 ***** ****Irer*********

Turn:
' First send OP1 high

OUT BASADR + 2, MotorDir
' Wait
GOSUB PulseWait
' Now send low
OUT BASADR + 2, MotorDir -16
RETURN
PulseWait:
dt! = 0
tO! = TIMER
DO WHILE dt! < .2
t1! = TIMER
dt! = t1! - tO!

LOOP
RETURN
Shield:
PRINT "Warning: Voltage is out of range! ..Please use MANUAL set."
PRINT "Voltage= ", Volt!
END
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:/* Update: Fall 1995 Author: Jahansooz Toofan
Name: LEEDscan.0
Type: Original module
Language: C (Microsoft Quick C version 2.5)
Video Color or monochrome test mode
Program list:
Interfacing boards: Oculus_200 & Dash8 boards.
Description: To control the voltage & current, grab the pattern,

coding and saving the LEED pattern .
To Compile by command line:
C:\qc25\binkicl /AL LeedScan.c Llibc7.lib grayl.lib

#include "stdio.h"
#include "string.h"
#include "conio.h"
#i nclude "process.h"
#include "math.h"
#include "graph.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "time.h"
#include "dos.h"
#include <malloc.h>
#include "box.h"
#include "t_colors.h"
#include "c:\qc25\jahanqcloc200.h"
#define BAS_ADR 0x300
#define CLOCKWISE 16
#define ANTICLOCKWISE 48
#define beep() printf(" %c ",7)
#define ESC 27
#define v intercept -99.1011 /* These values are obtained by calibration of LEED-gunmonitors.*/
#define v slope -100.9278 /* I used the positive values for the gun-display voltage! */#define c_intercept 0.01 P 0.02497 */
#define c_slope 1.0 1.0087 */
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0

P External variables: */
unsigned *buf2;
FILE *file_ptr; P file IS DEFINED IN stdio.h AS A STRUCTURE TYPE. */
int iniiial_volt,step_volt,stop_volt;
float keep_voltage,keep current;
char extfi=".img";
char prefixa="c:\\qc25\1Jahanqc\r; P \\ because it is not a tab character*/
int current manual=0;
int hit key,number=0;
char see_key=0;
P Function prototype :*/
int graphics_mode(void);
void titte_show(void);

void file_maker(char base_name0);



void file_prompt(int max,char *prompt str,char *str);
void file_inform(char base_namefl);
void screen_panel(char base_namefl);
unsigned *box get( unsigned rowl , unsigned coil,

unsigned row2, unsigned col2 );
void box_put( unsigned * buf );
void box color ( unsigned row1, unsigned colt,

unsigned row2, unsigned col2 );
void box_charfill ( unsigned row1, unsigned coil ,

unsigned row2, unsigned coI2, char c );
void box draw( unsigned row1, unsigned coil,

unsigned row2, unsigned coI2, unsigned line type );
void box erase( unsigned row1, unsigned coil ,

unsigned row2, unsigned col2 );
static void determine video( void );

void initial_dash8(void);
void leed_interfacing(char base_nameO);
void turn_motor(int motor dir,float wait);
float read_leed (int channel);
void sleep(float wait);
void code jmage(char base_namefj,int suffix);
void message_store(int code_number);
struct videoconfig your screen;

main 0
{
char base_name[151;

_clearscreenLGCLEARSCREEN); P calling the lib function */
graphics mode(); P calling */
title show(); P calling */
file_maker(base_name);
file_inform(base_name);
screen_panel(base_name);

}
/* Functions:

#include "stdio.h"
#include "string.h"
#define GOOD NAME 1
#define BAD_NAME 0

void file_maker(char read_nameD)
{

FILE *file_test ptr; P file IS DEFINED IN stdio.h AS A STRUCTURE TYPE. */
char first name[50];
int choose_name=0;
int suffix=0;

To create the general name for images:
choose_name=BAD_NAME;
while(!choose_name)

{
file_prompt (7, "\nPlease enter the filename (6 letters or less,no extention):

",read_name);
sprintf (first name, "%s %s %d %d %s ", prefix, read_name,0,0, ext);

*/
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/* For each image there is a file name,
to compare only the first file name:*/

P "r" to open an existing file, if it is opened: "already exists" .*/
if ((file test ptr = fopen(first name, "r")) != NULL)
{

printf("\"%e already exists. Choose another name.\n", read_name);
fclose(file_test ptr);
choose_name=BAD_NAME;

else /*No existing file on this name, so create it*/
{
choose_name=GOOD_NAME;
}

}

P end of the function.*/

void file_prompt(int max,char *prompt str,char*str)
{

}

int j;
int see_blank=0;
char *gets°, *d, str2[50];
int choose_name = BAD_NAME, length, i;
buf2=box_get (1,1,25,80); P grab and save area of the screen */

_setbkcolor( BK BLUE );
while (!choose_name)

{
prinff ("\n%s", prompt_str);
d = gets(str2); P gets your type's name */

P Search for a blank */

for 0=0;j<strlen(str2);j++)
{

if(str20]== '
{

else

}

P " means a blank *I

see_blank=1;
printrnSorry, no blank!\n");
break;

}

see_blank=0;

if(str2[0] && (length=strlen(str2)) < max && see_blank==0)
choose_name = GOOD_NAME;

else
printf (1n***Please try again***\n");

for(i= 0; i<length ;i++)

}

str[] = str2[i];
str[] = 0;

return;
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void file_inform(char base_nameD)
{
/*extern float v interceptv slope,c_intercept,c_slope; */
char prefix[i="c:\\qc25\\Jahanqc\\"; \\ because it is not a tab character*/
char first_name[50];
int suffix=0;
char ext[i=".img";
char dt buf[l 28];
char sampleinf[l 20];
char notebook inf[50];
char comments_inf[220];
char ans1,ans2;
/* */
sprinff (first name, "%s%s%d%d%s", prefix, base_name,0,suffix, ext);
file_ptr=fopen(first name, "wt"); "wt",file : writing in text*/
clearscreenLGCLEARSCREEN); /* calling the lib function */
printf( "** The ND board's output values must be calibrated with respect to \n");
prinff("** voltage and current monitors outputs of gun power LEED module.\n");
prinff("\n Use the LEEDvoIt.BAS & LEEDcurr.BAS programs to get the data for

calibration An");
prinff( "** Do you want to continue? Y or N\n");

ansl =tolower( getch() );
if(ansl == 'n')

exit(0);
else;

clearscreenLGCLEARSCREEN); /* calling the lib function */
/* File Output */
fprinff(file_ptr,"General file name: %s\n ",first name);

/* Display DOS-style date and time. */
_strdate( dt buf );
fprintf(file_ptr, " Date:\t\t\t\t%s\n", dt buf );
_strtime( dt buf );
fprintf(file_ptr, " Timel\t\t\t%s\n", dt buf );
do{
prinff(' nSample ? \n");

fflush(stdin);
gets(sample_inf);

printf(" Notebook reference:\n");
fflush(stdin);
gets(notebook inf);

prinff("Comments: \n");
fflush(stdin);
gets(comments_inf);
prinff(*** Are the above informations correct? Y or N\n");

ans2=tolower( getcho );
} while(ans2 != 'y');

fprintf(file_ptr,"Sample: %s\n", sample_inf);
fprintf(file_ptr, "Notebook ref. : %s\n", notebook_inf);
fprintf(file_ptr, "Comments : %s\n", comments inf);

To adjust the image! */
clearscreen(GCLEARSCREEN); P calling the lib function */

printrnIn To adjust the image and LEED system..");
prinr\n\n\n Hit the Space bar = To grab live Image." );
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hit key-=0;
see_key=0;

while (hit key ==0 )
{
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hit key=(kbhit0);
if( hit key !=0 ) r A key is hilted */
{

see_key=tolower( getch() );
switch (see key)

{
case 32 : r space-bar key */

for(number =0;number <6;number++)

[Screen Voltage' ");

this step!");

{
_asm mov ah, 2 /*beep*/
_asm mov dl, 7

asm int 21h

prinff("\n\n" Adjust: [Camera] [Beam Current] [Diflector Bias] [Focus]

printf("\n Now..if the image and condition is O.K., hit: Any keys = To exit

grdeflut (); r initialize the oculus_200 board */
grgrab(0,0,0,1); r look-up table=0 */

break;
default:

hit key =0;
see_key=0;

break;
} /* switch off */

}
} r end of while */

clearscreenLGCLEARSCREEN); r calling the lib function */
To set the electron gun: */

do {
ans1 =0;
ans2=0;
prinff("\nEnter the ** start voltage ** as an positive integer:\n ");

scanf("%i",&initial volt);
printf("Enter the ** final voltage ** as an positive integer\n");

scanf("%i",&stop_volt);
printf("Enter the ** step voltage ** as an positive integer:\n ");

scanf("%i",&step volt);
printf("\n\nDo you want to enter the current manually? Type: M for yes.");

ansl= tolower( getch() );
if(ansl =='m')
current manual=1;

else
current manual=0;

printf( "\n\n** Are these values correct? Y or N\n");
ans2=tolower( getch() );

} while(ans2 != sie);
File output:

fprintf(file_ptr,"Initial voltage: %d\n Stop voltage: %d\n Step voltage: %d\n" \
,initial volt,stop volt,step_volt);



}r

fputs( Itt \n",file_pft);
fputs("\ttFrame #1VoltagelcurrentAn ",file_ptr);
P this file would be closed in the leedinterfacing function */

void screen_panel(char base_namelp
{

char first name[50];
unsigned i;
unsigned r1, c1, r2, c2;
time_t tstart, tend; P For diffiime
/* Clear the screen */
_clearscreen( _GCLEARSCREEN );
box put(buf2); P Restore the original background */

/* Fill most of the screen with a background pattern (the last no.)*/
box charfilff 1, 1, 20, 180, 0 ); /* 0 = black */

P *1

setbkcolor( BK BLACK ); P painting the box */
box erase( 2, 2, 3, 80 ); r erases a box of a text mode screen "/
box draw( 2, 2, 3, 80, 1 );

_settextposition( 2, 25 ); P y,x of string */
outtext(" LEED data acquisition in progress .. ");

P *1
P _setbkcolor( T_BLUE );*/
P painting the box */
box erase( 4, 2, 6, 40 ); P erases a box of a text mode screen.*/
box draw( 4, 2, 6, 40, 2 ); P last parameter indicates single Or double line */_settextposition(4,5 ); P y,x of string */
outtext( " General file name: " );

_settextposition(5,3 ); P y,x of string */
sprintf (first name, "%s%s%d%d%s", prefix, base_name,0,0, ext);
_outtext( first name ); r use the printf function for a variable */

*1

/* Left box *1
_setbkcolor( BK_BROWN ); P painting the box */
P Create the first box */ P (y1,x1,y2,x2,line) */
box erase( 6, 2, 16, 40 ); P erases a box of a text mode screen.*/box draw( 6, 2, 8, 40, 2 ); P last parameter indicates single Or double tine */box draw( 6, 2, 16, 40, 1 );

_settextposition( 7, 15 ); P y,x of string */
outtext( " LEED panel : " );

_settextposition(9, 4 ); P y,x of string */
outtext( " Initial voltage: " );

_settextposition( 9, 24 );
printf(" %d",initial_volt);

settextposition( 10,4 ); P y,x of string */
outtext(" Final voltage : " );

settextposition( 10, 24 );
printf(" %d",stop volt);

settextposition( 11, 4 ); P y,x of string */
outtext( " Step voltage : " );

_settextposition( 11, 24 );
printf(" %d",step_volt);

_settextposition( 12, 3 ); P out of loop */

*1
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_outtext ("Active current(micro amp):");
_settextposition( 13, 3 ); P out of loop */
_outtext ("Active voltage (v):");

settextposition( 14, 3 );
_outtext ("Elapsed time:");
_settextposition( 14, 28 );

outtext ("min");
Right box

_setbkcolor( BK BLACK ); /* painting the box */
/* Create the first box */ P (y1,x1,y2,x2,1ine)
box erase( 4, 41, 13, 80 ); P erases a box of a text mode screen.*/
box draw( 4, 41, 13, 80, 1 );

_settextposition( 5, 45 ); y,x of string */
_outtext( " Please check before starting.. " );
_settextposition( 6, 42);
_outtext ("Is the specimen facing the gun? ");
_settextposition( 7, 42 );

outtext ("Is the motor control on ? ");
_settextposition( 8, 42 );

outtext ("Did you connect the electron gun ? ");
_settextposition( 9, 42 );

outtext ("Did you adjust the electron gun power? ");
_settextposition( 10, 42 );
_outtext ("Did you turn the camera on? ");
_settextposition( 11, 42 );
_outtext (" ? ');
_settextposition( 12, 42 );
_outtext (" ? ");

/* Right down
_setbkcolor( BK_MAGENTA );

box erase(14, 41, 16, 80 ); P erases a box of a text mode screen.*/
box draw( 14, 41, 16, 80, 2 );
settextposition( 14, 42 );
outtext (" Start: Interrupt: Stop:");

_settextposition( 15, 42 );
outtext (" ENTER Key TAB key Q key");

*1

Image box *1
_setbkcolor( BK BLUE ); P dynamic image */
box erase(18, 2, 20, 80 );
box_draw( 18, 2, 20, 80, 1 );

_settextposition( 18, 3 );
_outtext (" Image grabbing: ");

Message box
_setbkcolor( BK_RED );
box erase(21, 2, 24, 80 );
box draw( 21, 2, 24, 80, 2 );

_settextposition( 21, 3 );
_outtext (" Prompt message: 1;

calling functions & time : *1
initial_dash80;
time( &tstart ); /* Use time and difftime for timing to seconds
leed_interfacing( base_name);
time( &tend );



_setbkcolor( BK_BLACK );
box erase(14, 18, 14, 26 );

_settextposition( 14, 20 );
prinff( "%4.2f, (difftime( tend, tstart))/60.0);
fputs( \n",file_ptr);
fprintf(file_ptr,"Elapsed time: %4.2f min\n",(difftime( tend, tstart ))/60.0);
fclose(fileptr);

/* Final part
_setbkcolor( BK_RED ); P Message line */
box_erase(23, 3, 23, 78 );

_settextposition( 23, 5 );
prinff("\a");
outtext ("Please hit the 'q' key to exit ." );

while(see_key != 113)
{
see_key=tolower( getch0 );
}
_setbkcolor( BK_RED ); P Message line */
box_erase(23, 3, 23, 78 );

_settextposition( 23, 5 );
printf("\a");

_outtext ("The task is over!.. wait to exit. ");
sleep (2.0); P calling the function */

_settextcolor(T_VVHITE); P Set the normal white_on_black color */
_setbkcolor(BK BLUE);
box_put(buf2); P Restore the original background */
_ffree(buf2); P Free the memory*/
_setvideomodeLDEFAULTMODE);

P Clear the screen */
_clearscreen( _GCLEARSCREEN );

lr
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static void determine video ( void );
static unsigned video_seg = 0;
static char *videoptr;
static int columns;

unsigned *box_get( unsigned row1, unsigned colt,
unsigned row2, unsigned col2 )

{

unsigned i, width, height, bytes;
unsigned *buf, *bufptr;
unsigned video_off;
P Calculate the dimensions in bytes */
width = ( col2 - coil + 1) * 2;
height = row2 - rowl + 1;
bytes = height * width + 8;
P Allocate storage space */
if (( buf = (unsigned *)malloc((size t)bytes )) == NULL)

{
printf( "box_getO: malloc() failecItn" );

*/



}r
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exit( 0 );
}

P Save the box coordinates in the buffer */
bufptr = buf;
*bufptr++ = row1;
*bufptr++ = coil ;
*bufptr++ = row2;
*bufptr++ = col2;
P Determine the text mode video segment and number of columns */
determine video();
P Calculate starting location in video memory */
video_off = (unsigned)(( columns * (rowl - 1 ) +

( coll - 1 )) * 2 );
P Grab each line of the video */
for (1= 0; i < height; i++ )

{
movedata( video_seg, video_off,

FP_SEG( bufptr ), FP_OFF( bufptr ), width );
bufptr += width / 2;
video_off += columns * 2;
}

P Return the buffer */
return ( buf );

void box_put( unsigned * buf )
{

unsigned row1, colt row2, col2;
unsigned i, width, height, bytes;
unsigned video_off;
unsigned *workbuf;
P Get the box coordinates */
workbuf = buf;
rowl = *workbuf++;
coil = *workbuf++;
row2 = *workbuf++;
col2 = *workbuf++;
P Calculate the dimensions in bytes */
width = ( col2 coll + 1 )* 2;
height = row2 - rowl + 1;
bytes = height * width;
P Determine the text mode video segment and number of columns */
determine_vide00;
P Calculate starting location in video memory*/
video_off = ( columns * (rowl -1 ) + ( cal -1 )) * 2;
P Put each line out to video */
for ( i = 0; i < height; i++ )

{
movedata( FP_SEG( workbuf ), FP_OFF( workbuf ),

video_seg, video_off, width );
workbuf += width / 2;
video_off += columns * 2;
}

*I



}
1*

void box color ( unsigned rowl, unsigned coil,
unsigned row2, unsigned col2 )

{

}

unsigned x, y;
unsigned fore;
unsigned long back;
unsigned char attr;
P Determine the text mode video segment and number of columns */
determine_video0;
P Build the attribute byte */
fore = _gettextcolorO;
back = _getbkcolor();
attr = (unsigned char)(( fore & OxF ) I

(((( fore & Ox10 ) » 1 ) 1 back ) << 4 ));
P Work through the box */
for ( x = rowl - 1; x < row2; x++ )

for ( y = coil - 1; y < col2; y++ )
*( videoptr + ( columns* x + y )* 2 + 1 ) = attr;

void box charfill ( unsigned rowl, unsigned coil,
unsigned row2, unsigned coI2, char c )

{

unsigned x, y;
/* Determine the text mode video segment and number of columns */
determine _video();
P Work through the box */
for ( x = rowl -1; x < row2; x++ )

for ( y = coil - 1; y < col2; y++ )
*( videoptr + ( columns * x + y )* 2) = c;
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*/

}
1* */
void box draw( unsigned rowl, unsigned coil,

unsigned row2, unsigned coI2, unsigned line type )
{

unsigned x, y, dx, dy;
unsigned c;
P Determine the text mode video segment and number of columns */
determine _video();
P Work around the box */
x = coil;
y = rowl;
dx = 1;
dy = 0;
do

{

P Set the default character for unbordered boxes */
c = ";
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P Set the single-line drawing character */
if ( line_type == 1 )

if ( dx )
c = 196;

else
c = 179;

P Set the double-line drawing character */
else if ( line_type == 2 )

if (dx)
c = 205;

else
c = 186;

/* Change direction at top right corner */
if ( dx == 1 && x == col2 )

{
dx = 0;
dy =1;
if ( line type == 1 )

c= 191;
else if ( line_type == 2 )

c = 187;
}

P Change direction at bottom right corner */
if ( dy == 1 && y == row2 )

{
dx = -1;
dy = 0;
if ( line_type == 1 )

c = 217;
else if ( line type == 2 )

c = 188;
}

P Change direction at bottom left comer */
if ( dx == -1 && x == coil )

{
dx = 0;
dy = -1;
if ( line type == 1 )

c= 192;
else if ( line_type == 2 )

c = 200;
}

P Check for top left corner */
if ( dy == -1 && y == row1 )

{
if ( line_type == 1 )

c = 218;
else if ( line_type == 2 )

c = 201;
}

P Put new character to video */



}r

*( videoptr + ( columns* ( y - 1 ) + (x - 1 )) * 2 ) = (char)c;
r Move to next the position */
x += dx;
y += dy;

}
while ( dy != -1 Il y >= row1 );

void box erase( unsigned row1, unsigned coil,
unsigned row2, unsigned col2 )

{

unsigned i;
char buf[81];
r Fill the buffer with spaces */
sprintf( buf, "%*5", col2 - coll + 1, "" );
r Put each line out to video */
for ( i = row1; i <= row2; i++ )

{
settextposition( i, coll );
outtext( buf );

}
}r
static void determine video( void )
{

}r

if ( ! video_seg )
{
r Determine the text mode video segment */
switch (*((char 10x449) )

{
case 0:
case 1:
case 2:
case 3:

video_seg = OxB800;
videoptr = (char 10xB8000000;
break;

case 7:
video_seg = OxB000;
videoptr = (char *)0xB0000000;
break;

default:
printf( "BOX.C: not in text mode\n" );
exit( 0 );

)
/* Determine number of columns for the current text mode */
columns = *( (int 10x44A);

}
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*1

*/

r initialization of Dash-8 */
void initial_dash8(void)

*1



{
int i;
for(i = 0;i < 8; i++) /*Note: in test expression, i=7, dose not work*/

}

1*

{

outp(BAS_ADR+i3O);
}
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void leedinterfacing(char base_namefl)
{
#include "conio.h"
extern FILE *file_ptr;
extern float keep voltage;
extern float keep current;
char first name[50];
int motor dir;
float wait=0.0; P time interval for "sleep function" in second */
int channel,i,k;
float voltage=0;
float current=0;
float delta_volt=0;
int n_step, grab volt,found volt,suffix=0;
P To set up voltage scan loop */
channel=0; P channel =0 : Voltage monitoring */

voltage= read_Ieed(channel); P calling the readleed function*/
if (voltage < initial volt)

motor dir = CLOCKWISE;
else

motor dir= ANTICLOCKWISE;
n_step = (stop volt - inttial_volt)/ step volt;
grdeflut (); /* initialize the oculus_200 board */
fflush(stdin);
do
{
see_key= tolower(getchQ); P hold to start */

}while(see_key != 13); P Enter key */
see_key=0;

for (k=1;k<(( n_step + 1)+1);k++)
{

hit key= (kbhit0);
if( hit key !=0 )

{
see_key=tolower(getch0);

switch (see_key)
{
case 113: r q key *1

message_store(1);
sleep(4.0);
return;

break;
case 9: P TAB key */

message_store(5);
do
{

*/
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see_key=(getch());
}while(see_key !=32);

break;
default:

see_key=0;
hit key=0;

break;
}

}
grab_volt=initial_volt+(k-1)* step volt;
if (k==1)

message_store(2);
found_volt=0;

do
{

delta_volt=fabs((float)grab_volt - voltage);
if( k==1 && delta volt <6.5 II delta_volt> 6.5) r slow down, close to start. */

wait=0.3;
else
wait=0.1;

if(delta_volt <0.1 )
{
keep_voltage=voltage;
found_volt=1;

}
else

tum_motor( motor dir, wait);
channel =0;
voltage=readteed( channel);

if(motor dir==CLOCKWISE && voltage> grab volt)
{
keep_voltage=voltage;
break;
}

if(motor dir==ANTICLOCKWISE && voltage<grab_volt)
{
keep_voltage=voltage;
break;

if(voltage <50 II voltage >500)
{
message_store(3);
sleep(3.0);
message_store(10);

do
{

see_key=tolower(getch0);
}while(see_key != 'c'&& see_key!=.0;
if(see_key== 'q')

goto emergence_stop;
else;
1

} while (found volt 1=1); P end of do */



if (k==1)
message_store(4);

motor dir=CLOCKWISE; r now we are going to stop voltage */r *1

if(current manual==1)
message_store(9); r massage_store(9) is used to get the current now. */

else
(

channel =1; r channel =1 : Current monitoring */
current=read_leed( channel);
keep_current=current;

)

/*
suffix=suffix+1;
settextposilion( 18, 74 );

printf(" %d/%d ", suffix,n_step+1);
code_image(base_name,suffix); /* calling */

fflush(stdin);
fprinff(file_ptr,Wfotht\t%3.2f11%2.2tn",suffix,keep voltage,keep_current );} r end of "for (K " */r Turn to initial condition: */

message_store(6);
sleep(2.0);
motor dir=ANTICLOCKWISE;
found volt =0;

while (found volt !=1) ("NOTE: W istead w gives: unresolved external error*/{

*1

}

if (voltage <initial_volt )
found_volt=1;

else
tum_motor( motor dir, 0.0); /* wait=0.0 */

channel =0;
voltage= read_leed( channel);

if(voltage< initial volt)
break;

if (voltage <50 )
{
message_store(3);
goto emergence_stop;
}

/* end of while */

emergence_stop: /* as a label */
return;

}
/*
void turn_motor (int motor dir,float wait)
{

}
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outp(BAS_ADR+2,motor dir);
sleep ((float)wait); /* calling the function "1
outp(BAS_ADR+2,motor dir - 16 );
return;

*1



r
void sleep(float wait)
{
float old time,new time; r type of variables */
old_time=new time=0;
old_time=clock0;
/*The constant CLK_TCK, defined in time.h, is the number of ticks per second*/
while ((new lime- old_time)/CLK_TCK < wait)

{
new time=clock();
}

return;
}
1*

r no value returned*/
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*1

float read_leed(int channel)
{ rfunctin open*/
# define BAS_ADR Ox300
int no_of reading=0;
int test reg=0;
int ad_done=0;
int x low =0;
int x high=0;
int x lh=0;
float raw volt=0;
float total_raw input=0;
float ave_raw input=0;
float voltage=0;
float current=0;

for (no_of reading=0;no_of reading <25;no_of reading++)
r the numbers of loops = no_of reeling < " NUMBER "*/

{

outp((BAS_ADR+2),channel); r Set multiplexer to Channel*/
outp((BAS_ADR+1),0); /*Start converter*/
ad_done=0;

while(ad_done !=1)
{

test reg = inp(BAS_ADR+2);
if (test reg < 128 )

ad_done = 1;
}
x low = inp(BAS_ADR); rTo read A/D data*/
x high = inp(BAS_ADR +1);
x_lh = x_high * 16 + x low / 16;
raw volt = x lh * 10.0/4096.0; r we need the floating number */
raw volt = raw volt - 5.0;
total_raw input = total_raw input + raw volt;

}

ave_raw input = total_raw input /no_of reading;
if (channel==0)

{
voltage = v intercept + (v slope * ave_raw input);

rvoltage=voltage -14.44; for current=0 only!*/

*/



P voltage=voltage-14.5; */
return voltage;
I

else
{
current = c_intercept + (c slope * ave_raw input);
return current;
I

)r
#include "process.h"
#include "graph.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "box.h"
#include "t colors.h"

P function is closed*/

void code_image(char base_nameD,int suffix)
{

FILE *fileptr2;
char second_name[50];
int x,y;
int x line=0;
int err=0;
extern float keep voltage;
extern float keep current;

static char volt buf [15];
char *volt ptr=volt buf ;
static char curr buf [15];
char *curr ptr=curr buf ;

char suffix buf[60];
char *suffocptr=suffix but

grgrab(0,0,5,1); P look-up table=0 */
P field=0 ,grabs entire image.*/
P mode=5 , perform 5 grab.)*/
P bit? =1,no write protect. * /
/*Note: if mode=0 (continuous grab), it cases: the function of

(KBHITQ) =255 in heyboard.*/

for ( x=48 ;x<85x++){
for ( y=48; y <90y + +){

grwpnt(x,y,2,EU); P To generate the black background */
if (x ==160 )

x=0;
I

)
P

gcvt(keep voltage,4,volt buf); P float number to string ,(4 format #) */
grwstr(48,50,volt ptr); r writting on the image */
gcvt(keep_current2,curr buf); P 2 format # for current */
grwstr(48,65,curr ptr); r writting on the image */
itoa( suffix, suffix but 10 ); /*integer to string */
grwstr(48,80,suffix ptr); P writting on the image */

I*
if (suffix<10)

*1

*1
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*/



sprinff(second_name,"%s%s%d%d%s",prefKbase_name,0,suffix,ext);
else
sprinff(second_name,"%s%s%d%s",prefoc,base_name,suffix,ext);

file_ptr2=fopen(second_name, "wb"); P' "wb",file : writing in binary.*/
err = grsave (second_name); P Save the image on disk. *1
if(err == 1)

{
message_store(7);
exit(0);
}

if (err == 2 err == 3)
{

message_store(8);
exit (0);
}

fclose(file_ptr2);
To transfer the data on the screen. */

{
_setbkcolor( BK RED );
box erase(12, 28, 12, 35 );

_settextposition( 12, 29 );
prinff(" %1.2f,keepcurrent);

_setbkcolor( BK_RED );
box erase(13, 22, 13, 29 );

_settextposition( 13, 23 );
printf(" %3.1r,keep_voltage);

}

if (suffix < 40)

else

x_line=2*suffix+1;
_setbkcolor(BK GREEN);

settextposition(19,x line);
outtext(" ");

}

{
suffix=sufroc-39;
x line=2*suffix+2;
_setbkcolor(BK WHITE);
_settedposition(19,x line);

outtextr ");
}

fflush(stdin);
return;

}
/*
void message_store(int code_number)
{
extern float keep current;
char c1;

202
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int dummy;
float current=0;

_setbkcolor( BK RED );
box erase(22, 3, 24, 78 );

_settextposition( 23, 5 );
switch(code_number)

{
case 1:

printf("\a");
outtext (" Emergent exit! .. wait please. ");

break;
case 2:

printra");
outtext ("Please wait, I am tring to find the start voltage . ');

break;
case 3:

printfna\a');
outtext ("Warning : beam voltage is out of RANGE. ");

break;
case 4:

printf("\a");
outtext ("Working now! .. ");

break;
case 5:

printf("\a\a");
outtext ("Interruption, hit the SPACE key to continue. ");

break;
case 6:

printf("\a ");
outtext (" Please wait, the beam voltage is going to initial step . ");

break;
case 7:

printf("\a\a");
outtext ("Warning : INSUFFICIENT MEMORY to save image. ");

break;
case 8:

printf("\a\a");
_outtext ("Warning : File ERROR while saving image. ");
break;

case 9:
if(current manual=1 );
{
printf(" Enter the ** CURRENT * ");
scanf("%f',8,current);
keep_current=current;
box erase(23, 2, 23, 80 );

}
break;

case 10:
printf("\a\a ");
_settextposition( 22, 3 );

outtext ("First: Please check the electrical connections.");
_settextposition( 23, 3 );

outtext ("Second: Enter C to continue, or a to exit.");



break;
default:
printf("\a");

}
return;

}r
int graphics_mode(void)
{
int x width,y_height;
_getvideoconfig(&your screen);

switch(your_screen.adapter)
{

case _VGA:
case _OVGA:
_setvideomodeLVRES16COLOR);

break;
default

return (FALSE);
}

_getvideoconfig(&your screen);
N Use The structure of type VIDEOCONF to get number of pixels on x & Y axis.*/

x width = your screen.numxpixels;
y height= your_screen.numypixels;

return( TRUE);
}
/*
void title_showo
{
ltdefine NFONTS 3 P Howmany form do you want ? (Note it includes: 0,1,2 ) * 1
r This character pointer points to each string that separat by [,]*/
unsigned char *face[NFONTS] =
{

"LEEDscan","LEED data acquisition.. " ,"Jahan 1993"
};
P To choose font name: */
unsigned char *options[NFONTS] =
{

"roman","courier","scripr /*Note: 0,1,2 [Because NFONTS is defined 2] */
P "tms rms", "courier", "modern", "helv", "roman" */

};
unsigned char list[80];
char fondirLMAX_PATH];

/* struct videoconfig vc; */
struct _fontinfo fi;
short nfont;

int i,j;
i=j=0;

clearscreen( _GCLEARSCREEN );
/* Read header info from .FON files in current or given directory. */
if(_registerfonts( "*.FON" ) <= 0 )
{

outtext( "Enter full path where .FON files are located: " );
gets( fondir );

*1
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strcat( fondir, "\\*.FON" );
if( _registerfonts( fondir ) <= 0 )
{

_outtext( "Error: can't register fonts" );
exit( 1 );

}
}

/* Set highest available graphics mode and get configuration. */
if( !_setvideomode(_MAXRESMODE ) )

exit( 1 );
_setcolor( 9 );

rectangle(GBORDER, 10,10,629,469);
setcolor( 10 );
rectangleLGBORDER, 6,6,633,473);

/* To write *1

nfont=0;
strcat( strcat( strcpy(list, "Y" ), options[nfont] ), " "');
strcat( list, "h140w55b" ); P Size: */

_setfont(list); /* [Yfontname'llxVVyB],where (b) is for best fir/
if( _getfontinfo( &fi ) )

outtext( "Error: Can't get font information" );
_moveto (100,200 ); P position */
_setcolor(14);
_setgtextvector( 1,0 ); r text Orientation */
_outgtext( face[nfont] );

1*

(x, y) Text Orientation:

(0 ,0) Unchanged
(1 ,0) Horizontal text (default)
(0 ,1) Rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise
(-1,0) Rotated 180 degrees
(0,-1) Rotated 270 degrees counterclockwise */

/* To write : NFONT=1
nfont=1;

/* Build options string. */
strcat( strcat( strcpy(list, "Y" ), options[nfont] ), "");

setfont(list);
moveto(50,1 00);

_setcolor( 15);
_setgtextvector( 1, 0 );
_outgtext( face[nfont]);

/* To write: NFONT=2
nfont=2;

/* Build options string. */
strcat( strcat( strcpy(list, "t" ), options[nfont] ), "m);
strcat( list, "h20w15b" ); P "h30w24b" */

*/

*1
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r

_setfont(Iist);
moveto(400,350 );

_setcolor( 12 );
_setgtextvector( 1, 0 );
_outgtext( face[nfont] );

getch0;
unregisterfords0; r Return memory *1
setvideomode( _DEFAULTMODE );

return;
}r

*1

the end .1
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r Update: Fall 1995 Author: Jahansooz Toofan
Name: AnaLEED.0
Type: Original module
Language: Microsoft Quick C version 2.5
Video VGA 16-Color mode
Program list:
Interfacing boards: Image digitizer: Oculus 200 .(connected to an external monitor)
Note: You need a stored sequence of LEED images in a directory,
(is called LEEDport ). When you load the first image on the external monitor, fallow the messages
on your pc-screen.
Description: Automatic analyzing the intensity of LEED spots in an image .

To Compile by command line:
C:\qc25\Bin> QCL /AL /F 9000 AnaLEED.c Leedmice.c C: \oc200 \GrayL.lib

#include "stdio.h"
#include "string.h"
#include "conio.h"
#include "process.h"
#include "math.h"
#include "graph.h"
#include "pgchart.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "time.h"
#include "dos.h"
#include <malloc.h>
#include "box.h"
#include 1 colors.h"
#include "mousefun.h"
#include "clock.h"
#include <float.h>
#include "C: \oc200 \oc200.h"
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
#ciefine GOOD 1
#define BAD 0

*/

struct videoconfig myscreen;
#define SIZE 28
void central_max0;
int laplacian_fun0;
void lap_min_max(int *ptr smax,int *get ptr_pvalue[SIZE][SIZEJ,

int *ptr smin_nw,int*ptr b max nw,int*ptr b min_nw,int*ptr smin_ne,int
*ptr bmax ne,int*ptr b min_ne,int*ptr smin_sw,int *ptr bmax sw,int*ptr b_min_sw,int
*ptr smin_se,int*ptr b max se,int *ptr b min_se);
void lap_sweep(int *get_ptr_p value[SIZE][SIZE] );
void lap defect cell(int*get_ptr_p_value[SIZE][SIZE] );
void lap_covering_frame(int b_max nw,int b_max ne,int b_max sw,int b_max_se,int
*get_ptr_pvalue[SIZE][SIZEI);
void lap spot hole_recover(int *get ptr pvalue[SIZE][SIZED;
void lap_edge_limit conditional(int *get_ptr pvalue[SIZE][SIZED;
void lap_box_hole_smoothing(int *get ptrpvalue[SIZE][SIZED;
void lap_box hill_smoothing(int *get_ptr_pvalue[SIZE][SIZED;
void lap adjust boundary (int *get ptr pvalue[SIZE][SIZED;
void lap_final_boundary (int *get_ptr_p_value[SIZE][SIZED;
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int lap_size_box check(int*get_ptr_p_value[SIZE][SIZED;
/*void final_file_output(int*get_ptr_pvalue[SIZE][SIZEbdouble ave_spot flag,double
ave_backgr flag,unsigned long total_num_spot,unsigned long total_num_backgr,

unsigned long total sum spotgray,unsigned long total_sum_backgr_gray,double
total_intensity,double ave_b_nw,double ave_b ne,double ave_b_sw,double ave_b_se,unsigned
long box value,float change_factor);*/

void litle_show0;
void find_image(void);
void find_frame_number(int suffix);
void mouse_limit (int horz,int vert);
void signal_beep(int horn);
void big_box(int horz,int vert);
void small_box(int horz,int vert);
void box drawer(int horz,int vert);
void copy spot0;
void show spot image();
void pixel_show0;
void read_pixelO;
void output data();
void find_maxO;
void choose_spot(int x mouse,int y mouse);
void auto_stad0;
void read data();
void jumping_mouseO;
void order numbering();
void numbering_i(int label_x,int label_y,int spot no);
void numbering_v(int label_x,int label_y,int spot no);
void numbering_x(int label_x,int label_y,int spot no);
void chi_fit(int spot no);
void auto_drop(int spot no);
void auto_add(int spot_no);
void manual_drop(int spot no);
void message_board(int mes_no,int mes data_a,int mes_data_b,int mes_data_c);
void sleep(float wait);
int check spot(int x_mouse,int y_mouse );
void roman_arabic_no(void);
/* External variables : */

short specimen_x,specimen_y=0;
int laplacian[SIZE][SIZE] ={0};
int bad_box=0; /* NEW int **** */
int end_flag=0;
FILE *ptroutfile;
char base_name[10],ouffile[30];
int spot is,keep_spot is ,yellow flag, suffix,keep suffDc[51];
int xwidth,yheight,cols,rows,on_off;
int spot center x[1071];
int spot center y[1071];
int spot x[51][21],spot_y[51][21],first spot x[21],first spot_y[21],first spot suffix[211;
int all_color[1071],keep_i,keep j,total_spot;
int follower ,max frame_number,from_frame_no;
int x1_box,y1_box,x2_box,y2_box;
int old_x1_box, old_)(2_box,old_y1_box, old_y2_box;
int half side,box_side;
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int max image_frame;
int keep_horz,keep vert,keep half side;
int sp code, kpv[28][28];
int min_pixel,max pbcel,center max x,center max y,sum_127;
int choose_done,start now,check_choose;
float voltage[511,curr[51],max cum
double nor intensity;
int

job_interrupt,space x[21],space_y[21],alive_spot[21],keep_spot no[21],drop_spot x[21][21],drop
_spot y[21][21];

int predict x[21] ,predict_y[21],no_of drop[21],full_drop[21];
spot center x[1071] ={0};
spot centery[1071] = {0 );
first spot x[21] ={0};
first spot_y[21] ={0};
first spot suffix[21] = {0 };
spot x[51][21] ={0};
spot_y[51][21] ={0};
drop_spot_x[211[211={0};
drop_spot_y[21][211={0};
all_color[1071]={0};
kpv[28][28] = {0};
drop_suffix[21] ={0};
space_x[21] ={0};
space_y[21] ={0};
alive_spot[21}={0};
keep spot no[21] ={0};
no_of drop[21] = {0 };
full_drop[21] ={0};
max pixel =0;
follower =0;
half side = 9; P initial size of box =(2X9)+1*/
box side=0;
first copy=0;
keepi =0;
keep) =0;
total_spot = 0;
choose_done=0;
check choose=0;
start now =0; P to choose the frame. */
suffix=1;
job jnterrupt=0;
sp_code=0;
from_frame_no=0;
predict x[21] ={0};
predict y[21] ={0};
spot is = GOOD; P GOOD -> 1 *1
keep_spot_is=0;
yellow flag=0; P Debugging flag *1

/* *1

main 0
{
int leftb = 0, rightb = 0,middleb=0, horz = 0, vert = 0;
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int status, buttons, presses, releases;
int ihit key,see_key,w one,frame_number;
int lock sample=0; P to use for the X & Y position of specimen on image.*/
char td[80],ans;
old x1_box=old_x2_bor--old_y1_box= old_y2_box=0;

frame_number=0;
MOUSE

title_show0; P calling */
if( graphics mode()) P calling */

else
message_board(10,0,0,0); /* calling */

P mouse_reset()*/
xwidth = myscreen.numxpixels;
yheight= myscreen.numypixels;
cols = myscreen.numtextcols;
rows = myscreen.numtextrows;

clearscreen( _GCLEARSCREEN );
find_imageO; P calling */

mouse_reset( &status, &buttons };
prinff( "status = %d, buttons = %d\n\n", status, buttons ); */

P - We can set the mouse coordinates by these functions: */
mouse_sethorz( 0 ,639 ); P OC-200 array: 512 X 480 */
mouse_setvert( 0 ,479 ); P calling */
message_board(11,0,0,0); P calling */
P mouse_showO; calling */
P Basic LOOP

w one=0;
while ( Web & rightb) )

{
hit key=(kbhit0);
message_board(1,0,0,0); P calling */

P Calling the new image on the monitor */
if(rightb !=0)

{
frame_number+=1;

if(frame_number > max frame_number)
frame_number = 1; rmax_frame_number;*/

find_frame_number(frame_number); P calling */
}

if(leftb !=0)
{

frame_number-=1;
if(frame_number < 1)

frame_number = max frame_number; r1*1
find_frame_number(frame_number); P calling */

}
_setviewport(0,0,xwidth-1,144); P A viewport to cover the top of screen.*/
_settextwindow(1,1,10,cols); P A text window within the viewport boundaries.'/
mouse_status( &leftb, &rightb, &middleb, &horz, &vert); P Calling */
sprintf(td,"Mouse buttons:: Left: %id, Middle: %1d, Right %1d, X,Y position: %4d,

%4d\r",leftb,middleb,rightb,horz,vert);
settextposition(9,2);



_settextcolor(2);
_outtext(lxt);
mouse imit (horz,vert);
box drawer(horz,vert);

if(lock sample ==0)
message_board(14,0,0,0);

grtarg(specimen x,specimen_y);
box side=(half side*2)+1;

if( hit key !=0 )
{

see_key=tolower(getch());
switch(see_key)

{

}

break;

P Calling */
/* Calling */

r calling */
/* To draw target */

P A key is hitted */

case 115: /* 's' key */
if(lock_sample==0)
{
specimen_x=horz;
specimen_y=vert
lock sample=1;
settextwindow(10,1,10,cols);
clearscreen( _GVVINDOW );

message_board(15,0,0,0); /* calling */
/

else
break;

case 43: P '+' key */
big_box(horz,vert); P Calling */

case 45: P - key */
small_box(horz,vert); P Calling */

break;
case 9 : r TAB key */

mouse_limit(horz,vert); P calling */
read_pixel(); P calling */

find_max0; P calling */
box drawer(horz,vert); P calling */
pixel_show(); P calling */

break;
case 122: r z key */

choose_spot(horz,vert); P calling */
break;

default
break;

} r switch *I
}
if(suffix >= max_frame_number && w one ==0)

{
message_board(13,0,0,0); /* calling */

w one=1;
}

if(end_flag ==1)
goto end_prog;

P **end of while0" *1
end_prog :
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r *** Reset video mode *** */

mouse_reseg&status,&buttons);
setvideomodeLDEFAULTMODE);r end of main() */

re ********** ******* Functions:
int graphics_mode(void)
{
_getvideoconfig(&myscreen);
switch(myscreen.adapter)
{

}

}r

case _VGA:
case _OVGA:

_setvideomodeLVRES16COLOR);
break;

default:
return (FALSE);

_getvideoconfig(&myscreen);
return( TRUE);

*** *****ilr************** ************ */

void find_image(void)

{

#define GOOD NAME 1
#define BAD_NAME 0
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0

FILE *file test_ptr;
char prefix1J="c:\1qc25k\leedport1r ;
extern char base_name[10];

extern end_flag;
char extp="img";
char name_for_load[80j;
char *nameload_ptr;
char first name[80];
char ch,toct[80];
int choose name;
int c, err,hit key,i,j;

/* .../

choose_name=BAD_NAME;
while(choose_name !=GOOD_NAME)
{

*/

message_board(20,0,0,0); r calling */
hit ker(kbhit());
prinff("\n");

_settextposition(12,2);
printf("Please enter the pure experiment code-name (no path, no extension):");
settextposition(1 3,2);

scanf(" %s",&base_name);
sprintf (first name, "%s%s%d%d%s", prefix, base_name,0,0, ext);

if ((file_test ptr = fopen(first name, "r")) == NULL)
{
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_settextposition(14,2);
prinff("\"%sr does not exist. \n", first name);
_settextposition (15,2);

prinff("continue? Y or N \n");
_settextposition(16,2);

do
{

ch= tolower(getchO);
if(ch == 'n' )

{
end flag =1;

return;
}

if(ch == 'y')
{

message_board(21,0,0,0); r calling */
break;

}
}while(ch !='y' && ch != 'n');

r fclose(file_test ptr); *1
choose_name=BAD_NAME;

}
else

{
message_board(22,0,0,0); /* calling */

max frame_number=0; P To know max. frame no. */
i=0;
j=1;

whileafile_test_ptr = fopen(first name, "r")) != NULL)
{

fclose(file_test_ptr);
max_frame_number+=1;
j+=1;

sprintf (first name, "%s%s%d%d%s", prefix, base_name,i,j, ext);
ifa==9)

break;
}

whileafile_test_ptr = fopen(first name, "r")) != NULL)
{

fclose(file test ptr);
max frame_number+=1;
i+=1;

sprinff (first name, "%s%s%d%s", prefix, base_name,j, ext);
}

choose_name=GOOD_NAME;
} r end of else */
if( hit key !=0 ) P A key is hitted */

{
c=(getch());

if (c==113) r q_key=113 */
break;
exit(0);



}
if(max frame_number >50)
{
message_board(26,max frame_number,0,0); P calling */
max frame_number=50;

}
P To load the first frame */
sprinff(name_for I oad ,"%s%s%d%d %s", prefix, base_na me,0,1,ext) ;

name_load_ptr=name_for load;
err=grload ( name_Ioad_ptr);
if(err == 1)

message_board(23,0,0,0);
if(err == 2)

message_board(24,0,0,0);
if(err == 3)

message_board(25,0,0,0);

P Recall the first image from disk. */
P Check for error. */

P calling *1

P calling */

P calling */
P Don't use fclose(file_test_ptr),here! */

output_data0; P openning the output file, for writing the title */
read_data0; P It open the ..00.img file for reading the data*/

_setviewport(0,0,xwidth-tyheight-1);
_settextwindow(1,1,rows,cols);

_clearscreen( _GWINDOW );
return;

}
/*
void find_frame_number(int suffix)
{

char prefix1:1="c:1\qc25\Nleedport\\";
extern char base_name[10];
char extll=".img";
char name_for load[80];
char *name_load_ptr;
int err;

P suffix=frame_number;
if (suffD«10)
sprinff(name_fortoad,"%s%s%d%d%s",prefix,base_name,0,suffix,ext);
else
sprinff(name_for load,"%s%s%d%s",prefix,base_name,suffix,ext);
name_load_ptr=name_for load;

err=grload ( name_load_ptr); P Recall the image from disk. */
if (err == 1) P Check for error. */

message_board(23,0,0,0); P calling */
if(err == 2)

message_board(24,0,0,0); P calling */
if(err == 3)

message_board(25,0,0,0); P calling */
return;

*1

P \\ because it is not a tab character*/

}
P

*1

void copy sPoto
{

P Extra monitor coordinates:
x=(0,512)

*1
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y=(0,480)
Extra monitor view screen:

(x1,y1)=(22,35)
()Q,y2)=(498,465)

pc monitor:
(x1,y1)=(0,0)
(x2,y2)=(639,479) */

extern int suffix,keep_suffix[51];
extem int spot center x[1071],spot center_y[1071],all_color[1071];
extern follower ,max pixel;
int i,spot color,delta_x,delta_y = 0;

follower +=1;
spot color = total spot;

if(spot color > 15)
spot color=spot color-15; P last normal video text color number is 15 */

if (follower == 1)
goto first spot;

spot center x[follower] = center max x ;

spot center_y[follower] = center max_y ;

/* To have same color for nearest spot: */
i=0;

for(=1;i<follower;i++)
{

delta_x = center max x - spot center A;
delta_y = center mazy - spot center_y[i];

if(abs(delta_x) < 21 && abs(delta_y) < 21)
{
spot color=0;

spot color = all_color[i];
break;

I
I
all_color[follower] = spot color;

return;
first spot :

spot center x[follower] = center max x ;
spot center_y[follower] = center_max_y ;

all_color[follower] = spot color;
P show spot image(); calling */

return;
I
/* */
void signal_beep(int horn)
{

int i=0;
for( =1;i <= horn; i++)

{
asm mov ah, 2
asm mov dl, 7
asm int 21h

return;
)

/*

}

*/
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void mouse_limit (int horz,int vert)
{
extern int keep_horz,keep vert,keep_half side;
extern int xi_box,y1_box,x2_box,y2_box;
x1_box=y1_box=112_box=12_box=0;

x1_box = horz - half side;
yl_box = vert - half side;
x2_box = horz + half side;
y2_box = vert + half side;

if(x1_box < 22) P 22 & 35 as monitor view limits */
{
x1_box = 22;
x2_box = 22 + (2 * half side) +1;
}

if(y1_box < 35 )
{

yl_box = 35;
y2_box = 35 + (2 * half side) +1;
}

if(x2_box > 497 )
{
x2_box = 497;
x1_box = 497 - ((2 * half side) +1);
}

if(y1_box > 464 )
{
yl_box = 464 - ((2 * half side) +1);
y2_box = 464;
}

/* To save the data on the screen, see the LEEDscan program. */
if (x1_box < 85 && yl_box < 90)

{
signal_beep(1); P Calling */
x1_box =85;

x2_box =85+1;
yl_box =90;
y2_box =90+1;
}

return;
}
1*

void pixel_showo
{

extern int half side,box_side,kpv[28][28],max pixel;
int row_y,col_x,last_box side;
int count_norm,count_127,pixel_128,n_color;
char 11(00] = {0};
pixel_128 = count norm = count 127 = 0;r PRINT

*/

Using the text screen coordinates for writing:
Note: It is tested to write same as you see on the monitor. Notice the array

[ ?][ ?] for changing the row & column.
Note: top of screen:

setviewport(0,0,xwidth-1,144);



_settextwindow(1,1,9,cols); A text window within the viewport boundaries.
*1 _setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);

_settextwindow(10,1,rows,cols);
clearscreen( _GVV1NDOW );

_setviewpo rt(0,145,xwidth-1,yheig ht-1);
_settextwindow(10,1,rows,cols);
row y =1; P for first _settextposition */

col_x =2;
P Here the kpvng is an independent coordinates variable. */

box side=(half side*2)+1;
last box side= box side; P To keep the last one */
if(box side>19)

box side=19; P only for a print on the screen */
for(row y=1;row_y < box side+1 ;row_y++)

{
_settextposition (row y ,col_x);
for(col_x=1;colx < box side+1; col_x++)

{

}

n_color=0;
sprintf(txt," %3d",kpv[row_Y][col_xD;

if(kpv[row_y][col_x] <127)
{

count norm = count_norm+1 ;
n_color = 3;

}
if(kpv[row_y][col_x] == 127)

{
signal_beep(1); P Calling */
count 127 +=1;
n_color = 12;

}
if(kpv[row_y][col_x] == max_pixel && max_pixel !=127)

n_color = 12;
if(kpv[row_y][col_x] < max pixel && kpv[row y][col_x] >= (max pixel-10))

n_color =14;
if(kpv[row_y][col_x] > 127)

{
pixel_128 =1;
n_color= 14;

}
_settextcolor(n_color);
_outtext(txt);
} P Inside FOR loop */

col_x =2; P for first _settextposition */
P Outside FOR loop */

if (pixel_128 == 0)
{

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);
_settodwindow(10,1,rows,cols);

settextposition (box side+1 ,2 );
printf("No. of saturated pixels: %3d",count_127);

_settextposition (box side +3,2);
prinff("Mouse box: %d X %d",box side,box_side);

}
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else
{

message_board(31,0,0,0); P calling */
}

box side = last box side; P Turn to the original value */
return;

218

}
/* */
void big_box(int horz,int vert)
{
extern keep horz,keep_vert;

if(keep_horz == horz && keep vert == vert) P To erase the old one */
half side+=1;

if(half side >12)
half side =12;

box_side = ((half side * 2) +1) ;
return;

}
1*

P max box arrays : (12+1+12)^2 = 625 */

void small_box(int horz,int vert)
{
extern keep_horz,keep_vert;

if(keep_horz == horz && keep vert == vert )
half side -= 1;

if(half side < 4)
half side =4;

box side = ((half side * 2) +1) ;

return;
}
/*
void box drawer(int horz,int vert)
{

*/

extern int old_x1_box, old_x2_box,old_y1_box, old_y2_box;
extern int x1_box, x2_box, yl_box, y2_box;
extern int keep horz,keep_vert,keep_half side;

grbox(x1_box,y1_box,x2_box,y2_box); P Draw a new box */
if(keep_horz != horz fl keep_vert != vert Il keep half side != half side )

grebox(old_x1_box,old_y1_box,old_x2_box,old_y2_box); /*ereas the old one*/
old_x1_box = x1_box;
old_yl_box = yl_box;
old_x2_box = x2_box;
old_y2_box = y2_box;

keep half side=half side;
keep_horz = horz;
keep_vert = vert;

return;
}r
void output data()
{
extern FILE *ptr outfile;
extem char base_name[10],outfile[301;
extern int box_side;

*/

*/



char prefixIl="c:\\qc25\Meedport\r;
char extll= ".out";
int col x,row_y,temp;
sprintf (outfile, "%s%s%d%d%s", prefix, base_name,0,0, ext);
if ((ptr_outfile = fopen(outfile,"a")) ==0)

{
message_board(40,0,0,0); r calling */

}
else

fclose(ptr_outfile);
return;
}
/* */

void read_pixelO
{

extern kpv[28][28];
extern int x1_box,y1_box,x2_box,y2_box;
int i,j,col_x,row_y;

r Reading the box by XY_coordinate NOT by row & column :

[CA X Row:
I __>__> > I 1

> > -> 1 2
I I
I I 25

Y
Column: 1.2..3 80

Using the physical screen coordinates for reding :

It is tested, to read correctly from left to right (East direction =04). */
grebox(x1_box,yl_box,x2_box,y2_box); rereas the box before reading*/

i= j = 0;
col_x = row_y =1;

for (j= yl_boxj < y2_box+1 ;j + +)
{

kpv[row_y][colx] = 0;
kpv[row_y][col_x] = grrpnt(x1_box,j,04); r first pixel of x*/

for (i = x1_box+1;i < x2_box+1; l++)
{

col_x +=1;
kpv[row_y][colx] = 0;
kpv[row_y][col_x] =grrnext0;

}

}

col_x = 1;
row_y +=1;

r '04' is x direction */

r Read x by x coordinates. */

/* grbox(x1_box,y1_box,x2_box,y2_box); Draw the box after reading */
/* find_max0; Calling */

return;
}
I*
void find_maxo
{

*/
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extern int kpv[28][28];
extern int min_pbcel,max_pixel;
int i,j,row_y , col_x ,temp;

min_pixel = 127;
max pixel =0;

temp = i = j = 0;
col_x = row_y =1;

for (j= yl_boxj < y2_box+1;j++)
{

for (1 = x1_box;i < x2_box+1; i++)
{

temp = kpv[row_y][col_x];
if (temp >max pixel)

max pixel = temp;
if (temp < min_pixel)

return;
}

1*

}

/* physical screen */

min_pbcel = temp;
col_x +=1;

}
col_x =1;
row_y +=1;

void show spot image°
{
extern int spot center x[1071],spot center_y[1071],all_color[1071],follower ;
char txt[10];
int f no,i,copy center x,copy center_y;
copy center x = copy center_y =0;
f no = suffix;

if(f no > max frame_number)
f no =max frame_number;

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1); /* last viewport */
_settextwindow(10,1,rows,cols); P last window */

clearscreen( _GVV1NDOW );
setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);

_settextwindow(10,1,rows,40);
setcolor(14);
rectangle_w(_GBORDER,1,1,(256.0 + 6) + 5 ,(240.0 + 6) + 5 );

_setcolor(7);
rectangle_w(_GBORDER,6,6,(256.0 + 6),(240.0 + 6) );

*1

P Shows physical center of frame,takes coordinates relative to the window. */
_setcolor(13);
_moveto_w((specimen_x/2)-2,specimen_y/2);
lineto_w((specimen_x/2)+2,specimen_y/2);

moveto_w(specimen x2,(specimen_y2)-2);
lineto_w(specimen_x/2,(specimen_y/2)+2);
_settextposition(17,25);
_settextco lo r(14) ;
sprinff(txt," Frame:%d",f no);

_outtext(txt);
order _numbering(); P calling */

i=0;



for (i=1;i <= follower ;i++)
{

copy center x = (float)spot center x[i] * (1.0 /2.0);
copy center y = (float)spot center_y[i] * (1.0 /2.0);
setcolor(all_color[i]);

P _setpixel(copy center x,copy center y); if(i == follower) */
_ellipse_w(_GFILLINTERIOR,copy center x -2,copy center y -

3,copy_center x+3,copy_center_y+4);
copy center x=0;

copy_center_y=0;
}

return;
}
/*
void choose_spot(int x_mouse,int y_mouse)
{

/" Extra monitor coordinates:
x=(0,512)
y=(0,480)
Extra monitor view screen:

(x1,y1)=(22,35)
(x2,y2)=(498,465)

pc_monitor:
(x1,y1)=(0,0)
(x2,y2)= (639,479) */

*1

extern int suffix;
extern int spot x[51][211,spot_y[51j[21],first_spot_suffix[21],first_spot x[21],first_spot y[21];
extern int follower,spot center x[1071],spot center y[1071],full_drop[21];
extern int max pbcel,sum_127,keep_bkeepj,total_spot,choose_donejob_interrupt;
char txt[80];
int ch,cha,ij,drop_id_no;
i=j=ch=cha=drop_id_no= 0;
if (start now ==0 ) P In Main function is zero,to print out only at the first time. */

{

setviewport(0,144,xwidth-1,yheight-1); P last viewport */
_settextwindow(10,1,rows,cols); /* last window */

clearscreen( _GVVINDOW );
_setviewport(0,144,xwidth-1,yheight-1);

_settodwindow(10,1,rows,cols);
_settextposition(5,5);

printf C ******Inb**********i1rfr****************ir*
_settextposition(6,5);
printf(" There are: image frames for this experiment.");

sprintf(txt," %d",max frame_number);
_settextposition(6,16);

_settextcolor(14);
_outtext(txt);

settextposition(7,5);
printf (" ");

_settextposition(8,5);
printf ("\n Please, enter the start frame number as an integer: \n ");

scanf("%i", &suffix);
if (suffix ==0)
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suffix=1;

suffix=abs(suffix);
from_frame_no=suffix; /* use in chifit(), function */
find_frame_number(suffix); P calling */

start now=1; P To lock */
sprinff(bct,"Now, put the mouse box on the first spot, and hit the Z key.");

_settextposition(15,2);
settextcolor(11);

outtext(bct);
return;

}
if(job_interrupt==0)

{
message_board(60,0,0,0); /* calling */

switch_again_a:
ch=0;
ch=tolower(getch));

switch (ch)
{

case 'c':
total_spot 4=1;
if( (check_spoffx mouse, y mouse )) ! =0)

{
total_spot -=1;

message_board(65,0,0,0); P calling */
break;
}

if(spot is == BAD)
{

message_board(63,0,0,0); P calling */
total_spot -=1;

copy_spot(); P calling */
keep_i +=1;
keep j +=1;

spot x[suffix][keep ji=center_max_x;
spot_y[suffixfikeep_ij=center max_y;
first spot x[total_spot]=center_max x;
first spot_y[total_spot]=center max_y;
first spot suffix[total_spot]=suffix;

break;
case T:

_settextposition(15,2);

total_spot +=1;

P calling */

spot is = GOOD;
break;

}

P this value is a variable */

P Location of the first spot, for numbering. */

printk" Please Wait ");

if(total_spot >20)
{

message_board(64,0,0,0); P calling */
total_spot -=1;
ch=0;

break;
}
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if( (check spot(x_mouse, y_mouse )) !=0) r calling */

{
total_spot -=1;

message_board(65,0,0,0); P calling */
break;

}
if(spot is == BAD)

{
message_board(63,0,0,0);
total_spot -=1;

/*calling */

spot is = GOOD;
ch=0;
break;

}
copy spot(); P calling */
keep_i +=1;
keep) +=1;

spot x[suffix][keep j]=center max x; P this value is a variable.*/
spot_y[suffix][keep_i]=center_max y;
first spot x[total_spot]=center max x;
first spot y[total_spotj=center max_y;
first spot suffix[total_spotj=suffix;

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1); P last viewport */
_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols); P last window */

clearscreen( _GWINDOW );
show spot image0; P calling */

settextposition(16,2);

P Location of the first spot, for numbering. */

} while( cha !=y &&
if(cha == 'y')

choose_done=1;
jumping_mouse0;

if(ob_interrupt ==1)
return;

}

i=0;

prinff("\nDone? Y or N \n");
do
{
cha=tolower(getch0);

cha != 'n);

spot x[suffix]M=0;
spot y[suffix][i]=0;
spot center x[] = 0;

{
fflush(stdin);

P Calling */

break;

if(cha == 'n')
{

for(i=1; i<total_spot+1;i++)
{

spot center_yM = 0;
first spot x[i]=0;
first spot yM=0;
first spot suffix[total_spotj=0;
}
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total_spot=0;
choose_done=0;

follower=0;
keep) =0;
keep_i =0;

start now=0; P Unlock */
break;
}

break;
case 'I':

prinffrOK I I deleted ONLY your last choosing An");
spot x[suffixlikeepil=0; P to delet the last one.*/
spot_y[suffix][keep_i]=0;
spot center x[follower] = 0;

spot center y[follower] = 0;
first spot_x[total_spot]=0;
first_spot_y[total_spot]=0;
first spot_suffix[total_spot]=0;

follower -=1;
total_spot -=1;

keep) -=1;
keepi -=1;

break;
case 'm':

prinffrOK ! I deleted ALL of your choosing An");
1=0;

for(i=1; i<total_spot+1;i++)
{

spot x[suffix][i]=0;
spot_y[suffix][i]=0;
spot center x[i] = 0;

first_spot_x[i]=0;
first_spot_y[i]=0;
first_spot_suffix[total_
}

total_spot=0;
choose_done=0;

break;

spot center_y[i] = 0;

spol=0;

follower=0;
keep) =0;
keep.' =0;

start now=0; P Unlock */

default:
goto switch_again_a;

break;
} P switch-end */

} P IF-End-Jobinterrupt=0 */
if(job_interrupt = =1)

{
message_board(61,0,0,0); P calling */

switch_again_b:
ch=0;
ch=tolower(getch0);



switch (ch)
{

case 'a':
total_spot +=1;

if(total_spot >20)
{

message_board(64,0,0,0); P calling */
total_spot -=1;
ch=0;

break;
}

if( (check_spot(x mouse, y_mouse )) !=0) /* calling */
{
total_spot -=1;

message_board(65,0,0,0); P calling */
break;

}
if(spot is == BAD)

{
message_board(63,0,0,0); /* calling */
total_spot -=1;

break;
}

P show spot image0; calling */
copy_spot(); /* calling */

keep i +=1;
keep_ j +=1;

spot x[suffix][keep_kcenter max x; P this value is a variable.*/
spot y[suffix][keep_i]=center_max_y;
first spot x[total_spotj=center max x; /* Location of the first spot, for numbering. */
first spot_y[total_spol=center mazy;
first spot suffix[total_spot]=suffix;

show spot image0; P calling */
_settextposition(18,2);
if(total_spot <20)

prinff("\nAdd more? Y or N \n");
else

printf("\nUse Z key and choose N from table.\n");
message_board(66,0,0,0); P calling */

do
{
cha=tolower(getch());

} while( cha !='y' && cha != 'n');
if(cha == 'y)

{
message_board(62,0,0,0); P calling */
return;

}

jumping_mouse0;
if(job_interrupt ==1)

break;

break;

if(cha == 'n')
P Calling */

return;
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case 'd':
show spot image0;
roman_arabic_no0;
_settextposifion(17,1);

printf ("To drop any spot:");
do

P calling */
P calling */

{
_settextposition(18,1);
printf (" Enter its ID number as an integer:");
settextposifion(19,16);
scanf("%i", &drop_id_no);

if( drop id_no <= 0 II drop id_no >total_spot)
signal_beep(1); I" calling */

}while( drop_id_no <= 0 II drop_id_no >total_spot);
full_drop[drop_id_no]=1;
i=0;

for(i=suffix; i< max frame_number+1; i++)
{

spot x[][drop_id_no]=0;
spot_y[i][drop id_no]=0;

}
jumping_mouseO; P Calling */

if(job_interrupt ==1)
return;

break;
case 'n':

show spot image();
settextposition(18,2);

jumping_mouseO;
if(job_interrupt ==1)

/* calling */

prinff("Strick any key to go back.\n ");
j=getch0;
P Calling */

return;
break;

default
goto switch_again_b;

break;
} P switch-end */

} r IF- End- Job_interrupt =1 */
show spot image0; /* calling */

if(ch != 'f && suffix <= max frame_number)
{

message_board(62,0,0,0); P calling */
}

}

/*

return;

void read_data0
{

FILE *file_read_ptr;
extern FILE *ptroutfile;
extern char base_name[10],outfile[30];

extern int max_frame_number;
extern float voltage[51],curr[51],max curr;

*/
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char prefix0="c:\kic25\\IeedportV ;
char ext[j=".img";
char first_name[80];
int i,j,frame;
float dummy curr=0;
char temp[811;

i = j = frame =0;

sprintf (first name, "%s%s%d%d%s", prefix, base_name,0,0, ext);
if ((file_read_ptr = fopen(first_name, "r")) == NULL)

{
message_board(70,0,0,0); /* calling */

return;
}

else
{

ptr_outfile = fopen(outfile,"a");
for( =1; i<12;i++)

{

}

P It was checked before .*/

fgets(temp,80,file_read_ptr); P File titles*/
if(i <10) P ignoring the last line. */

fprinff(ptr outfile,"%s",temp);
}

for(j=1;j<max frame_number+1 ;j++)
{
fscanf(file_read_ptr," %d %f %fln",&frameAvoltagelliAcurr[j]);

rTo find the maximum current value :*/
if(currOl>dummy cum)

dummy curr=currg];
}

max curr=dummy cum

fclose(file_read_ptr);
f prinff(rat utfil ****************************Irk*****************

fprinff(ptr outfile,"\nOutput LEED data 1;
P fclose(ptr outfile); */

return;
}
1*

void order numbering()
{
int i=0;
for ( =1;i <total_spot+1;i++)

{
switch(i)

{
case(1):
numbering_i(0,0,i); rcalling*/
break;
case(2):
numbering_i(0,0,); rcalling*/

numbering_i(2,2,); /*calling*/
break;

case(3):

*/
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numbering_i(0,0,i); rcalling*/
numbering_i(2,2,i); rcalling*/
numbering_i(4,4,i); rcalling*/
break;

case(4):
numbering_i(0,0,i); rcalling*/

numbering_v(2,2,0; /*calling*/
break;

case(5):
n um bering_v(0,0,i); /*calling*/

break;
case(6):
n um bering_v(0,0,i); /*calling*/

numbering_i(10,10,); rcalling*/
break;

case(7):
numbering_v(0,0,i); /*calling*/

numberingi(10,10,); rcalling*/
numbering_i(12,12,i); rcalling*/
break;

case(8):
numbering_v(0,0,); /*calling*/

numbering_i(10,10,i); rcalling*/
numbering_i(12,12,); rcalling*/

numberingi(14,14,); /*calling*/
break;

case(9):
numbering_i(0,0,); /*calling*/

numbering_x(2,2,); /*calling*/
break;

case(10):
numbering_x(0,0,); /*calling*/

break;
case(11):
numbering_x(0,0,); rcalling*/

numbering_i(8,8,); /*calling*/
break;

case(12):
numbering_x(0,0,); /*calling*/

numbering_i(8,8,i); rcalling*/
numbering_i(10,10,); /*calling*/
break;

case(13):
numbering_x(0,0,); rcalling*/

numberingi(8,8,); /*calling*/
numbering_i(10,10,); rcalling*/
numbering_i(12,12,); /*calling*/
break;

case(1 4):
numbering_x(0,0,); /*calling*/

numbering_i(8,8,); /*calling*/
numbering_v(10,10,); /*calling*/
break;

case(15):
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}

numbering_x(0,0,); rcalling*/
numbering v(8,8,i); /*calling*/
break;

case(16):
numbering_ x(0,0,); /*calling*/
numbering_v(8,8,); /*calling*/
numbering_i(18,18,); rcalling*/
break;

case(17):
numbering x(0,0,); /*calling*/
numbering v(8,8,); /*calling*/
numbering_i(18,18,); /*calling*/
numbering i(20,20,); /*calling*/
break;

case(18):
numbering x(0,0,); /*calling*/
numbering_v(8,8,); /*calling*/
numbering_i(18,18,); /*calling*/
numbering_1(20,20,); /*calling*/
numbering_1(22,22,); /*calling*/
break;

case(19):
numbering x(0,0,); /*calling*/
numbering_1(8,8,); /*calling*/
numbering x(10,10,); /*calling*/
break;

case(20):
numbering x(0,0,); /*calling*/
numbering x(9,9,); /*calling*/
break;

default:
break;

}
return;
}

void numbering_i (int label x,int label_y,int spot no)
{
extern int first spot 4211,first spoty[21];
int i,x_post,y_post;
i=x_post=y_post=0;
if (first spot x[spot no] == 0 && first spot_y[spot_no] == 0 )
return;
r To write on the best position.*/
if(first spot x[spot no]<=319 && first spot_y[spot no]<=239)
{
x post=-6;
y post=-6;

}
if(first spot x[spot no]<=319 && first spot_y[spot no]>239)
{
x_post=-6-3;
y post=+6+3;



}

if(first spot x[spot no] >319 && first spot_y[spot no]<=239)
{
x post=+6;
y_post=-6;
}

if(first spot x[spot no] >319 && first spot y[spot no]>239)
{
x_post=+6+3;
y_post=+6+3;

}
label_x = label_x + (float)first spot *pot nor(1.0/2.0) + x post;
label_y = (float)first spot y[spot no] *(1.012.0) + y_post;
_setcolor(15);
for (i=1;i<8;i++)

{
_setpixel(label_x,label_y);
label_y -=1;

}
return;
}

/*
void numbering v(int label x,int label_y,int spot no)
{
int i,j,x post,y_post;
i=j=x post=y_post=0;

if (first spot x[spot no] == 0 && first spot_y[spot no] == 0 )
return;
if(first spot x[spot no]<=319 && first spot y[spot no]<=239)
{
x post=-6;
y_post=-6;
}

if(first spot x[spot no]<=319 && first_spot_y[spot_no]>239)
{
x post=-6-3;
y_post = +6 +3;
}

if(first spot x[spot no]>319 && first spot_y[spot no]<=239)
{
x post=+6;
y post=-6;
}

if(first spot x[spot_no]>319 && first spot_y[spot no]>239){
x post=+6+3;
y_post=+6+3;

}
labelx = label_x + (float)first spot x[spot no] *(1.012.0) + x post;
label_y = (float)first spoty[spot no]*(1.0/2.0) +y post;
label x = label_x + 4; 1* shift fot the first pixel at the bottom*/
_setcolor(15);
_setpixel(label_x,label_y);

*1
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for (1=1;i<7;i++)
{

label_y -=1;
+=1;

if(j >6)
j=6;
label_x +=j;

_setpixel(label_x,label_y);
+=1;

if(j>6)
j=6;
label_x -=j;
_setpixel(label_x,label_y);
}

return;
}

void numbering x(int label x,int label_y,int spot no)
{
int x posty post;
int keep label x,keep_label_y ;
int i,j;
x_post=y_post=0;
i=j=0;
if (first spot x[spot no] == 0 && first spot_y[spot no] == 0 )
return;
if(first spot x[spot_no]<=319 && first spot y[spot no]<=239)
{
x_post=-6;
y_post=-6;
}

if(first spot_x[spot no]<=319 && first spot yjspot nol>239)
{
x post=-6-3;
y_post=+6+3;

}
if(first_spot x[spot no]>319 && first spot y[spot no]<=239)
{
x_post=+6;
y post=-6;
}

if(first spot x[spot_no]>319 && first_spot_y[spot_no] >239)
{
x_post=+6+3;
y_post=+6+3;
}

label_x = label_x + (float)first spot x[spot no]'(1.0/2.0) + x post;
label_y = (float)first_spot y[spot_no] "(1.0/2.0) +y_post;
labelx = label_x + 3; shift fot the first pixel at the bottom*/
labely = label y - 3;
keep label_x = label_x;
keep label_y = label_y;
_setcolor(15);

*/
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_setpixel(label_x,label_y);
for (1=1;i<4;i++)

{
labely -=1;
j +=1;
label_x +=j;

_setpbcel(label_x,label_y);
j +=1;
label x -=j;
_setpixel(label_x,label_y);

}
j=0;

for (1=1;i<4;i++)
{

keep_label_y +=1;
j +=1;
keep_label_x +=j;

setpbcel(keeplabel_x,keeplabel_y);
j +=i;
keep_label_x -=j;
_setpixel(keep_label_x,keep_label_y);
}

return;
}
/*
void title_showo
{
#define NFONTS 4

*1

unsigned char *face[NFONTS] =
{

"AnaLEED"," 1993, ver.2, Jahan","OSU, Chem. Dept. Dr. ph. Watson's Lab","[Low Energy
Electron Diffraction] Spectra analyzing "
};
unsigned char *options[NFONTS] =
{
/* "courier", "helv", "tms rmn", "modern", "script", "roman" */
"script ", "script", "roman","roman"

};
unsigned char list[20];
char fondirLMAX PATH];
struct videoconfig vc;
struct _fontinfo fi;
short nfont, x, y;

int i,j;
i=j=0;

clearscreen( _GCLEARSCREEN );
/* Read header info from .FON files in current or given directory. */
if( _registerfonts( "*.FON" ) <= 0 )
{

outtext( "Enter full path where .FON files are located: " );
gets( fondir );
strcat( fondir, "\\*.FON" );
if( _registerfonts( fondir ) <= 0 )
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{

_outtext( "Error: can't register fonts" );
-e-xit( 1 );

}
}

P Set highest available graphics mode and get configuration. */
if( !_setvideomode(_MAXRESMODE ) )

exit( 1 );
/* Display each font name centered on screen. */

_setcolor( 10 );

rectangleLGBORDER, 10,10,629,469);

nfont=0;
strcat( strcat( strcpy(list, "r ), options[nfont] ), "");
strcat( list, "h140w72b" ); P "h120w62b" */

_setfont(list);
if( geffonlinfo( &fi ) )

_outtext( "Error: Can't get font information" );
moveto(40,200 );
setcolor( 14 ); P +2 */

_setgtextvector( 1, 0 );
_outgtext( face[nfont] );

nfont=1;
P Build options string. */

strcat( strcat( strcpy(list, "t"' ), options[nfont] ), " "');
strcat( list, "h20w18b" ); /* "h30w24b" */

setfont(list);
moveto(245,320 );

_setcolor( 12 ); P +2 */
_setgtextvector( 1, 0 );

outgtext( face[nfont] );

nfont=2;
P Build options string. */

strcat( strcat( strcpy(list, "t'" ), options[nfont] ), "");
strcat( list, "h15w12b" ); /* "h30w24b" */

_setfont(list);
_moveto(145,350 );

_setcolor( 7 ); P +2 */
_setgtextvector( 1, 0 );
_outgtext( face[nfont] );

/* */
nfont=3;

P Build options string. */
strcat( strcat( strcpy(list, "t"' ), options[nfont] ), "");
strcat( list, "h15w12b" ); "h30w24b" */

setfont(list);
_moveto(30,40 );

_setcolor(15 ); P +2 */
_setgtextvector( 1, 0 );
_outgtext( face[nfont] );

getch0;



}
1*

_unregisterfonts0;
_setvideomode( _DEFAULTMODE );

void jumping_mouse0
{

*1

extern FILE *ptrouttle;
extern char outfile[30];

extern int max frame_number,job interrupt,spot 451][21],spot y[51][211;
extern float voltage[51],curr[51];

extern int sp_code,drop_suffix[21], sufkfull_drop[21];
extern double nor intensity;

double keep_nor_intensity[21] ={0};
int keep_spot x[21]={0};
int keep spot y[21]={0};
int keep_sum_127[21]={0};

int hit key,see_key;
int i,j,k,spot no,light,code;
char txt[80];
job_interrupt=0; P ID for coming and going */

light=0;
code=1;

while (suffix <= max frame_number)
{

spot no=i=0;
for 0=1; i<=total_spoti++)

{
/* To show the activation of functions : - */

P sleep(.25); calling */
if(light==0 && code ==1)

{
sprintf(txt,"(*)");

light=1;
code=1;

}
if( light==1 && code ==0)

{
sprinff(ixt,"):(");

light=0;
code=1;

}
if( light==1)

code=0;
_settextwindow(10,1,10,20);
_settextcolor(14);
_settextposition(1,5);

_outtext(txt);
1* *1

spot no =i;
if(spot x[suffix][] ==0 && spot_y[suffix][i] ==0 && full_drop[i] ==0)

chifit(spot no); /* calling */
if(spot x[suffix][] !=0 && spot_y[suffocilij !=0) /* if #2 */

{
gretarg(256,240); P to erase the target */
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mouselimit(spot x[suffec][],spot y[suffix][]); r calling
read_pixel0; P calling */
find_max0; /* Calling */

/* central_maxO; calling */
central_maxO; P calling */

spot x[suffoffi=center max x;
spot y[suffixili]=center_max_y;
keep spot x[i]=center max x;

keep spot y[i]=center max y;
mouselimit(center max x,center max y);
coPY sPnt0;
read_pixelO;
grtarg(256,240);
box drawer(center max x,center max_y);
laplacian_fun0; P calling */

keep half side=half side;
if(bad_box ==1)

{
adj_box_loop:

big_box(center_max x,center_max y);
read_pixelO;
find_max0;
central_maxO;
mouselimit(center max x,center max_y);
box drawer(center_max x,center_max_y);
read_pixel0;
laplacian_funO;

goto adj_box loop;
if(bad_box==1)

P With new box! */

half_side=keep_half_side; P return to the initial size */
box_side=(half_side*2)+1;

if(spot_is == GOOD) P for strong spot */
{

keep_nor_intensity[i] = nor intensity;
keep_sum_127[i]= sum_127;

P To keep the new center of the spot for the next frame : */
spot_x[suffix+1][1]=center_max_x;
spot_y[suffix+1][i]=center_max_y;

}
if(spot_is == BAD) P for weak spot */

{
keep_norintensity[j = 0.0;
keep_sum_127[i]= 0;

auto_drop(spot_no); P calling */
P No values for the X & Y in the next frame. They would bo zero. */

P calling */
P calling */
P calling */
P To draw target */
P calling */

P Calling */
P calling */
P calling */
P calling */
P calling */
P calling */
P calling */
P calling */

}
}

hit key=(kbnit0);
if(hit key !=0)

{
see_key=(getch0);

switch (see_key)
{

P end of if #2 */
Pwatch the keyboard*/

P the key is hitted */



);

case 32: P pause interrupt */
see_key =1;

show spot image(); P calling */
message_board(80,0,0,0); P calling */

do
{

} while((see_key=getch()) !=32);
break;

case 0:
see_key=(getch());

if(see_key==63)
{
yellow_flag=0;
break;

}
if(see_key==64)

{
yellow flag=1;
break;

P [0,63] =F5 key */

r [0,64] =F6 key */

}
if(see_key==59 && i ==total_spot) P [0,59] =F1 key */
{

jobinterrupt=1;
j=0;

for(j=1; j<total_spot+1 ;j + +)
{

keep_nor_intensity[j]=0;
keep_spot_xU]=0;

keep spot yll]=0;
keep_sum_12711]=0;

}
message_board(81,0,0,0); P calling */
return;

}

break;
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default
break;

} r end of switch */
} /* enf of "hit key" if */

if(yellow flag ==1)
message_board(2,spot no,0,0); P calling */

} /* end of for loop*/
P output AFTER each image: */

fprintf(ptr outfile,"Frame No.\t Voltage(V) \t Current(micro A)\n ");
fprinff(ptr outfile,"%d \At %3.2f V4 %1.2fln",suffix,voltage[suffix],curr[suffix] );
fprinff(ptr outfile,"Spot No.\t X V Y V Normalized Intensity: No. of sat. pixels\n");
j=0;

for(j=1;j<=total_spot,j++)
{

if(spot x[suffix]G] == 0 && spot_y[suffix]p] == 0)
fprinff(ptr outfile," %2d 44 %3d \t %3d \t %5.2f444 %d\n",j, predict x[j] ,predict y[j] ,0.0,0

else
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fprinff(ptr outfile," %2d V4 %3d 4 %3d V %5.2f 44
%d\n",j,keep_spot xg],keep spot_Alkeep_norintensity[j],keep_sum_127B-1);

}
fprinff(ptr_outfile," - 1\n"); P flag, end of data */

suffix +=1;
hit key=(kbhito);

find_frame_number(suffix);

}

/* To load the new image. */
rwatch the keyboard*/

P frame_number = suffix; */
r calling */

r show spot image(); calling */
P end of while loop */

if( suffix >= max frame_number )
{

fprinff(ptr outfile,"The chosen spots:\n"); /* To know which first spot are chose.*/
j=0;

for(j=1;j <=total_spot,j++)
{

fprinff(ptr_outfile," %2d 41%3d 4 %3d 4 Image # : %d
\n",-j,first_spot x[j],first spot_yh],first spot suffix[j]);

}
fclose(ptr_outfile);

}
return;
}r */
void auto_drop(int spot no)
{
extern int suffix,spot is ,keep spot no[21],drop_suffix[211;
extern int alive_spot[21],no_of drop[21];
int i,k,no_dead_spot;
i=k=no_dead_spot----0;

no_of drop[spot no] +=1;
ikkeep_spot no[spot no] ==0)

{
drop_suffix[spot no]=suffix; P In this frame the intensity of spot is became zero! */

keep spot no[spot no] =1;
alive_spot[spot no]=-1; P It is dead now */

message_board(1 1 0,spot no,0,0); P calling */
}

space_x[spot no]=0; P It is non-zero when the spot is weak */
space_x[spot no]=0;

i=no_of drop[spot no];
drop spot no][i]=spot x[suffix][spot no];

drop spot y[spot no][i]=spot_y[suffoaspot no];
predict x[spot_no]= spot_xisuffixlispot no];
predict y[spot no]= spot_y[suffix][spot no];
spot x[suffix][spot no] =0;
spot_y[suffix][spot no]=0;

for(k=1;k <= total_spot;k + +)
{
if(alive_spot[k] == -1)

no_dead_spot +=1;
}

if(no_dead_spot ==(total_spot -1))
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message_board(111,0,0,0);
if(yellow flag ==1)

message_board(3,spot no,0,0);
return;

P calling */

P calling */

}r *1

void chi_frt(int spot no)
{
extern int from_frame_no,total_spot, space x[21], space_y[21],alive_spot[21];
extern spot 4511[21],spot_y[51][21];
extern int predict x[211 ,predict_y[21] ;
int i,ii,j,k,c,last half side,ndata;
int delta_x,delta_y,sum_delta_x,sum_delta_y, average_delta_x,average_delta_y;
int 451] ={0};
int y[51] ={0};
int hit key,see_key;
double a,b,t,sxoss,sx,sy,st2,ss;
a=b=t=sxoss=sy=st2=ss=sx=0;
delta_x=delta_y=sum_delta x=sum_defta_y= average_delta_x=average_delta_y=0;
ndata=i=ii=j=k=0;r
Given A SET OF POINTS X[1..ndata],Y[1..ndata],{ at least two pairs) with standard deviations
sig[1..ndata] fit them to a straight line Y=a+bX by minimizing (chi-square).
Returned are a,b . The standard deviations are assumed to be unavailable:
the normalization of chit is to unit standard deviation on all points.
To calculate a & b for the weak spots coordinates and pridects the next spots coordinates.
For the weak spot: Initial frame is: from_frame_no

Final frame: drop_suffix[]
*1

predict x[spot no]=0; P This initialization is for the current spot not the previous one! * /
predict_y[spot no]=0;r Data for the calculation the slop & intercept *1

for(i=from_frame_no; i<drop_suffix[spot noLi++)
{
if(spot x[][spot_no]! =0 && spot_y[i][spot_nop=0) P if the spot became

weak more then one time 1
{

ndata +=1;
x[ndata]= spot x[i][spot no];

y[ndata]= spoty[i][spot no];
}

}
/* The last X & Y ,belong to dropped spots.( Notice: do not take deta

from them, because, they are disorder collected at the end of the data.) *1
if(no_of drop[spot_no] !=1 && ndata !=1 ) rlf spotin one image appears, in the

next gone *1
{

for(ii =1; ii<= no_of drop[spot no];ii++)
{

ndata +=1;
x[ndata]= drop spot x[spot no][i];

y[ndata]= drop spot y[spot_no] ii];
}

}



P To predict X or Y : */
for(j=drop_suffix[spot no]-1;j >from_frame_noj)

{
if(spot xpl[spot no]!=0 && spot 4-1][spot no]i=0 && spotyplispot no]!=0 &&

spot y[jj-1][spot no]t=0) r if the spot became weak more then one time */
{

k +=1;
delta x= spot xg][spot no] - spot 4-1][spot no];
delta_y= spotyp][spot no] - spot yg-1][spot no];

sum_delta_x=sum_delta x + delta x;
sum_delta_y=sum_delta_y + delta_y;

if(yellow_flag ==1)
{

message_board(4,spot no,delta x,delta_y); P calling */
message_board(5,k,sum_delta_x,sum_delta_y); /* calling */

)
}

}
P Especial cases *1
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PI_ There are only one pair data for the leastsquare : */
if(no_of drop[spot no] ==1 && ndata <2) /*If spot,in one image appears, in

the next gone */
{
predict x[spot no] = x[ndata];
predict_y[spot no] = y[ndata];

goto especial_case;
}

P II_ The slope of the vector position is infinity :*/
if(-2 * k < sum_delta_x && sum_delta_x < 2 * k) P because there is a random error in

data (-1 ... +1) */
{

predict x[spot no]= x[ndata]; P The last X is used */
if(abs(sum_delta_y) >= k && k !=0 )
average_delta_y =ceil((double) (sum_delta_y / k )); P average of change of Y */

else
{
if(sum_delta_y < 0) P example: (-4)/5 =-1 */

average_delta_y =-1;
if(sum_delta_y > 0) P example: (+4)/5 = 1 */

average_delta_y =1;
}

space_y[spot no]= space_y[spot no] + average_delta_y ; P increment by calling this
function */

predict_y[spot no]= space_y[spot no] + y[ndata]; P(delta Y + Y)*/
goto especial_case;

}
/*III_ Normal condition: Y as a linear function of the X */

if(abs(sum_delta_x) >= k && k !=0 )
average_delta_x =ceil((double) (sum_delta_x / k )); P average of change of X */

else
{
if(sum_delta_x <0)

average_delta_x =-1;
if(sum_delta_x>0)
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average_delta_x = 1;
}

space_x[spot no]= space_x[spot no] + average_delta_x ; P increment by calling this
function */

predict x[spot no]= space x[spot_no] + *data]; /* (data X + X)*/
if(yellow flag ==1)

{
message_board(6,average_delta_x,average_delta_y,k); /* calling */

}
/* Least Square:

i=0;
for (i=1;i<ndata+1;i++)

{
sx += x[i];

sy += y[i];
}

ss=ndata;
sxoss=sx/ss; /* mean value */

i=0;
for (1=1;i<ndata+1;i++)

{

*1

t=x[]-sxoss;
st2 += rt;
a += ry[i];

}
a = (1/s12) * a; /* slope */

b=(sy-sx * a)/ss;
/* */

predict_y[spot no] =ceil((double)((a * predict x[spot no]) +b));
especial_case:
last half side= half side; P To keep the last value */

/* half side = 13; To get more area for searching */
gretarg(256,240); P To erase target */

mouse_limit (predict x[spot no],predict_y[spot no]); P calling */
box drawer(predict x[spot no],predict_y[spot no]); P calling */

read_pixel(); P calling */
find_max0;

P central_max(); calling */
central_max(); /* calling */

mouse_limit(center max x,center max y); P calling */
read_pixelO; P calling */

P box drawer(center max x,center max_y); calling */
laplacian_fun0; P calling */

keep half side=half side;
if(bad_box ==1)
{
adj_box loop:

big_box(center max x,center max_y); P Calling */
read_pixel(); P calling */
find_max0; P calling */
central_max(); P calling */
mouselimit(center max_x,center_max_y); P calling */
box drawer(center max x,center max_y); P calling */
read_pixelo; P calling */



laplacian_fun(); P calling */
if(bad_box==1)

goto adj_box loop; P With new box! */

half side=keep half side; P return to the initial size */
box side=(half side*2)+1;

half side = last half side; /* Turn to the last value */
if(yellow_flag ==1)

{
_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1); P last viewport */

_settextwindow(10,1,rows,cols); /* last window */
clearscreen( _GVVINDOW );
setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);

settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols);
_settextposition(5,1);

printf("Function: chi_fft ");
_settextposition(6,1);

printf("spot # : %d",spot no);
_settextposition(7,1);

prinff("slope:%f , intercept: %f ",a,b);
message_board(8,spot no,0,0); P calling */

}
if(spot is == GOOD) P There is a strong spot */

{
spot_x[suffix][spot no]= center max x; /*predict x[spot no]; */
spot_y[suffod[spot_no]=center max_y; P predict y[spot_no]; */
auto_add(spot no); P calling */

}
if(yellow flag ==1)

message_board(9,spot no,0,0); P calling */
hit key=(kbhit()); /*watch the keyboard*/

if(hit key !=0) P the key is hitted */
{

see_key= (getchQ);
switch (see_key)

{
case 0:

see_key=(getch());

return;
}
/*

}
}

if(see_key==63)
{
yellow flag=0;
break;

}
if(see_key==64)

{
yellow flag=1;
break;

}

N [0,63] =F5 key */

P [0,64] =F6 key */

void auto_add(int spot no)
*/
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{

extern int keep_spot_no[21],alive_spot[21];
int c;
r To add a spot with ID number equal to spot no, between 1 to total_spot: */

keep spot no[spot no] =0;
drop suffix[spot no]=0;
alive_spot[spot no]=1; P It is alive now */

predict x[spot no]= 0;
predict_yispot noj= 0;
space_x[spot no]=0;
space_y[spot no]=0;
message_board(120,spot no,0,0); /* calling */

return;
}

void message_board(int mes_no,int mes_data_a,int mes_data_b,int mes_data_c)

extern int yellow flag;
char ch,txt[80];
int i,c;
switch(mes_no)

{
case 1:

_setviewport(0, yheight-2,xwidth-1,yheight-1); P A viewport to cover the top of screen.*/
settextwindow(rows,1,rows,cols); P A text window within the viewport

boundaries.*/
_settextposition(24,40);

prinff("There is a free mouse!! ");
break;

case 2:
_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1); P last viewport*/

_settextwindow(10,1,rows,cols); /* last window */
clearscreen( _GWINDOW );
setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);

_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols);
settextposition(5,1);

prinff("Function: jumping_mouse ");
_settextposition(6,1);

prinrspot # : %d",mes_data_a);
_settextposition(7,1);
prinff("Image #: %d",suffix);

_settextposition(8,1);
printrspot x: %d",spot x[suffix][mes_data_a]);

_settextposition(9,1);
printfCspot_y: %d",spot_y[suffix][mes_data_a]);

_settextposition(10,1);
printf(" Strike any key to continue..");
c=getch();

break;
case 3:
setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1); P last viewport */

_settextwindow(10,1,rows,cols); P last window */
_clearscreen( _GWINDOW );
_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);



_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols);
settextposition (5,1);

_settextposition(6,1);

_settextposition(7,1);

_settextposition(8,1);

printrFunction: auto_drop ");

prinffCspot # : %d",mes_data_a);

prinff("Number of dropping: %d",no_of drop[mes_data_a]);

printf("The spot is weak in image #: %d",suffix);
_settextposition(9,1);
i=no_of drop[mes_data_a];

printfrdrop spot x: %d",drop spot x[mes_data_a][i]);
_settextposition(10,1);
printrdrop_spoty: %d",drop_spot_y[mes_data_a][i]);

_settextposition(11,1);
prinff(" Strike any key to continue..");
c=getch0;

break;
case 4:

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1); P last viewport *1
_settextwindow(10,1,rows,cols); /* last window /

clearscreen( _GWINDOW );
setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheig ht-1);

_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols);
settextposition (5,1);

_settextposition (6,1);

_settextposition(7,1);

_settextposition(8,1);

c= getchQ;
break;

case 5:
_settextposition(9,1);

_settextposition(10,1);

_settextposition(11,1);

_settextposition(12,1);

c=getcho;
break;

case 6:
_settextposition(13,1);

_settextposition(14,1);

_settextposition (15,1);

settextpositio n (16,1) ;

prinff("Function: chi fit ");

printf("spot # : %d",mes_data_a);

printf("Delta X: %d",mes_data_b);

printrDelta Y: %d",mes_data_c);

prinff("Ave = total ave. / # of counting ");

printf("# of the delta x: %d",mes_data_a);

prinff(Sum delta X: %d",mes_data_b);

prinff("Sum_delta Y: %d",mes_data_c);

printf("Here! ");

printf("Average_delta X: %d",mes_data_a);

printrAverage_defta Y: %d",mes_data_b);
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prinff("Total counting: %d",mes_data_c);
_settextposition(17,1);

printf(" Strike any key to continue..");
c=getch();

break;
case 7:

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);
_settextwindow(11,41,rows,cols);

clearscreen( _GVVINDOW );
setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);

settextwindow(11,41,rows,cols);
_settextposition(10,1);
prinff(" In Least square:");

_settextposition(11,1);

_settextposition (12,1);

_settextposition(13,1);

printf("Sum X : %d",mes_data_a);

prinff(Sum Y : %d",mes_data_b);

prinff("ndata: %d",mes_data_c);
c=getch0;

break;
case 7777:

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);
_settextwindow(11,41,rows,cols);
_clearscreen( _GININDOW );
_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheig ht-1);

_settextwindow(11,41,rows,cols);
prinff("I have problem with spot # %d",mes_data_a);
sprintf(txt, "l have problem with spot # %d",mes_data_a);

_settextposition(14,5);
_settextco I o r(12);

_outtext(txt);
_settextposition (15,5);
prinff("WAIT!");

sleep(3.0);
break;

signal_beep(2); r calling *1
/* calling *1

case 8:
_settextposition(8,1);

prinffClt dropped in image #: %d",drop_suffpc[mes_data_a]);
_settextposition(9,1);
prinffrpredict x: %d",predict x[mes_data_a]);

_settextposition (10,1);
prinff("predict Y: %d",predict_y[mesdata_a]);

_settextposition(11,1);
prinffCspace_x : %d",space_x[mes_data_a] );

_settextposition (12 ,1) ;
print[(" Strike any key to continue..");
c=getch0;

break;
case 9:

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1); P last viewport *1
_settextwindow(10,1,rows,co Is); P last window *1

_clearscreen( _GWIN DOW );
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_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);
_settextwindow(10,41,rows, cols);

_settextposifio n (5,1);
printrFunction:chi_fit ");

settextposition(6,1);
prinff("After fitting: ");

_settextposition(7,1);
prinff("Image #: %d", suffix);

_settextposition(8,1);
printf("spot # : %d",mes_data_a);

_settextposition(9,1);
prinff("Spot x: %d", spot x[suffix][mes_data_a]);

_settextposition(10,1);
printrSpot_y: %d", spot_y[suffix][mes_data_a]);

_settextposition(11,1);
printf(" Strike any key to continue..");

c=getch0;
break;

case 10:
_clearscreen( _GCLEARSCREEN );
printf("You need a VGA graphic card.\n");
signal_beep(2); /* calling */

break;
case 11:

_clearscreen( _GCLEARSCREEN );
_setviewport(0,0,xwidth-1,144); P A viewport to cover the top of screen.*/
_settextwindow(1,1,10,cols); P A text window within the viewport boundaries.`/
_settextposition(1,1);

printf( "(Press both mouse L & R buttons simultaneously to EXIT)\n" );
printf(" **** F6 -> Start debugging F5 -> Stop debugging "" ");
prinffNKEYS:: [4-1 & [] keys = To change the size of mouse-box. " );printrn Mouse_right key = To choose high [image frame] number.");printrn Mouseleft key = To choose low [image frame] number.");
printf("\n TAB key = To show the map of pixels values.");

printrn Z key = Auto processing. ");
prinffnnDuring auto processing: SPACE BAR ->[to pause & map] Fl ->[to add/drop spots]");

sprintf(txt," Fl ");
_settextposition(8,54);
_settextcolor(14);
_outtext(txt);

break;
case 12:

break;
case 13:

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);
settextwindow(11,41,rows,cols);
clearscreen( _GVVINDOW );

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);
_settextwindow(11,41,rows,cols);

_settextposition(4,2);
printf("The output file : ");

sprintf(bct,"%s ",outfile);
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_settextposition(5,2);

_settextcolor(11);
_outtext(bct);

break;
case 14:

sprinff(bct,"Now, put the mouse box on the center of the sample in image::");
_settextposition(10,2);
_settextcolor(11);

outtext(bct);
sprinff(bd,"Next: Type : S ");

_settextposition (10,65);
_settextcolor(13);

outtext(Ixt);
break;
case 15:

sprinff(bct,"Please hit the Z key ");
settextposition(11,40);
settextco lor(14);

_outtext(bct);
break;

case 20:
clearscreen(_GCLEARSCREEN );

_setviewport(0,0,xwidth-1,200); P A viewport to cover the top of screen */
_settextwindow(1,1,20,cols); P A text window within the viewport boundaries.*/
sprinff(bct,"Notices:" );

_settextposition(2,2);
_settextcolor(10);

outtext(bct);
sprintf(txt, "Did you store all of the input experimental data, in the LEEDPORT directory ?");

settextposition(3,2);
_settextcolor(11);

_outtext(ixt);
sprintf(txt,"You need a sequence of images.");

_settextposition(4,2);
_settextcolor(11);

_outtext(bct);
sprintf(txt,"The step voltage must be lower than 6 volt.");

settextposition(5,2);
_settextcolor(11);

_outtext(txt);
sprinff(td,"Any output data will go to the LEEDPORT directory.");

settextposition(6,2);
settextcolor(11);

_outtext(txt);
sprintf(txt, "The DATA capacity of this saftware is:");

_settextposition(7,2);
_settextcolor(12);
outtext(bct);

sprinff(bct,"Maximum number of images: 50');
settextposition(8,6);
_settextcolor(12);
outtext(bct);

sprintf(txt, "Maximum number of chosen spots: 20");
settextposition (9,6);
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_settextcolor(12);
_outtext(td);

sprintf(txt,"Maximum size of the mouse box: 25 X 25 pixels");
_settextposition (10,6);

settextcolor(12);
outtext(bct);

break;
case 21:

_settextposition (16,2);
prinff( " Ok, please type again ");

signal_beep(1); P calling */
break;

case 22:
sprintf(txt, "Please wait, let me get number of images under this name.");

_settextposition(18,2);
_settextcolor(2);

_outtext(txt);
break;

case 23:
_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);
_settextwindow(11,41,rows,cols);
_clearscreen( _GWINDOW );
_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);
_settextwindow(11,41,rows,cols);

_settextposition(4,1);
printf( *** INSUFFICIENT MEMORY ***W);
signal_beep(2); P calling */

break;
case 24:
_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);
settextwindow(11,41,rows,cols);

_clearscreen( _GININDOW );
setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);

_settextwindow(11,41,rows,cols);
settextposition(4,1);
printfC*** FILE CAN'T BE OPENED ***\n");
signal_beep(2); ' calling */

break;
case 25:

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);
_settextwindow(11,41,rows,cols);
_clearscreen( _GWINDOW );
_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheig ht-1);
_settextwindow(11,41,rows,cols);

_settextposition(4,1);
prinff(" *** FILE I/O ERROR ***\n");
signal_beep(2); P calling */

break;
case 26:

setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yh eight-1);
_settextwindow(11,41,rows,cols);

clearscreen( _GWINDOW );
_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheig ht-1);
_settextwindow(11,41,rows,cols);
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_settextposition(4,1);
printf("There are %d images in this directory.",mes data_a);
_settextposition(5,1);
printf(" But I will hold only 50 images.");

sleep(2.0); r calling */
break;

case 30:
break;

case 31:
_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);
_settextwindow(10,1,rows,cols);

_settextposition (box side +1,1);
_settextcolor(14);
_outtext("lf you are not staying on the writing area of the monitor ..;\n Mouse is tired!..

press one more time the TAB key. ");
break;

case 40:
setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1); P last viewport */

_settextwindow(10,1,rows,cols); r last window */
clearscreen( _GW1NDOW );

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);
_settextwindow(10,1,rows,cols);
_settextposition(5,5);

prinff("ERROR: I Couldn't create output fileAn");
signal_beep(2); P calling */

break;
case 50:

break;
case 60:

_setviewport(0,144,xwidth-1,yheight-1); /'last viewport*/
_settextwindow(10,1,rows,cols); /*last window */
clearscreen( _GWINDOW );

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1 ,yh eig ht-1);
settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols);

_settextposition(2,1);
prinffc************ Initial choosing: ***"***\n");

_settextposition(3,1);
printf(" Type C to Continue..\n");

_settextposition(4,1);
printf(" Type F Final, use for the last one. \n");

_settextposition(5,1);
printf("\n\n");

_settextposition(6,1);
printf (" ****** Any mistake ? ************ ");

_settextposition(7,1);
printf(" Type L to delete only the Last one..\n");
settextposition(8,1);
printf(" Type M Mistake,to delete All..\n");

_settextposition(9,1);
prinff("\n");
settextposition(10,1);

printf(" * * * *** 1,
break;

case 61:
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_setviewport(0,144,xwidth-1,yheight-1); r last viewport*/
_settextwindow(10,1,rows,cols); /*last window */
clearscreen( _GWINDOW );
setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheig ht-1);
settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols);

_settextposition(2,1);
printr**** ********1;
settextposition(3,1);

sprinff(txt,"** Add & Drop only during processing:** ");
_settextposition(4,1);
_settextcolor(13);

_outtext(txt);
settextposition(5,1);
printf("* Type A to add the new spot.. *");

_settextposition(6,1);
printf("" Type D to delete a specific spot*");
sprinff(txt," Type N No change, go back! *");

_settextposition(7,1);
_settextcolor(14);
outtext(bd);

_settextposition (8,1);
printfc* * *** *********1;

break;
case 62:

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1); /* last viewport */
_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols); I" last window */
clearscreen( _GVVINDOW );

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);
_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols);
settextposition(2,2);
prinff (" Now put the mouse box ");

_settextposition(3,2);
prinff (" on the next spot,");

_settextposition (4,2);
printf (" and hit the Z key.");

break;
case 63:

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1); r last viewport */
_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols); r last window */
clearscreen( _GININDOW );

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);
_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols);
sprintf(txt, "Sorry! this spot is very weak now,");
settextposition(10,4);

_settextcolor(11);
outtext(txt);

sprinff(td,"please choose another one. ");
_settextposition (11,4);

settextcolor(11);
_outtext(txt);
_settextposition(13,3);

printf("WAIT!");
sleep(2.0); I" calling */

break;
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case 64:
setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1); P last viewport */
_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols); P last window */
clearscreen( _GVVINDOW );

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheig ht-1);
_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols);
sprinff(td,"Sorry! You can not choose more than 20 spots.");

_settextposifion(10,3);
_settextcolor(12);

_outtext(txt);
_settextposition(12,3);

printf("WAIT! ");
sleep(3.0); P calling */

break;
case 65:

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1); P last viewport */
_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols); P last window */
clearscreen( _GWINDOW );

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheig ht-1);
_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols);
sprintf(txt, "Sorry! You did before.");
settextposition(10,3);
settextcolor(15);

_outtext(txt);
_settextposition(12,3);

prinff("WAIT!");
sleep(1.0); P calling */

break;
case 66:

_settextposition(17,2);
printf("OK, I did.");

break;
case 70:

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1); P last viewport */
_settextwindow(10,1,rows,cols); P last window */
clearscreen( _GININDOW );

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);
_settextwindow(10,1,rows,cols);
_settextposition(5,5);
prinff("ERROR: I couldn't find the [voltage & current data] file or directory. check the

directoryAn");
signal_beep(2); P calling */

break;
case 80:

sprinff(bct,"Strike the SPACE BAR To continue ..");
settextposition (19,2);

_settextcolor(13);
outtext(td);
break;

case 81:
_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1); P last viewport */

_settextwindow(10,1,rows,cols); P last window */
clearscreen( _GWINDOW );

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheig ht-1);
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_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols);
sprinff(tict,"To ADD a new spot:");

_settextposition(2,1);
_settextcolor(12);

_outtext(txt);
_settextposition(3,1);

prinff( " Put the Mouse box on the new spot.");
_settextposition(4 ,1);

prinff( " Type Z ");
sprintf(txt, "For the DROP, only type Z.");
settextposition(5,1);

_settextcolor(10);
_outtext(txt);

break;
case 90:

_outtext( "Error: can't register fonts" );
signal_beep(2); /* calling */

exit( 1 );
break;

case 91:
_outtext( "Error: Can't get font information" );
signal_beep(2); P calling */

break;
case 110:

setviewport(0,144,xwidth-1,yheight-1); /"last viewport*/
_settextwindow(10,1,rows,cols); /*last window */

clearscreen( _GIMNDOW );
_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1 ,yh eig ht-1);

_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols);
sprinff(bct," I dropped the spot # %d ",mes_data_a);
settextposition(10,1);

settextcolor(12);
outtext(bct);
settextposition(12,3);

prinff("WAIT!");
sleep(1.0); P calling */

break;
case 111:

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1); P last viewport */
_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols); /* last window */

_clearscreen( _GWINDOW );
_setviewpo rt(0,145,xwidth-1 ,yh eig ht-1);

_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols);
sprintf(txt,"There is only one spot alive,");

_settextposition(12,1);
settextcolor(12);

outtext(bd);
_settextposltion(14,3);

prinff("WAIT!");
signal_beep(1); P calling */
sleep(2.0); P calling */

break;
case 120:

_setviewport(0,144,xwidth-1 ,yheight-1); /'last viewport*/



_settextwindow(10,1,rows,co Is); /"last window */
clearscreen( _GWINDOW );

_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheig ht-1);
_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols);

sprintf(lxt," I added the spot # %d ",mes_data_a);
settextpositio n(10,1);
_settextcolor(10);
outtext(txt);

signal_beep(1); r calling */
_settextposition(12,1);

prinff(WAIT!");
sleep(1.0); r calling */

break;
case 200: r Debugging */

_setviewport(0,144,xwidth-1,yheight-1); /'last viewport*/
_settodwindow(10,1,rows,cols); /*last window */

_clearscreen( _GWINDOW );
_setviewport(0,145,xwidth-1,yheight-1);
_settextwindow(10,41,rows,cols);

_settextposition(2,1);
prinffCspot x: %d ",spot x[suffix][mes_data_a1);
settextposition(3,1);
printfrspot y: %d ",spot_y[suffix][mes_data_a]);
settextposition(4,1);
prinff("max_pixel: %d ",max_pixel);

break;
default:

break;

return;
}
1*

)

void sleep(float wait)
{

float old_time,new time; r type of variables */
old_time=new time=0;
old_time=clock0;
/'The constant CLK_TCK, defined in time.h, is the number of ticks per second*/
while ((new time- old_time)/CLK_TCK < wait)

{
new time=clock0;

}
return; P no value returned*/

}r
int check_spot(int x mouse,int y mouse )
{
extern int total_spot,center max x, center max y,from_frame_no;
int i,j=0;

mouse_limit( x mouse,y_mouse);
read_pixel(); P Calling */

find_max(); P calling */r central_max(); Calling */
central_max(); r calling */

P calling */

*/

*1
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for(j=suffix; j >= from_frame_no;j)
{

for(i=1;i< total_spoti++)
{

if(spot xlj][]==center_max x && spoty0F1==center max_y)
return 1; r You choose the same spot */

}

}
first spot x[total_spot]=center max x; P Location of the first spot, for numbering. */
first_spot_y[total_spot] =center max_y;

mouselimit(center max x,center max y); P calling */
read_pixelO; P calling */
laplacian_fun0; /* calling */

keep_half side=half side;

return 0;
}

1*

if(bad_box ==1)
{
adj_box loop:
big_box(center_max x,center_max_y);

P Calling */
read_pixelO; /* calling */
find_maxO; P calling */
central_maxO; /* calling */
mouselimit(center max x,center max_y); /* calling */
box_drawer(center_max_x,center_max_y); /* calling */
read_pixel0; r calling */
laplacian_fun(); /* calling */

if(bad_box==1)
goto adj_box loop; P With new box! */

}
half side=keep_half side; P return to the initial size */

box side=(half side*2)+1;

void roman_arabic_no(void)
{
extern int total_spot;

_settextposition(10,42);
printf( Please look at the map of Spots. ");

_settextposition(11,42);
printf(" 1=1, 11=2, 111=3, IV=4 ");

_settextposition(12,42);
printf(" V=5, VI=6, VII=7, V111=8 ");

_settextposition(13,42);
printf(" IX=9, X=10, XI=11, XII=12 ");

_settextposition(14,42);
prinff("XIII=13, XIV=14, XV=15, XVI=16 ");

_settextposition(15,42);
prinff("XVII=17, XVIII=18, XIX=19, XX=20 ");

_settextposition(17,42);
printf(" The last spot # : %d ",total spot);

return;
}

*1
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/* ,.., Functions: *,.., /int laplacian_funo P Modified */
{
/* This function looks for edge of a spot (intense values) by using

the Laplacian operator (the high pass digital filter) inside a square
array and symmetrically eleminates the scatter pixels.
Using the Laplacian operator for 8 neighborhood pixels :*1

extern int kpv[SIZE][SIZELlaplacian[SIZE][SIZE];
extern float curr[51];
extern double nor intensity;
extern int suffix,keep_spot is,spot is ;
int ii=0,start i=0,stop_i=0,start_j=0, stop j=0;
int half box side=0;
int pixel_value[SIZE][SIZE]={0};
int *ptr pvalue[SIZE][SIZE];
int last box_side=0;
int lapx,lapy,lapxd,lapyd;
int i,j,k,kk,c,on_off output;
int s_min_nw,s_min_ne,s_min_sw,s min se;
int b_min_nw,b_min_ne,b_min_sw,b min_se;
int b max nw,b max ne,b max sw,b max se;
int s_max,min_max ;
int this color;
/* */
unsigned long

total sum spot_gray,total_sum_backgr_gray, total _num_spot,total_num_backgr,box value;
unsigned long sum_spot_gray,num_spot,sum_backgr_gray,num_backgr;
double ave_backgr,intensity,total_intensity,ave_bacicgrilag,ave_spotilag;
float ave_b_nw,ave_b ne,ave_b sw,ave_b_se;
char txt[80],title[80],part head[25],get sl;
float changefactor=0;

total_sum_spot_gray=total_sum_backgr_gray=total_num_spot=total_num_backgr=box value=0;
sum_spot_gray=num_spot=sum_backgr_gray=num_backgr=0;
ave_backgr=intensity=totalintensity=ave_bacicgr flag=ave_spot flag=0;
ave_b_nw=ave_b ne=ave_bsw=ave_b se=0;
norintensity=0;
on_off output=0;
spot is = GOOD; P GOOD -> 1*/

box side=(half side * 2)+1;
P To reserve the original array: .1
i=j=0;
for(=1;i<box side+1;i++)

{
for(j=1;j<box side+1;j++)

{

pixel_value[i][0=kpv[i]a]; P We can not use direct pointer to the originalvalues!*/
ptr_p_value[i]ll] =&pixel_value[iM];

}
}

lap_box_hole_smoothing( ptr_p value); P calling */
P Using the Laplacian operator for 16 neighborhoods of each pixel: */

/* Note: between the box side > 3,(box side-1) */
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i=j=k=0;
for (ii =35 <box_side-1; i++)

{
for 0=3;j<box_side-1 j++)

{
lapx=lapy=lapxd=lapyd=0;

lapx =*ptr_p_valueD-2E] + *ptr p_value0-1a - (4 * *ptr_pvalue0E) +*ptr pvalue[ +1][j]+
*ptr_pvalue 0+2][j];
lapy = *ptr_p value015-21+ *ptr_p value[0-1) - (4* *ptr_p value0M) + *ptrp value 0E+11+
*ptr_p value 010+21;
lapxd =*ptr pvalue[-2]0+2]+*ptr_p value[0]0+11 - (4 * *ptrp value[][]) + *ptr pvalue
0+110-1]+*ptr_p value [ +2]fi-2];
lapyd =*ptr pvalue0+2M+2J+ *ptr_pvalue0+1W+1] - (4 * *ptr pvalue0M}) + *ptr pvalue
[1-1]11-11+*ptr_p_value 0-40-2];
laplacianffil =lapx +Iapy + lapxd +lapyd ;

}
}
P Normalization of background & spot: *1

i = j=0;
for (i =1; i <box_side+1; i++)

{
for (j= 1;j <box_side+1 ; j++)

{
if (laplacian[][jj] > 0) r > 0 (Or= 0), 0 is used for the background */

laplacian0M] = 0;
if (laplacian[]fl] < 0) /* < 0 , 1 is used for the spot */

laplacianta = 1;
)

I
/* */
lap_sweep(ptr p_value); /*calling*/
lap_box_hill_smoothing(ptr p value); /*calling*/
lap_edgetimit conditional(ptr p_value); rcalling*/
lap_sweep(ptr_p_value); /*calling*/

lap_min_max(&s_max,ptr_p_value,&s_min_nw4b max nw,&b_min_nw,&s_min_ne,&b_max_ne,
&b_min_ne,&s_min_sw,&b_max sw,&b_min_sw,&s_min_se,&b_max se,&b_min_se);
lap_covering_frame(b_max_nw,b_max ne,b_max sw,b_max se,ptr_p_value);

/*calling*/
lap_spot hole_recover(ptr_p value); /*calling*/

lap_min_max(&s max,ptr_p value,&s_min_nw,&b_max nw,&b_min_nw,&s_min_ne,&b_max_ne,
&b_min_ne,&s_min_sw,&b_max sw,&b_min_sw,&s_min_se,&b_max se,&b_min_se);lap adjust boundary (ptr p_value); /*calling */lap_sweep(ptr p value); r'calling*/
lap_defect cell(ptr p value); rcalling */
lap_final_boundary (ptr_p value); P calling*/

lap_min_max(&s_max,ptr p_value,&s_min_nw,&b_max_nw,&b_min_nw,&s_min_ne,&b_max ne,
&b_min_ne,&s_min_sw,&b_max sw,&b min_sw,&s_min_se4b max se,&b_min_se);

I* r**** * * * *** * *** **** end of the out- image processing * *** */
bad_box=0;
if(keep_spot is ==BAD) P Doesn't change the box size if the previous spot was weak, stopchange of the box center */

bad_borilap_size_box check(ptr p_value); P calling */
if(bad_box ==1 && half side !=12)
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return on_off output ;

bad_box=0;r Comparing with the original input:
i = j=k=kk=box value= 0;
for(i=1 ;i<box_side+1;i++)

{
for(j=1 j<box side+1j++)

{
k=(kpv[0] - *ptr pvalue[i] UD;
box value=box value+kpv[]g];

kk=kk+k;
}

*/

}
change_factor=(float)(kk*100.0)/((float)box value);

sprintf(txt," \n The per cent of changing from the original input: %3.3f ",change_factor);
/* Calc. of spot intensity : *1

half box side=ceil(box side/2);
for(ii=1;ii<=4;ii++)

{

start i=stop_i=start j=stop j=0;
if(ii==1) r NVV*/

{
start i=1;
stop i= half box side;
start j=1;
stop j= half box side;

}
if(i==2) P NE*/
{

start i=1;
stop i= half box side;
start ) =half box side+1;
stop j= box side;

a
if(ii==3) P SW */

{
start i= half box side+1;

stop_i= box side;
start j= 1;
stop j= half box side;

}
if(ii==4) /*SE*/

{
start_i=half box side+1;
stop_i= box side;
start ) =half box side+1;

stop j= box side;
a

i=j=0;
sum_spot_gray=num_spot=sum_backgr_gray=num_backgr=0;
ave_backgr=intensity=0;
for( =start i;i<=stop_i;i++)

{
for(j=start jj<=stop jj++)
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{

if(laplacian[][j] ==1) r Spotr/
{

sum_spot_gray = sum_spot_gray + *ptr pvalue[]li];
num_spot 4=1;

}
if(laplacian[]G] ==0) r Background! * /

{
sum_backgr_gray = sum_backgr_gray + *ptr pvalueDEL
num_backgr 4=1;

}
)

}
if(num_backgr==0)

num_backgr=1;
if(num_spot ==0)

num_spot=1;
ave_backgr = (double)(sum_backgr_gray /num_backgr);
intensity = (double) sum_spot_gray - (ave_backgr * (double)num_spot);
total_intensity=total jntensity + intensity;
r Informations: */

total_sum_spot_gray = total_sum_spot_gray + sum_spot_gray;
total_sum_backgr_gray = total_sum_backgr_gray +sum_backgr_gray;
total_num_spot = total_num_spot + num_spot;
total_num_backgr= total_num_backgr + num_backgr;
switch®

{
case 1:

ave_b nw = (float)ave_backgr;
break;

case 2:
ave_b_ne = (float)ave_backgr;

break;
case 3:

ave_b_sw = (float)ave_backgr;
break;

case 4:
ave_b se = (tloat)avebackgr;

break;
}

} r ii LOOP */
/* To adjust the current : i= i/i_max */
nor intensity = (total_intensity * max curr) /curr[suffix1;r Evaluation of Spot: */

i=j=0;
sum_spot_gray=num_spot=sum_backgr_gray=num_backgr=0;
for(i=2;i<box side;i++) ri=j=2, We do not use the box frame*/

{
for(=2;j<box side;j++)

{
if(laplacian[](j] ==1) P Spot! * /
{

sum_spot_gray = sum_spot_gray + *ptr_p_value[ilffl;
num_spot +=1;
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}
if(laplacian[i]J] ==0) P Background! * /
{
sum_backgr_gray = sum_backgr_gray + *ptr pvalue[i][j];
num_backgr +=1;
}

}
}

if(num_backgr==0)
num_backgr=1;

if(num_spot ==0)
num_spot=1;

ave_backgr flag = (double)sum_backgr_gray /(double)num_backgr;
ave_spot flag = (double)sum_spot_gray /(double)num_spot;

if( ( ave_spot flag - ave_backgr flag) < 2.50)
{
spot is = BAD; rspot_is = BAD > Weak spot */

}
keep spot is=spot is; r know the spot is weak or stong for the bad box. */r .1

last box side = box side;
rif(on_off output==1)
{

final_file_output( ptr_p_value,ave_spot flag,ave_backgr flag,total_num_spottotal_num_backgr,

total_sum_spotgray,total_sum_backgr_gray,total_intensity,ave_b_nw,ave_b_ne,ave_b_sw,ave_
b_se,box value, change_factor);

fclose( ptr outfile);
} *1

return on_off output;
}
1*

void lap_sweep(int *get ptr_p value[SIZE]PIZED
{
int this_color,c;
int i,j,defect no;
int island;
int short out;
char title[80];

i=j=defect no=0;
for(i=2; i <box side; i++)

{
for(j= 2;j <box side ; j++)

{

*1

island =0;
island= laplacian[i-1] 0-1]+laplacian[i-1]al+laplacian[-1][j+1]+

laplacian[110-1j+laplacianE+11+1aplacianD+11g-11+
laplacian[1+1]CJ] +laplacian[ +1][j +1];
if (laplacian[i][j] ==1 && island == 7 )

defect no-H-; P Is there only one defect cell in the box?*/

}
}

i=j=0;
for(i=3; i <box_side-1; i++)
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{

for(j= 3;j <box side-1 ; j++)
{

island =0;
island=laplacianli-2111-21+1aplacian[i-2I-1]+laplacian[-2]gj+
laplacianF2E+11+1aplacian[F2][j +2]+laplacianp-110-21+
laplacianli-1M-1Haplacianii-11 f17 +laplacian[i-1]0+11+
laplacian[i-11[jj +2]+laplacian[i]D-2]+laplacianE-11+
laplacian[0+1]+laplacian[]D+2J+laplacian[i+1]ll-2]+
laplacianti+1M-11+1aplacianji+1}DHaplacian[ +1]11+11+
laplacian[i+1]G +2]+laplacian[i+2]0-21+1aplacian[i+2M-11+
laplacianD+2][j]+laplacian[ +2][j+1]+laplacian[i+40+2];

if (laplacian[i][j] ==1 && island < 8 && defect no !=1 )
laplacian[]E] = 0;
}

}
return;
}
tk *1

void lap adjust boundary (int *get_ptr pvalue[SIZE][SIZED
{
extern int laplacian[SIZE][SIZE1;
int s_min_nw,s_min_ne,s_min_sw,s min_se;
int b_min_nw,b_min_ne,b_min_sw,b_min_se;
int b_max nw,b_max_ne,b_max sw,b_max se;
int ii=0,start_i=0,stop_i=0,start j=0, stop j=0;
int temp_b_max=0,temp s_min=0,temp_b_min=0;
int s_max,half box side;
int this_color,c;
int i,j,no_loop,noum;
int island,island_x;
int short out,new change;
char title[80],term_head[5];
i = j =no_loop=noum=new change=0;
half box side=ceil(box side/2);

for(ii=1;ii<=4;ii++)
{

lap min_max(8a_max,get ptr_p value,&s_min_nw,&b_max_nw,&b_min_nwAs_min_ne,&b_max
_ne,&b_min_ne,&s_min_swAb max sw,&b min_sw,&s_min_se,&b_max se,&b_min_se);

temp_b_max=0;
if(ii==1) /* NW */

{
start i=2;
stop i= half box side+1;
start j=2;
stop j= half box_side+1;
temp b max= b max nw;

temp_s_min= s_min_nw;
}

if(ii==2) /* NE*/
{

start_i=0,stop_i=0,start j=0, stop j=0;
start i=2;
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stop i= half box side+1;
start ) =half box side+1;
stop j= box side-1;
temp b max= b max ne;

temp_s_min= s_min_ne;
}

if(1==3) P SW */
{

start i=0,stop i=0,start j=0, stop j=0;
start i= half box side+1;
stop i= box side-1;
start j= 2;
stop j= half box side+1;
temp_b_max= b_max sw;

temp_s_min= s_min_sw;
}

if(ii==4) rsev
{

start i=0,stop i=0,start j=0, stop j=0;
start i=half box side+1;

stop j= box side-1;
start ) =half box side+1;

stop j= box side-1;
temp_b_max= b_max se;

temp_s_min= s_min_se;
}

new_change=1;
while(temp_b_max>temp_s_min &&new_change==1)

{
i=j=0; P For specific case:'/

noloop++;
new_change=0;

for(i=start i;i<=stop j;i++)
{

for(j=start jj<=stop );j++)
{

island=0;
island_x=0;

island= laplacian[i-1n+laplacian[i][01+1aplacian[i+11h1+1aplacian[i][j +1];
island_x=laplacian[i-11[j -1]+laplacian[i-1][I +1]+laplacian[i+1]0-11+1aplacian[i+1M+11;

if(laplacian[H]==0 && temp_b_max > temp s_min && (island>=2 II island_x>=1) &&
*get ptr pvalue[][]]>= temp b_max)

{
laplacian[i][j]=1;
new change=1;

}
}

}
temp_b_max=temp b min=0;

lap_min_max(&s_max,get ptr p_value,&s_min_nw4b max nw,&b_min_nw,&s_min_ne,&b_max
_ne,&b min_ne,&s_min_sw,&b_max sw,&b_min_sw,&s_min_se,&b_max se,&b_min_se);
switch(ii)
{
case 1:



temp_b_max= b max nw;
temp_b_min= b_min_nw;

break;
case 2:

temp_b_max= b_max ne;
temp_b_min= b_max ne;
break;

case 3:
temp b_max=b_max_sw;

temp_b_min=b min_sw;
break;

case 4:
temp_b_max= b_max_se;
temp_b min= b_min_se;

break;
}

} I* while */
/* Next Part:

i=j=0;
for(i=start i;i<=stop i;i++)

{
for(j=start j.,j<=stop_j;j++)

{

island=0;
island=laplacian0-1E-1J+Iaplacian[i-1 ]gHaplacianll-110+1]+

laplacianDE-114-laplacian{i10+1]+laplacian[i+i]g-11+
laplaciang+1E-Flaplacianp+1]0+1];

if(laplacian[][j == 0 && island>=2 && rget_ptr_p value[fil == temp_s_min U
*get ptr_pvalue[i]D] == temp_b_max))

laplacian[01=1; P Any pbcel=s_min or b_max on the boundary belongs to Spot*/
)

*1
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}
temp_b_max=temp b_min=0;

lap_min_max(86 max,get_ptr_p_value,&s min_nw,&b_max nw,&b_min_nwo&s_min_ne,&b_max
_ne,&b_min_ne,&s_min_sw,&b_max sw,&b_min_sw,&s_min_se,&b_max_se,&b_min_se);
switch(ii)
{
case 1:

temp_b_max= b_max nw;
temp_b_min= b_min_nw;

break;
case 2:

temp_b_max= b_max ne;
temp_b_min= b_max_ne;
break;

case 3:
temp _b max=b max sw;

temp_b_min=b_min_sw;
break;

case 4:
temp_b_max= b_max se;
temp b_min= b_min_se;

break;
}
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/* Next Part: */
i=j=noum=0;

for(i=1; i <box_side+i; 1++)
{

fora= 1 j <box side+1 ; j++)
{

ifaaplacian[i]al==1 && *get ptr_p valueM1 >= temp_b_max)
Howmany good pixel? */

noum++;
}

}
i=j=0;

for( =start i;i<=stopi;i++)
{

fora=startj j<=stop_jj++)
{

island=0;
island=laplacian[i-1M-1HaplacianD-1M1+1aplacian[i-1M+1]+

laplacian[i]0-1]+ Laplacian[]g+1]+laplacian[i+1]0-1]+
laplacianD+1M1+1aplacian0+1M+1];

if(laplacian[][j] ==1 && island >=2 && noum>=10 && *get_ptr p_value[]U] <temp_b_max)
laplacian[01=0; P Any pixel<b_max on the boundary does not belong to Spot*/
}

}
} /* End of ii for */
return;
}
/* */
void lap_final_boundary (int *get ptr_pvalue[SIZE][SIZED
{
extern int laplacian[SIZE][SIZE];
int ij;
int island;
i=j=0;

for(i =4;i<box_side-2;i++) /* Important: to keep the loop out of the frame.*/
{

fora=4;j<box_side-2j++)
{

island=0; P Island is [ +] shape but comparing with 8 neighbors. */
island=laplacian0-1Thl+laplacian[i+1M+

laplacian[i]a-11+1aplacian[]fi+11;
if(island >=1 && laplacianD111] == 0)

{
if(laplacian[i-1]p -1] ==1 && *get_ptr pvalue[]a] >= *get ptr pvalue[i-1][j-11)

laplacian[](j]=1;
if(laplacianp-1a ==1 && *get ptr pvalue[]al >= *get ptr pvalue[ -1][j] )

laplacian[][] =1;
if(laplacianD-110+1] ==1 &&*getstr_pvalue[i][j] >= *getptr p_valueD-1E+1] )

laplacian[]a]=1;
if(laplaciangj[j -1] ==1 && *get ptrp value[iN >= *getptr_p_value[][] -1] )

laplacian[i][j] =1;
if(laplacian[][j +1] ==1 && *get ptr_pvalueffl >= *get ptrpvalue[i]ll+11 )

laplacian[i][j]=1;
if(laplacian[i+1]a-1] ==1 &&*get_ptrp valuegj[j] >= *get_ptr_p_value[i+1M-11 )



laplacian[] fi]=1;
if(Iaplacian [i +1][j] ==1 && *get ptrpvalue[]p] >= *get ptr pvalue[ +1]0] )

laplacian[]]=1;
if(laplacian[i+1]D+1] ==1 && *get_ptr_p value[][j] >= *get_ptr_p_value[i+1]0+1] )

laplacian[]gj]=1;
} r First if-end */

}
}
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return;
}
/* */
void lap_min_max(int *ptrs max,int *get_ptr_p value[SIZE][SIZEI,
int *ptrsmin_nw,int *ptrbmax nw,int *ptrbmin_nw,int *ptrsmin_ne,int *ptrb_max_ne,int*ptrb_min_ne,int *ptr_s_min_sw,int *ptrbmax sw,int *ptrb_minsw,int *ptrsminse,int*ptr bmax se,int *ptr b_min_se)
{
extern int laplacian[SIZE][SIZELbox side;
int ij,s_max,half box side;
int s_min_nw,s min_ne,s_min_sw,s_min_se;
int b_min_nw,b min_ne,b_min_sw,b min se;
int b max nw,b max ne,b max sw,b max se;
int ave_nw,ave_ne,ave_sw,ave_se;
int temp_b_max ave=0,temp_s_min_ave=0;
long sum_b_max=0;
long num_pixel=0;
i=j= 0;
ave_nw=ave_ne=ave_sw=ave_se=0;
b_max nw=b_max ne=b_max sw=b max se=0; /* N */
s_min_nw=s_min_ne=s_min_sw=s_min_se=127; P W E */b min_nw=b min_ne=b_min_sw=b_min_se=127; P S */s_max = 0;
half box side=ceil(box side/2); P add +1 */
P NW */
for( =1;i<= half box side+1;i++) r ly+1 & Jx+1 */

{
for(j =1;j<=half box side+1;j++)

{
ifflaplacian[][i] ==0 && *get ptr_pvalue[][j] >= b_max_nw)

b_max nw = *get ptr_pvalue[][j];
sum_b_max=sum_b_max+ *get_ptr_pvalue[][j];
num_pixel++;

if(laplacian[]Di ==0 && *get ptr p value[]Cj] <= b min_nw)
b_min_nw = *get_ptr_pvaluegjg];

if(laplacian001==1 && *get ptr_p value[i]g] <= s_min_nw)
s_min_nw = *get_ptr p value[]G];

}
}
ave_nw= (sum_b max /num_pixel);

b_max_nw= b_max nw - ((b_max_nw - ave_nw)/2);
if(b_max_nw == ave_nw) P Special condition */

b_max nw=b_max_nw +1;
P NE

sum_b_max=num_pixel=0;
i=j=0; r ly & Jx*/

*1
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for( =1;i<=half box side+1 ;i++)
{

for(j= half box side+1;j<=box side j++) /* +1 "/
{
if(laplacian[] ffl ==0 && *get_ptr_p value[i]fil >= b_max ne)

b_max ne = *get ptr_p_value[i]bl;
sum_b_max=sum_b_max+ *get_ptr_pvalue[i]0];
num_pixel++;

if(laplacianjiThl ==0 &&*get_ptr_pvalue[]a] <= b min_ne)
b_min_ne = *get_ptr_pvalue[n;

if(laplacian[][j ==1 && *get_ptr pvalue[i]D] <= s_min_ne)
s_min_ne = *getptr j) value[]G];

}
}
ave_ne= ceil(sum_b_max Thum_pixel);
b_max_ne= b_max ne -ceil((b_max ne - ave_ne)/2);

if(b_max ne == ave_ne) P Special condition */
b_max ne=b_max ne+1;

/* SW *1
sum _b max=num_pixel=0;
i=j=0; I* ly+1 & Jx+1 */

for(i= half box side+1;i<=box_side ;i++)
{
for(j=1;j<=half box side+1 ;j + +) /* +1 */

{
if(laplacianUj[j] ==0 &&*get_ptr_p_value[in >= b_max_sw)

b_max sw = *get ptr pvalue[i]ffl;
sum_b_max=sum_b max+ *get ptr pvalue[]ffj;
num_pixel + +;

if(laplacian[i]ffl ==0 &&*get_ptr p_value010] <= b_min_sw)
b_min_sw = *get_ptr_p_value[][];

if(laplacian[i]fil ==1 && "get_ptr_p value[E] <= s_min_sw)
s_min_sw = *get_ptr_p_value[];

}
}
ave_sw= ceil(sum_b_max Mum_pixel);
b max sw= b_max sw -ceil((b_max sw - ave_sw)/2);
if(b max sw == ave_sw) P Special condition */
b max_sw=b_max sw+l;

P SE *1
sum_b_max=num_pixel=0;
i=j=0; /* ly & Jx */

forO= half box side+1;i<=box side ;i++)
{
for(j=half box side+1 j<=box sidej++)

{
if(laplacian[i][1] ==0 && *get ptr_p value[i][j] >= b_max se)

b_max se = *get_ptr_pvalueDE;
sum_b_max=sum_b_max+ *get_pt_pvalue[][j];
num_pixel++;

if(laplacian[][j] ==0 &&*get_ptr_pvalue[]bi <= b min_se)
b_min_se = *get_ptr pvalue[]p];

if(laplacianfiTh] ==1 && *get ptr_p_value[][j] <= s_min_se)
s_min_se = *get ptr pvalue[][j];



}

ave_se= ceil(surn_b_max Inum_pixel);
b_max se= b_max se -ceil((b max se - ave_se)/2);

if(b max se == ave_se) P Special condition */
b_max se=b_max_se+1;

/* */
i=j=0;

for(i=1;i<=box_side;i++)

for(j =1;j<=box sidezi++)

if(laplacian[i][j] ==1 && *get_ptr p value[i]g] >= s_max)
s_max = *get ptr_pvalue[in;

}

if(b_max nw ==0)
{

b_max_nw=1;
b_min_nw=1;

}
if(b_max_ne ==0)

{
b_max ne=1;

b_min_ne=1;
}

if(b_max sw ==0)
{

b_max sw=1;
b_min_sw=1;
}

if(b_max se ==0)
{

b max se=1;
b_min_se=1;

}
/*

*ptr s min_nw=s min_nw;
*ptr bmax nw=bmaxnw;
*ptr b_min_nw=bmin_nw;
*ptr s min_ne=s min_ne;
*ptr b max ne=bmax ne;
*ptr b min_ne=bmin_ne;
*ptr sminsw=s minsw;
*ptr b_max sw=bmax sw;
*ptr b min_sw=bmin_sw;
*ptrs_min_se=sminse;
*ptr b max se=bmax se;
*ptr_b_min_se=b_min_se;
*ptr smax=s_max;
return;
}
/*
void central_maxO

*1
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{
extern int xf_box,y1_box,kpv[SIZE][SIZE];
int i,j,island,max cell;
i = j =0;

max cell=0;
center max x=0;
center max_y=0;

for(i=2;i<box side;i++) P We keep the frame ''/
(
fora=2;j<box_skle;j++)

{
island =0;

island= kpv[-1][j-1] + kpv[ -1][j] + kpv[i-1]11+1]+
kpv[i][j-1] + kpv[i]al + kpv[i][1+1]+
kpv[i+1][j-1] + kpv[i+1][j] + kpv[i+1]fi+1];

if(sland >=max cell)
{
max cell=island;
center max_x=j+x1_box-1; P kpv[1][1]=kpv[x1_box][y1_box] */
center_max_y=i+y1_box-1;
}

}
)

return;
}
/* ,./
void lap defect cell(int*getptr_p value[SIZE][SIZED
{

int this color,c;
int i,j,defect no;
int island,big_island ;
int short out;
char txt[80],title[80];
P To eliminate a defect cell,for whole box: */

i=j=defect_no=0;
for(i=2; i <box side; i++)

{
fora= 2;j <box side ; j++)

{
island =0;
island=laplacian[-1]0-1]+laplacianD-1a+laplacianp-1M+1]+

laplacian[][0]+laplacian[i]ll+1 ] +laplacian[ +1]0-11+
laplacian[i+1][j] +laplacian[ +1][j +1];

if(laplacian[i][j] ==1 && island <= 8 && island >=6 )
defect no++; P Is there only one cell in the box?*/

}
)

i=j=0;
for (i=1; i <box side+1; i++)

{
for 6= 1;j <box side+1

{

big_island=0;

_I++)

island =0;
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island= laplacian[-1]li-1Haplacianp-1] -1]11+11+

laplacianlilli+1] +laplacianli+11[j +1] +laplacian[i+1]Gl+
laplacian[ +1]li-11+ laplacian[lili-1] ;

big_island=laplacian[i-2][j-2Haplacianli-40-11+1aplacianli-411+
laplacianli-2][j +1 Haplacianli-2M+2Haplacianli-1M-2]+
laplacianli--1M+2Haplacian[lili-2]+ laplacian[i]li+2]+
laplacianli+1]li-2]+laplacian[i+1]li+2]+laplacianli+210-2]+
laplacianli+21li-11+1aplacian[ +2]lij+laplacianli+21li+11+
laplacian[ +40+2];

if (laplacianlia ==1 && island ==0 )
laplacian[i]li] = 0;

if (laplacianlillij ==1 && big_island ==0 && island <8 && defect no !=1)
{

laplacian[lili] = 0;
laplacian[- 1][0] = 0;

laplacian[-1]li] = 0;
laplacian[i-1]0+1] = 0;

laplacian[]fi-1] = 0;
laplacian[]li+1] = 0;

laplacian[ +110-1] = 0;
laplacian[ +1][j] = 0;

laplacianli+1j11+1] = 0;
)

}
}
return;
)

/* *1

void lap_covering_frame(int b max nw,int b_max ne,int b_max_sw,int b_max_se,int
*get_ptr_p value[SIZE][SIZED
{
extern int box side,laplacian[SIZE][SIZE];
int i,j,half box side;
char title[80];
i = j= 0;

half box side=ceil(box side/2);
P Top of frame NW'/

for(i=1;i<3;i++)
(

forli=1 j<=half box side+1 j++)
{

if(*get_ptr_p value[]li] <=b_max_nw )
laplacianlillil = 0;

}

}
P Top of frame NE'/

for(i=1;i<3;i++)
{

forli=half box side+1;j<=box side;j++)
{

if(*get ptr p value[][j] <=b max ne )
laplaciangj11) = 0;

}
}
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i = j= 0; /* Bottom of frame SW*/
for(i=box side-1 ;i<box side+1;i++)

{
for(j=1;j<=half box_side+1;j++)

{
if(*get ptr p value[i]b] < =b max sw )

laplacian[i][1] = 0 ;
}

)
i = j= 0; r Bottom of frame SE*/
for(i=box_side-1;i<box_side+1;i++)

{
for(j=half box_side+1;j<box side+1;j++)

{
rget_ptr_pvalue[g] <=b max se )

laplacianpa = 0 ;
}

}

i = j= 0; r Left of frame NW */
for(i=1;i<=half box side+1;i++)

{
for(j=1;j<3;j++)

{
if(*get_ptr_pvalue0Th] <=b_max_nw )

laplacian[i]g] = 0;
}

}
i = j= 0; r Left of frame SW*/
for(i=half box_side+1;i<box side+1;i++)

{
for(j=1;j<3;j++)

{
ifrget ptr_p valuejia <=b_max_sw )

laplaciann] = 0;
}

}
i = j= 0; /* Right of frame NE*/
for(1=1;i<=half box side+1;i++)

{
for(j=box side-1 ;j<box side+1;j++)

{
ifrget ptr_pvalue[i][j] <=b_max ne )

laplacianffil = 0;
}

}
i = j= 0; /* Right of frame SE*/
for(i=half box_side+1;i<box side+1;i++)

{
for(j=box side-1 ;j<box side+1;j++)

{
rget ptr pvalue[ra <=b max se )

laplacian[i][j = 0;
}
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}
return;

}
/* */
void lap spot hole_recover(int*get ptrp value[SIZE][SIZED
{

P - Recovering of holes inside the spot: */
extern int box_side,laplacian[SIZE][SIZEI;
int i,j,noloop,add_new,island;
char title[80];
i=j=add_new=no_loop=0;
do

{
add_new =0;
no_loop++;

for(i=1;i<box side+1;i++)
{
for(j=1.,j<box side+1;j++)

{
island =0;

island=laplacian[i-fi[j -1]+laplacian[ -1][j] +laplacian[i-1]l +1]+
laplacian[i]11-11+1aplacian[i]D+11+1aplacianp+110-1]+
laplacian[ +1][] +laplacian[i+1]11+11;

if (laplacian[i]ll] == 0 && island >=6 ) P >0 A hole in the Spot ! */
{

laplacian[]U] =1;
*get_ptr_pvaluelijil] = *get_ptr_p value[-1]ij -1] + *get_ptr_p_valueri-1E+
*get_ptr_p_value[i-1]G +11 + *get_ptr_p value[][] -1]+
*get ptr_p value[]D+1] + *get_ptr p value[i+1]0-1]+

*getptr_p value[ +1]ffl+*get ptr_pvalue[ +1][j+1];
*get_ptr_p value[0] = ceilafloat)rget_ptr_p_value[i][i /8));

add_new = 1;
}

if (laplacian[] == 0 && island ==5 )
{

laplacian[][]] =1;
add_new =1;
}

}
}

} while ( add_new ==1);
return;
}
/* */
void lap_edge_limit_conditional(int *getptr_p value[SIZE][SIZED
{1.

Colecting outside boundries pixels equal to b max, if there
is not any pixels equal to b max on the background: *1

extern int box side,laplacian[SIZE][S1ZE];
int i,j,new change,yet,s_max,half box side;
int s_min_nw,s_min_ne,s_min_sw,s_min_se;
int b_min_nw,b_min_ne,b_min_sw,b_min_se;
int b_max nw,b max ne,b max sw,b_max se;

int ii=0,start i=0,stop i=0,startj=0, stop j=0,no_loop=0;
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int temp_b_max=0,temp_b_min=0;
int island,island_x;
char title[80],term_head[5];
half box side=ceil(box side/2);
for(ii=1;ii<=4;ii++)

{
no_loop=0;

if(ii==1) /* NW `/
{
start i=2;
stop i= half box side+1;
start j=2;
stopj= half box_side+1;
}
if(ii==2) r NE */
{
start i=2;
stop i= half box side+1;
start j=half box side+1;
stopj= box side-1;

}

if(ii==3) ' SW */
{
start i= half box_side+1;
stop i= box side -1;
start j= 2;
stopj= half box side+1;

}
if(i==4) I" SE */
{
start i=half box_side+1;

stop i= box side-1;
start j=half box side+1;

stopj= box side-1;
}
i=j=yet=new change=0;

while(yet ==0) P YET must be chose 0, not any extra loop! */
{

no_loop++;
temp_b_max=temp_b_min=0;

lap_min_max(8,s_max,get ptr_p_value,&s_min_nw,&b_max nw,&b_min_nw,&s_min_ne,&b_max
_ne,&b_min_ne,&s_min_sw,86_max sw,&b_min_swAs_min_se,&b_max_se,&b_min_se);
switch(i)
{
case 1:

temp_b_max= b_max nw;
temp_b_min= b_min_nw;

break;
case 2:

temp_b max= b_max ne;
temp_b_min= b_min_ne;
break;

case 3:
temp_b_max=b_max sw;
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temp_b min=b_min_sw;
break;

case 4:
ternp_b_max= b_max se;
temp_b_min= b min_se;

break;
}

for( =start i;i<=stop_i;i++)
{

fora=start_ jj<=stop j;j++)
{

P For background only*/

island=0;
island=laplacianD-1M-1Haplacian[i-1]0]+laplacian[i-1][j +1]+

laplacianDE-1]+laplacian[i]D+1] +laplacianD+11[j -1]+
laplacian[ +1]01+1aplacian[ +1]g+11;

if(laplacian[i]G] == 0 && island ==0 && *get_ptr_p value[]ll] == temp_b_max )
yet++; P Is there any pixel=b_max in the background? */

}
}

i=j=new_change=0;
for(i=start i;i<=stop_i;i++) P For background only*/

{
fora=start j;j<=stop_jj++)

{
island=0;
island_x=0;

island= laplacianD-1M1+1aplacian[7g-1] +laplacian[]0+1]+
laplacian[ +1][j];

island_x=laplacian[i-1][j -1]+ laplacian[ +1][j-1]+laplacianll+1M+1]+
laplacianD-1N+1];
island=island+island_x;

if(laplacianpa == 0 && (island>=3 II island_x >=1) && *get ptr_p_valueM >= temp_b_max )
{ P island>=2*/

laplacian[O]=1;
new change=1;

}
if(laplaciangth1==1 && *get_ptr_p valueMj< temp_b_max ) P No Island! */

{
laplacian[][]]=0;
new change=1;

}
}

}
if(ternp_b_min==temp_b_max)

break;
if(yet==0 && new change==0)

break;
} P end of the while*/

} r End of ii*/
return;
}r *1

void lap_box hole_smoothing(int*get_ptr_p_valuelSIZENSIZED
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{

extern int box sideJaplacian[SIZE][SIZE];
inti,j;
auto int pixel_22, pixel_23, pixel_24;
auto int pbcel_32, pbcel_34;
auto int pixel_42, pixel 43, pixel_44;
auto int island;
char title[80];

i=j=0;
for0=2;i<box side;i++) /* We keep the frame */

{
for(j=2;j<box side;j++)

{
pbcel_22 = pixel_23 = pbcel_24 = 0;
pixel_32 = pixel_34 = 0;
pixel_42 = pixel_43 = pixel_44 = 0;
island =0;

if ( *get ptr_p value[-110-1] > *getptr_p value[][])
pixel_22 =1;

if rget_ptr p value[F1][J > *get_ptr_pvalue[i][])
pixel_23 =1;

if rget_ptr p value[-1}0+1] > *get ptrp value[]]])
pixel_24 =1;

if (*get ptr p value[][] -1] > *get ptr pvalue[11111)
pixel_32 =1;

if rget_ptr pvalue[][] +1] > *get_ptr_p_value[]fij)
pbcel_34 =1;

if rget_ptrp value[ +1]0-1] > *get ptrp value[](]])
pixel 42 =1;

if (*get ptr pvalue[i+1][j > *get ptr pvalue[i]fij)
pbcel_43 =1;

if rget_ptr p value[ +1M+1] > *get ptr_p value[][jj])
pixel 44 =1;

island = island + pixel_22 + pixel_23 + pixel_24 ;
island = island + pixel_32 + pixel_34 ;

island = island + pixel_42 + plxel_43 + pixel_44 ;
if (island >6)

{
*get ptr_pvalue[][] = *get ptrpvalueri-1M-11+ *get ptrpvalue[i-1]W+

*get_ptr pvalue[-1][j+1] + *get ptr_pvalue[]g-1}+
*get_ptr pvalue[i]U+1] + *get_ptr_p value[i+1]0-11+

*get ptr p_value[ +1]11]+*get ptr pvalue[i+1]0+1];
*get_ptrpvalue[M1 = ceil((float)rget_ptr p_value[][] /8));

}
}

}
return;
}
1* *1

void lap_box hill_smoothing(int *get_ptr_pvalue[SIZE][SIZED{
extern int box side,laplacian[SIZE][SIZE];
int i , j , k;
auto int pixel_22, pixel_23, pixel_24;
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auto int pixel_32, pixel_34;
auto int pbcel_42, pixel_43, pixel_44;
auto int island;
char title[80];

i=j=k= 0;
for(i=2;i<box side;i++) r We keep the frame */
{
for(j=2;j<box sidej++)

pixel_22 = pixel 23 = pixel 24 = 0;
pixel_32 = pixel_34 = 0;
pixel 42 = pixel_43 = pixel_44 = 0;
island =0;

if (*get ptr_p_value[i-1][j -1) < *get_ptr_p_value[i]g])
pixel_22 =1;

if (*get ptrp_value[F1JD] < *get ptr pvalue[i] fI)
pixel_23 =1;

if (*get ptrp_value[i-1][j+1] < *get_ptr_p value[]hi)
pixel_24 =1;

if (*get ptrp_valueMO-1] < *get ptr p_value[iMJ)
pixel_32 =1;

if (*get ptr p_value[]D+1j < *getptr_pvalue[]p
pixel_34 =1;

if (*get ptr_pvalue[i+1]fj -11<*get_ptrp_value[]n
pixel_42 =1;

if (*getptr_p value[i+1]g1<*get_ptrp value[][]])
pixel_43 =1;

if (*get ptr pvalue[ +1M+1] < *get_ptr_p valueDE)
pixel_44 =1;

island = island + pixel_22 + pixel_23 + pixel_24 ;
island = island + pixel_32 + pixel_34 ;
island = island + pixel_42 + pixel_43 + pixel_44 ;

if (laplacianDIM ==0 && island ==8) r On the background */

*get_ptr p value[]] = *get ptr_p value[i--1][j -11+ *get_ptrp value[- 1][j]+
*get_ptr_p_valueri-1E+1] + *getptrp value[][] -1]+
*get_ptr pvalue[i]p+1] + *get_ptr_p_value[i+1][0]+

*get_ptr_p_value[ +1]0]+*get ptrp_value[ +1]0+1];
*get_ptr pvalueriThl = ceil((float)(*get_ptr p_value[i][j] /8));

}
}

}
return;
}

1*

int lap_size_box check(int*get_ptr pvalue[SIZE][SIZED
{
extern int boxside,laplacian[SIZE][SIZE];
int i,j,bad_box;
i=j=bad_box=0;
for(i=1;i<=box side;i++)

{
for(j=1;j<=box side;j++)

{



}
return bad_box;

}
r

if(laplacian[7Ci] ==1 )
(
if0<3 II Nbox side -2) II j<3 II Nbox_side-2))

bad_box=1;
if(box side==23 && bad_box==1) r To avoid infinit loop! */

bad_box=0;
}

}

END *1
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1*

Name:
Type:
Language:
Video
Program list:
Description:

Update: Julyl 1996 Author: Jahansooz Toofan
ReadLEED.0
Original module
Microsoft Quick C version 2.5
VGA 16-Color mode

To convert the AnaLEED.0 output into new format.

# include <io.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <graph.h>
#define spot 22
#define image 52
main()
{
FILE *in_fptr,*out fptr1,*out fptr2 ;
char file_name[30],buf[81];
int x store[spot][magdy store[spot][mage];
int xx store[spot],yy store[spot],ff store[spotss_store[spotj;
float volt store[image],intens_store[spot][image];
int flag_a,flag_b,i,j,count,frame_no,spot no,x coor,y coor,n,image_no;
int max frame_no,max spot no,keep frame_no,keep_spot no;
float intens,volt,current;
max frame_no=nnax spot no=0;
flag_a=flag_b=keep_frame_no=count=0;
i=j=n=0;

clearscreenLGCLEARSCREEN);
/* Error: don't use a nest comments:

(two slash-asterisks, between tow slash-asterisks).
Initialization:

for(i=1;i<=spoti++)
{
xx store[i]=0;
yy store[i]=0;
ff store[i]=0;
ss_store[i]=0;
}

for(i=1;i<=image;i++)
volt store[]=0;

for(i=1;i<=spoti++)
{
for(j=1;j<=image;j++)

{
x store[]1=0;
y_store[i][j=0;
intens_storePE=0;

}
}

1* Asking the name of Input file:
prinff(\n This program converts the OutPut file of AnaLEED.0 ");
prinff('1n (where it contains Arrays for : 20 spots & 50 images),");
prinff("\n to new formated files for the QUATTRO PRO spreadsheet. \n ");
prinff('1n iv-exp.out, contains: LEED I-V curves.');

*1

*1

*1
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printf("\n xy-beam.out, contains: Coordinates of spots in each image.\n ");r To check the output files: ./
if ((out fptr1 = fopenciv-exp.out","0) != NULL)

{
prinff("\n.iv-exp.out exist: " );
flag_a=1;
}

if ((out fptr1 = fopencxy-beam.out","0) != NULL)
(
prinffN xy-beam.out exist: " );
flag_b=1;
}

if(flag_a ==1 fl flag_b==1 )
{

prinff("\n\n Can I use them for the new output? Y or N\n");
do

n=tolower(getch());
while(n != 'y' && n != 'n');

if( n =='n)
(
printf("\n Please rename: iv-exp.out and xy-beam.out\n" );
exit(0);

}
}

*1
printf ("\n Please, enter the name of the output file of ANALEED.0 programAn");

scanf("%s",&file_name);
if ((in_fptr = fopen(file_name,"r")) == NULL)

{
prinff("\"%sr Dose not exist: \n ", file name );
exit0;
}

_clearscreen(_GCLEARSCREEN);
printf("\n Please wait.. \n");

Output files:
if((out fptr1=fopen("iv-exp.out","w")) == NULL)

printf("Couldn't open file iv-exp.outn\t");
else;
if((out fptr2=fopen("xy-beam.out","w")) == NULL)

printf("Couldn't open file xy-beam.outIn\l);
else;

Writing title:
fprinff(out fptr1," [iv-exp.out]\n");
fprinff(out fptr2," (xy-beam.outDn");
fprintf(out fptr1,"Experimental file: %s\n",file_name );
fprinff(out_fptr2,"Experimental file: %s\n",file_name );

Reading & Writing:
Each loop read & write only one line. */
for (i=1;i< 11;i++)

{
fgets(buf, 80 ,in_fptr);
fprinff(out fptr1,buf);
fprinff(out fptr2,buf);
}

*1
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P reading a format line:
while((n=getc(in_fptr)) != EOF)

{
fgets(buf,80,in_fptr); P read 1 lines and put away */
fscanf (in_fptr," %d ",&frame_no);

if(frame_no >0)
{

fscanf (in_fptr," %f %f %d "AvoltAcurrentAimage_no);
if(frame_no > max frame_no)

max frame_no=frame_no;
volt store[frame_no]=volt;
keep_frame_no=frame_no;
}

if(frame_no <0)
{
count++;
fscanf(in_fptr," %d %d "Ax_coor,84 coor );
while((n=getc(in_fptr)) && n!= ': && n != EOF)

fscanf(in_fptr," %d", &image_no);
xx store[count] =x coor;
yy store[count]=y coor;
ff store[count]=image_no;
ss_store[countj=-frame_no;
do
{
fscanf(in_fptr," %d %d %d "Aspot no,&x coor,&y coor );
whilean=getc(in_fptr)) && n!= ':' && n != EOF)

*1

fscanf(in_fptr," %d", &image_no);
if(spot_no != keep_spot_no)

{
count++;

)oc store[count] =x coor;
yy store[count]=y coor;
ff store[count]=image_no;
ss_store[count]=-spot no;
}

keep_spot no=spot no;
}whilean=getc(in_fptr)) != EOF);

goto out file;
}

fgets(buf,80,in_fptr); P read 1 lines and put away'/
spot no=0;

while( spot no >=0)
{
if(spot no>max spot no)

max spot no=spot no;
fscanf(in_fptr,"%d %d %d %f %d",&spot no,&x coorAy coorAintensAn);
if(spot no>0)

{
x store[spot no][keep_frame_no]=x coor;
y_store[spot no][keep_frame_nol=y_coor;
intens_store[spot no][keep_frame_noj=intens;



}

}

}

Writing in iv-exp.out */
out file:

fprinff(out fptr1," E(eV)");
for( =1;k= max spot no;i++)

fprintf(out fptr1,",%d",i);
fprinff(out fptr1,"1n");

i=j=0;
for(i=1;i<=max_frame_no;i++)

{
fprinff(out fptr1," %3.2f,",volt store[i]);

for(j=1-j<=max spot no;j++)
fprinff(out fptr1," %4.2f,",intens_storep7[p;

fprintf(out fptr1,"\n");
}

To write the spot positions for iv- exp.out: */
fprinff(out fptr1,"\n");
fprinff(out_fptr1,"The initial position of chosen spots:\n");
fprinff(out fptr1,"Spot:,X,Y, Image No.\n");

for(=1;i<=counti++)
{
fprinff(out fptr1,"%d,%d,%d,%d ",ss_store[i],xx_storepLyy_store[i],ff store[]);
fprinff(out fptr1,"\n");
}

Writing in xy-beam.out *1
fprinff(out_fptr2," Beams:");

for(i=1;i<= max spot no;i++)
fprinff(out fptr2,",°/od,%d",i,i);
fprinff(outiptr2,"\n");

for(i=1;i<= max spot no;i++)
fprinff(out fptr2,",X,Y");
fprinff(out fptr2,"\n");

i=j=0;
for( =1;i<=max frame_no;i++)

{
for6=1;j<=max spot no j + +)

fprinff(out fptr2,",%3.2d,%3.2d",x storebliby storegllij);
fprinff(out fptr2,"11-1");
}

r - To write the spot positions for xy-beam.out: */
fprinff(out fptr2,"\n");
fprinff(out fptr2,"The initial position of chosen spotsAn");
fprintf(out fptr2,"Spot:,X,Y, Image NoAn");

for(i=1;i<=count;i++)
{
fprinff(out fptr2,"%d,%d,%d,%d ",ss_store[]xx store[i],yy store[i],ff store[]);
fprinff(out fptr2,"\n");
}

1*

print-i(" n There are two OutPut files ( for Quattro Pro Spreadsheet):");
prinff("\n IV-EXP.OUT");
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printrn XY-BEAM.OUTIn");

}r END *1

*1
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C
C Name:
C Type:
C Language:
C

Update: Spring 1996 Author: Jahansooz Toofan
Uniform.FOR
Original module
Fortran 77

C Description: To estimate f(x) for arbtrary x by, drawing a
C smooth curve through the xi. Therefore for any
C x we can get f(x).
C SubRoutines: reading.for, adjnegat.for, spline.for and splint.for
C To Compile by command line:
C %F77 -o run-uni unifirm.for reading.for adjnegat.for spline.for
C splint.for
C

C Program: UNIFORM.FOR
C Interpolation: To estimate f(x) for arbtrary x by, drawing a
C smooth curve through the xi. Therefore for any
C x we can get f(x).
C SubRoutines: reading.for, adjnegat.for, spline.for and splint.for
C J. Toofan, 4-18-96
C IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H2O-Z)

CHARACTER*80 namein,title
10 FORMAT(20A)
20 FORMAT(2x,//)

WRITE(6,20)
WRITE(61CFormat for the input file:')
WRITE(6,1('One-line title.)
WRITE(6,1('X & Y pair:F6.2,F102, No comma or space')
WRITE(6,*)('The input file does have the correct format? Y or N')
READ(6,10)ANS
IF (ANS .EQ. 'N' .or. ANS .EQ. 'n') GO to 1000
WRITE(6,1('Please enter the input file-name ')
READ(5,10)namein
OPEN (unit=1,FILE=namein,status&OLD',FORM ='Formatted')
WRITE(61( 'Please: enter the number of pairs data (x,y):')
READ (6,*)N
WRITE(6,10)(n a mein)
WRITE(6,*)(N)
CALL reading(N)

1000 CLOSE(unit =1,DISPOSE ='SAVE')
CLOSE(unit =2,DISPOSE ='SAVE)
END

SUBROUTINE reading(N)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H2O-Z)
DIMENSION X(N),Y(N),Y2(N),XUNI(N),YUNI(N)
CHARACTER*80 flameout, Title

10 FORMAT(20A)
20 FORMAT(F6.2,F10.2)

READ (1,10) TITLE
DO 100 i=1,N
READ (1,20) X(),Y()
IF (i .GT. 1) THEN
IF(X() .EQ. X(i-1)) THEN
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WRITE(6,")('ERROR:,
WRITE(6, *)(There are two same values for X in the line=',)
RETURN

END IF
END IF

100 CONTINUE
200 WRITE(6,1('Please enter the output-file name:')

READ (5,10) nameout
WRITE(6,Xls it correct? Y or N')
READ(5,10)ans1
IF (ans1 .EQ. N .OR. ans1 .EQ. n) GOTO 200
OPEN(unit=2,FILE=nameout,status='NEW,FORM=Tormatted,

C To get values YP1 and YPN for the first derivative of the
C interpolating function at points 1 and N

DeIX= X(2) -X(1)
If(DelX .EQ. 0.0) Then
DeIX= X(3) -X(2)
END IF
IF(Y(2) .GT. Y(1)) then
YP1=2.0/De IX
ELSE
YP1=-2.0/DelX
END IF
IF(Y(N) .GT. Y(N-1) ) THEN
YPN=2.0 /DeIX
ELSE
YPN=- 2.0/DeIX
END IF
CALL SPLINE(X,Y,N,YP1,YPN,Y2)
DO 300 j=1,N
WRITE(6,1X(j),Y2(j)

300 CONTINUE
NE1NX1=0
NEWX2 =0
NSTP=0
YNEW =O
j=0

400 WRITE(6,1(' Use The range of your input exprement data')
WRITE(6,1('Example: 82, 3 [separate by comma])
VVRITE(6,1(Please ENTER integer: Initial Voltage, Step Voltage')
READ(57)NEINX1,NSTP
X1NEW=ANINT(FLOAT(NEVVX1))
XSTP=ANINT(FLOAT(NSTP))
WRITE(6,1cAre they correct ? Y or N
READ(5,10)ans2
IF (ans2 .EQ. 'N' .OR. ans2 .EQ. 'n') GOTO 400
DO 500 j=1,N
CALL SPLINT(X,Y,Y2,N,X1NEW,YNEVV)
YUNIO)=YNEW
XUNI(j)=X1NEW
X1NEW=X1NEW+XSTP

500 CONTINUE
CALL ADJNEGAT(N,YUNI)

C The output file:
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WRITE(2,10) Title
DO 600 j=1,N
Write(6,*)XUNIO),YUNI(D
VVRITE(2,20)XUNI(D,YUNI(j)

600 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C ***** ******1h******************Ir***********************

SUBROUTINE adjnegat(N,YUNI)
C This routine looking for the negative values in array of YUNI,
C it gets the smallest number of the negative value and add the
C absolut value of that number to the whole of the array numbers.
C Result: There are only positive values in array of YUNI.

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H2O-Z)
DIMENSION YUNI(N), YNEG(N)
j=0
i=0
DO 100 j=1,N
IF(YUNIO) .LT. 0.0)THEN

i=i+1
YNEG(i)=YUNI(j)

END IF
100 CONTINUE

ZMAX =0.0
DO 200 j=1,i
IF (ABS(YNEG(D) .GT. ZMAX) THEN
ZMAX = ABS(YNEG @)
END IF

200 CONTINUE
DO 300 j=1,N
YUNIO)=YUNIG)+ZMAX

300 CONTINUE
C WRITE (6,*)CMAXNEG=', ZMAX )
C READ(5,*) NZAX

RETURN
END

C ***************** ********* ***** * ********* ******* **********
SUBROUTINE SPLINE(X,Y,N,YPtYPN,Y2)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H2O-Z)
PARAMETER (NMAX=100)
DIMENSION X(N),Y(N),Y2(N),U(NMAX)

10 FORMAT(1x,F6.2,1x,F10.2)
DO 100 j=1,N
VVRITE(6,10) X(D,YG)

100 CONTINUE
IF (YP1.GT..99E30) THEN
Y2(1)=0.
U(1)=0.

ELSE
Y2(1)=-0.5
U(1)=(3J(X(2)-X(1)))*((Y(2)-Y(1))/(X(2)-X(1))-YP1)

C Write(6,*)(U(1)=',U(1))
ENDIF
DO 11 I=2,N-1
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C
C Name:
C Type:
C Language:
C
C Description:

Update: May 1996
Phsh LEED.FOR
Original module
Fortran 77

Author: Jahansooz Toofan

This program gets the output of Phsh2rel.for (relativistic C
phase shift calculation) to create a conventional format and C

continuous
C Note:
C LEED Tensor Calculation (Programs of Barbieri and Van C

Hove). The set of Phase Shift for each element must be C
extracted from Phasout file (the output of PHSH2REL.For).

C
C
C
C

Information: nol= L Number,noen= Number of Energy
NOTE! Lmax =12 in Format #30, in PhSh1.for also it must C

equals 12
C Check the head line of input for this program.
C

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H2O-Z)
PARAMETER (PI =3.1416, noen=100, nofile=6,Ino=18)
DIMENSION energy(noen),phsh(nofile,noen,Ino),original(nofile,noen,

c Ino),Icount(In&pm Phasout file (the output of PHSH2REL.For).
CHARACTER*80 infile(nofile),title(nofile)

10 FORMAT(//)
15 FORMAT(A50)
20 FORMAT(F10.4,2x,F7.4,2x,I3,2x,13)
30 FORMAT(F9.4,12F8.5)
40 FORMAT(F7.4)
50 FORMAT(10F7 A)
60 FORMAT(F7.4,',',20( F8.5,',))
70 FORMATCE(Hartree)',18(,L = ',I2))
80 FORMAT(F9.4,',',F7.2)

WR1TE(6,10)
100 INRITE(6,1('How many input file do you have ?)

read(5,*)mynofile
IF(mynofile .GT. nofile) GOTO 100
WRITE(6,*)Clnput Format Information:')

WRITE(6,*)('1- Title )
VVRITE(6,*)('2- Init. Energy, Step Energy, No. Energies, Lmax =12')
WRITE(6,1(' Note: No. Energies < 100)
WRITE(6,*)C3- E (eV), line of phase-shift(rad) )
WRITE(6,*)('4- next line of phas-shift')
WR1TE(6,*)('repeating steps: 3 & 4')
WRITE(6,10)
VVRITE(6,*)CNote: the order of your input file-name gives')
WRITE(6,1( 'the order of phase shift in the output file.)
VVR1TE(6,10)
INRITE(5,1('Please enter the input file name(s) :')

DO 200 ncount=1, mynofile
READ(5,15) infile(ncount)

IF(ncount .LT. mynofile) then
WRITE(6, *)C... next one please)

END IF



200 CONTINUE
INRITE(6,1('Please, enter the Maximum L :)

READ(57) Imax
DO 500 ncount=1,mynofile
OPEN(unit=ncount,file=infile(ncount),status=iolde,form=

c'formatted')
C Input Reading

READ(ncount,15)title(ncount)
WRITE(6,15)fitle(ncount)

READ(ncount,20)starten ,stepen, nostep ,nolmax
write(6,20)starten,stepen,nostep,nolmax

IF(Imax .GT. nolmax) then
Imax = nolmax

END IF
C Main data

mcount=0
DO 400 loopa=1,nostep

mcount=mcount+1
READ(ncount,30)energy(mcount),(phsh(ncount ,mcount,L),

cL=1,nolmax+1)
DO 300 jn=1,nolmax+1
original( ncount, mcount ,jn)= phsh(ncount,mcount,jn)

300 CONTINUE
C write(6,30)energy(mcount),(phsh(ncount ,mcount,L),
C cL=1,nolmax+1)
400 CONTINUE

CLOSE (UNIT=ncount,DISPOSE='SAVE)
500 CONTINUE

CLOSE (UN1T=ncount,DISPOSE='SAVE)
C Removing the discontinuance of Energy

DO 800 ncount=1,mynofile
DO 700 n1=1,Imax

DO 600 nstep=1 ,nostep
iflag=0
jflag=0
kflag=0

C For the last step of delta:
IF(nstep .EQ. nostep)THEN

delta=0.0
GOTO 510

END IF
delta=(phsh(ncount,nstep+1 ,n1))-(phsh(ncount,nstep,n1))

510 IF(delta .GE. 3.1 )THEN
phsh(ncount,nstep+1,n1)=phsh(ncount,nstep+1,n1)-PI

END IF
IF(delta .LE. -3.1 )THEN

phsh(ncount,nstep+1,n0=phsh(ncount,nstep+1,n1)+PI
END IF

600 CONTINUE
700 CONTINUE
800 CONTINUE
C The output for the LEED Programs

OPEN(UNIT=mynofile+1,file=leedphsh.dat,status='NEVV,
cFORM = 'FORMATTED')
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OPEN(UNIT=mynofile+2,file=leedphsh.qpr,status='NEW,
cFORM = 'FORMATTED)
DO 850 ncount=1,mynofile

VVRITE(mynofile+1,15)fitle(ncount)
850 CONTINUE

DO 1000 nstep=1,nostep
energy(nstep)=energy(nstep)/27.18
1NRITE(mynofile+1,40) energy(nstep)

DO 900 ncount=1,mynofile
VVRITE(mynofile+1,50) (phsh(ncount,nstep,n1),n1=1,1max)

900 CONTINUE
1000 CONTINUE
C The Out Put for XY-graph

DO 1050 j= 1,Imax
Icount(j) =j -1

1050 CONTINUE
1NRITE(mynofile+2,15)title(1)
WRITE(mynofile +2,70)(Icount(j),j =1,Imax)

DO 1200 ncount=1,mynofile
DO 1100 nstep=1,nostep

WRITE(mynofile+2,60)energy(nstep),(phsh(ncount,nstep,n1),
cn1=1,Imax)

1100 CONTINUE
WRITE(mynofile+2,15)title(ncount+1)

IF (ncount .LT. mynofile)THEN
WRITE(mynofile +2,70 )(1count(),j=1,1max)
END IF

1200 CONTINUE
WRITE(mynofile+2,10)
WRITE(mynofile+2,15)(The Original Data :)
WRITE(mynofile+2,15)title(1)
WRITE(mynofile+2,70)(1count(j),j=1,1max)

DO 1400 ncount=1,mynofile
DO 1300 nstep=1,nostep

WRITE(mynofile+2,60)energy(nstep),(original(ncount,nstep,n1),
cn1=1,Imax)

1300 CONTINUE
IF (ncount .LT. mynofile) THEN
WRITE(mynofile+2,15)(The Original Data 1
WRITE(mynofile+2,15)title(ncount+1)
WRITE(mynofile+2,70)(1count0),j=1,1max)
END IF

1400 CONTINUE
C

WRITE(mynofile+2,15)(The energy conversion:)
WRITE(mynofile+2,15)cE(Hartree), E(eV)')
DO 1500 nstep=1,nostep
WRITE (mynofile+2,80)energy(nstep),(energy(nstep)*27.18)

1500 CONTINUE
C

VVRITE(6,10)
WRITE(6,*)(' OutPut Files : leedphsh.dat & leedphsh.qpr)
WRITE(6,10)

CLOSE(UNIT=mynofile+1,D1SPOSE= 'SAVE)
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CLOSE(UNIT=mynofile+2,DISPOSE= 'SAVE')
END




